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MRDs
in N.Y.C!
JMU's largest-ever marching band
brought the Purple and Gold pride to
the 82nd Annual Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade on Nov. 27 in New
York City. The 474-member Marching Royal Dukes were one of 10
marching bands in the parade. The
MRDs performed Sing, Sing, Sing in
Herald Square. "What better way to
capstone JMU's centennial year than
on a national scope with the marching band on TV," said Scott Rikkers,
director of the Marching Royal Dukes.
The performance marked the MRD's
second appearance in the holiday
classic. The first came in 2001 at
the ?5th-anniversary Macy's parade.
Contributing co the record-size band
are 320 returning members. 'Tm
glad to have chat because they're the
strength of our program -

they are

che tradition," Rikkers added. More
than 3.5 million spectators watched
che Dukes perform on the 2.5-mile
parade route.
-

MICHELLE HITE

('88 )

* See more photos and read personal

stories by an alumna and MRD member
at MadisonOnline. English major and
MRD Emily Reid ('09) shares her "once
in a lifetime" experience at www.jmu.
edu/madisononline/Reid_E_MRD.shtml.
Rebecca Maas ('04) writes about her
Big Apple Thanksgiving at www.jmu.edu/
madisononline/Maas_MRD_MO.shtml.
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26 Unearthing answers

covER BY HARRY ATwooo ('87)
JMU anthropology professor Carole Nash ('83) and her team of student archaeologists have
partnered with Shenandoah National Park to research storied Mount Vernon Furnace near
Port Republic, Va. Dig by dig, artifact by artifact, map by map, archive by archive, Nash and
her students are unearthing the secrets of this 19th-century iron furnace and piecing together
its complex sociological, economic and environmental story.

32 Built for learning

BY JAN GrLus co7)
The East Campus Library was designed and built with a new model of library service in mind
- connecting people and ideas in a setting designed around the way people learn and work.

38 2008 CAA Champs

BY CuRT DuoLEY

Although the 2008 football team didn't quite reach the pinnacle of its second national tide,
this past season will certainly be ranked as one of the team's most memorable and revered.
Trivia buffs will recall the 2008 season as a season of firsts.

42

'Stealth psychologists'

BY DAN ARMSTRONG

Three JMU school psychology alumni have taken the National Association of School
Psychologists' top honor, winning the National School Psychologist of the Year three times
in the last six years.
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News JMU alum helps save others during the Miracle on
the Hudson, Winter Commencement, JMU history program
makes history, students create Ja mes Madison Undergraduate
Research Jou rnal, the iMBA, RecycleMania and more

11 By the Numbers

What's No. 1?
What's 5, 10, ll and 50? How about 37,842?
And, what happened on 2.09.09 ?

17 Special Report BY ANDY P ERRI NE ('BG)
Pulling together in troubled times: From Linkedln
to the Madison Fund, alumni reach out to each
other and back to JMU

19 Dukes Turf

2009 baseball, lacrosse and
softba ll forecasts look good

Be the Change

Departments
20 Expressions

BY JACQUE LYN WALSH

('09)

Dave Sanderson ('83) helps
save fellow passengers on US
AiwaysAirbus 320. PAGE 8

Jack Brandt ('04) uses his artwork to
advocate for disability rights

22 Bright Lights

Communication sciences and disorders
professor Brenda Seal, housekeeper and world changer Lea
Foley and Grottoes town superintendent Ashley Davison ('08)

44 Professors You Love

BY GAIL CLARY ('8 1)
Ana lytical chemistry professo r James "JT' Leary

45 Mixed Media

Books by alumni and professors:
After Jerusalem: A Story and Two Novellas; Beyond Horizons;
Blue Ridge Parkway - Simply Beautiful; Nmap in the Enterprise: Your Guide to Network Scanning; Red, White, or Yellow:
The Media and the Military at War in Iraq; Twelve Rivers of
the Body, and The Wettest County in the World

Alumni
47 News

The JMU Alumni Association Strategic Plan in
action, Homecoming reunions, Road Dawg the wedding
crasher, alumni groups, mini-reunions and the Madison
Events calendar

49 My Madison
BY MARY J ANE EDMUNDSON TOLLEY ('59)
It's been a fab ulous, fun 50 Madison years

54 Class Notes

News from alumni, JMU Works,
and profiles of Mandi Meros ('00), Jeff Sadosky ('00)
and Rebecca Wasyk ('OO)

CAA champs
The football team goes
undefeated and clinches
the 2008 CAA tide.

Brenda Seal's
research is changing kids' lives.
PAGE 22

Measuring history Anthropology professor Carole
Nash takes a measurement at Mount Vernon Furnace. PAGE 26

Gel connected:
WWW.JMU.EDU
JMU NEWS
Get the latest JMU headlines and student news,
connect to online JMU communities, read Madison
Scholar and much more: www.jmu.edu/news

HAPPY BIRTHDAY JEMMY
Reconnect to Madison and get all the latest updates
about 2009 James Madison Week:

www.jmu.edu/birthday/

PAGE 38
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BOARD OF V I SITORS 2 00 8-2009
MEREDITH STROHM GUNTER , Rector
JAMES E . "JIM" HARTMAN ('70), Vice Rector
MARK T. BOWLES ('86)
JOSEPH DAMICO ('76, '77M)
RONALD C . DEVINE ('78)
VANESSA M . EVANS ('93, '97M)
LOIS J . FORBES ('64)
CHARLES H. FOSTER JR .
JOSEPH K . FUNKHOUSER II
STEPHEN R. LEEOLOU ('78)
E L IZABETH V. LODAL
WHARTON B . RIVERS JR . ('02P)
LARRY M . ROGERS ('79, '81M)
JUDITH S . STRICKLER ('60)
FRED D . THOMPSON JR.
MARLEY M . GREEN ( ' 09), Student Member
DONNA HARPER ('77, '81M,'86Ed.S.), Secretary

PRESIDENT
LINWOOD H . ROSE

DIV I SION HEADS
DOUGLAS T. BROWN

Provost and Vice President, Academic Affairs
JOANNE CARR

Senior Vice President, University Advancement
CHARLES KING

Your letters
WINTER 2009 ONLINE
MADISON
Really, really great issue. Well done.
J UDITH M . CAM P O WALSH ('91)

Rocky Point, N. Y.

THANKS
FOR THE
MEMORIES
I want to thank your
team so much for the
splendid article chat
appeared in Madison [Winter 2009],
Vol. 32. Our family enjoyed it. The
memories of these
times are cherish ed by our family. Thanks
for the extra copies you sent. Sincerely,
FRANCES PLECKER AND FAMILY

Harrisonburg, Va.

Senior Vice President, Administration and Finance

* Editor's Note: Frances and the late Bob

MARK WARNER (' 79, 'SIM, ' 85Ed.S .)

Plecker gave the lead gift for the Plecker
Athletic Performance Center

Senior Vice President, Student Affairs and
University Planning
VICE PROVOSTS FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
A . JERRY BENSON
TERESA A . GONZALEZ
JOHN B . NOFTSINGER JR . ('85)

DEANS
RALPH ALBERICO

Libraries/ Educational Technology
DAVID F. BRAKKE

Science and Mathematics
LINDA HALPERN

University Studies

REMEMBERING OUR
CLASS OF '58 FRIEND
Ken Wilson, husband of 1958 Class President Pat Smith Wilson, di ed Dec. 2 7,
2008 . He was at home with his famil y by
his side. Ken was a great friend to the members of the C lass of 1958. Condolences may
be sent to Pat Wilson at 9319 S.E. 170th
Humphries Loop, The Villages, FL 32162.

Class of 1958 President Pat Smith Wilson
and her husband, Ken, head to the 50th
reunion reception at Oakview last April
during Bluestone Reunion Weekend .

While we miss our class' special friend and
grieve with Pac, it becomes more important
for our class m embers to stay in contact.
C lassmates with e-mail addresses are asked
to please notify Beery Powers Oliver ('58) at
jjobbo@verizon.net. Thank you for helping
the Class of 1958 stay in touch.
BETTY BALL MANN

('58)

Richmond, Va.
Madison welcomes letters in response to magazine content. The staff reserves the right to edit
for clarity, length and style. Anonymous letters will
not be published. Send to "22807" Madison, 220
University Blvd., MSC 3610, JMU, Harrisonburg,
VA 22807, or e-mail madisonmag@jmu.edu.

DAVID K . JEFFREY

Arts and Letters
RE I D L INN

Graduate School
SHARON LOVELL (inter i m)

Integrated Science and Technology
ROBERT D . REID

Business
GEORGE SPARKS

Visual and Performing Arts
PHILLIP M . WISHON

Education
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OFFICERS
JON OFFLEY (' 89 ), President
A·J FISCHER (' 92 ), President-Elect

PAR E NTS COUNCIL OFFICERS
STEVE AND LOR I FUCHS ('09P)

Madison is an official publication of James Madison
University and is produced quarterly for alumni. parents of
JMU students. faculty and staff members. and fri ends of
the university. It is produced by the Division of University
Advancement. Editorial and advertising offices: JMU.
MSC 3610. Harrisonburg. VA 22807
JMU does not discriminate on the basis of race. color,
national origin. religion. gender. age. veteran status.
political affiliation. sexual orientation or disability
(in compliance with the Americans with Disabi lities
Act) with respect to employment or admissions. or in
connection with its programs or activities.
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Anatomy of
a brainstorm

A
March 16-20, 2009
Reconnect to Madison
and be the in 'Burg

March 16

*

Wreath laying, 1787 Society induction and birthday cake
11 a.m. at t he Jam es Madison statue on Blues tone D rive

* New Madison book
T he release of Liberty & Learning, the Essential
James Madison, writ ten by Phil Bigler ('74, '76M),
director of the Jam es Mad ison Center
Proceeds from sales support the Donald Robertson
Scholarship, which is offered annually by the James
Mad ison Center in honor of Madison's first teacher.
Learn more about the scholarship and purchase che
book ac www.jmu.edu/madison/center

March 17

*

The C-SPAN Civics Bus on campus
1 to 4 p.m . Learn more at www.c-span.org/schoolbus/

March 18

*

James Madison's inaugural address re-enactment
Portrayed by John D ouglas Hall and sponsored by the Madison
Historians. (2 p.m.,Wilson Hall) Read President Madison's first
inaugural speech at www.jmu.edu/Madison0nline

* James Madison Day speaker
Hunter Rawlings, James Madison historian and
president emeritus of Cornell University
(2: 30 p.m., Wilson H a ll)

* "James Madison and Science"
JMU physics professor Bill Ingham
(4 p.m., ISAT Room 159)

* Madison Cup Debate finals
The best of 14 universities from across the nation
(5 p.m., Wilson H a ll)

*

Jim Bohannon live on WSVA 550 AM
Special guests from James M adison W eek (10 p.m. to 1 a.m.)

For more information visit www.jmu.edu/birthday
Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2009

s you read chis issue of the magazine, you'll find several references
co the cough economic times we
are all facing. Madison, just like
everyone else, will have co deal with these
economic realities.
N aturally, we will be enacting conventional cost-cutting methods - printing and
mailing fewer copies of the magazine. Please
m ake sure yo u share your e-mail address
with JMU (see Page 14) so chat we can continue co reach you as we explore new ways co
continue communicating with you and the
growing JMU alum ni population.
We also will be looking co slay the budget
dragon in more innovative (and characteristically JMU) ways. Our team is consolidating chis year's Viewbook (the traditional print
vehicle sent co high school seniors) with the
August issue ofMadison. Reaching out co pcospeccive students with Madison makes perfect
sense. T he magazine offers the evidence high
school students and their parents need co help
chem make an informed decision about what
college or university is right for chem.
"Brochures traditionally cell a story, but
t he magazine is so much more powerful
because ic shows what's so great at Madison,"
says M ichael Walsh, di rector of admissions
fo r JMU, now buried under a record 21,250
freshman applications.
In face, it's chis kind of collaboration, chis
impulse co solve a problem and throw in on
a good idea, chat's so great about JMU. T he
idea - chat pcospeccive students, alumni and
the rest of che JMU community could fi nd
common cause in che pages of Madison was Andy Perrine's. "We have a responsibility co tuition and tax-payers co be innovative
and responsible with how we spend money.
Using Madison co also recruit new students
kills two birds with one scone," he says.
And, I know our readers - JMU alumni
and parents - will be our best recruiters.
T hey can personally pass along their magazines co the cop-performing high school students they know personally and cell them
aboucJMU.
You, che expert, can start helping now.
As we get ready for that special August issue
of Madison, cell us what co tell prospective
students and their parents about why JMU
is the best university on Earth. (See ads on
Pages 4 and 60) . After all, you know best.

-

PAM BROCK,

Executive Editor
SP RI
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ANGEL ELZA ('JO)
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Harry Atwood ('87) is a freelance writer, teacher and proud
Duke. His editorial column " From Left Field " ran in Th e
Breeze circa 1986-87. For 10 years he ran Madison House for
the JMU Studies Abroad Program in London. Arwood's story,
Scaring the Queen, aired recently on American Public M edia 's
The Story. In this issue, he writes about anthropology professor
Carole Nash's work with Shenandoah National Park to pi ece
together the complex sociological, economic and environmental story of Mount Vernon Furnace.

A graduate of the JMU College of Integrated Sci ence and
Technology, Erin Bishop ('04) began wh at was an un expected career in communication by pairing her lo ve of
adventure and talent for writing as a communica tion and
public relations manager with a sports marketing firm.
Transitioning to health care m arketing and communication, she has worked to promote several Virginia nonprofit
communiry hospitals. As a freelance writer, Bishop continues to enjoy health care and adventure sports assignments.
Bishop is a board member of the Shenandoah Valley Bicycle Coalition and a passionate
advocate of the not-for-profit World Bicycle Relief. In this issue, she writes about communication sciences and disorders professor Brenda Seal.
Dan Armstrong joined the JMU public affairs team in September
2008. A die-hard St. Louis Cardinals fan, he previously worked as
a reporter for a newspaper near his hometown of Carlinville, Ill.
Armstrong has a bachelor's degree from Illinois Wesleyan Universiry, where he was an editor of the student newspaper and earned
state honors for writing. During school he worked for a local newspaper, the media relations department of a large insurance company and the universiry's communication office. In this issue, he
writes abour three JMU alumni who have received the top honor
from the National Association of School Psychologists.

JMU media relations fall 2008 intern Kim Russo ('08)
writes about the creation of the ]MU Undergraduate Research
journal on Page 9. Russo graduated in December with a
B.A. in communication studies with a concentration in public relations and minor in technical and scientific communication. She lives in New York Ciry and works as a junior
account executive at Marina Maher Communications.

Madison magazine intern Jacquelyn Walsh ('09) is an
English major with minors in creative writing and dance.
She is a member of the Alpha Sigma Tau sororiry, works
for the March of Dimes and has volunteered with the Big
Brothers Big Sisters program for four years. She profiles
alumni Rebecca Wasyk ('OO) and Jeff Sadosky ('00) on
Pages 56 and 59. She also writes the Expressions column
about Jack Brandt ('06) on Page 20. Walsh was a contributing writer to The Breeze during her freshman year.
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DIRECTIONS

Higher education sustains
an evolving economy
An investment in education is a must for the nation's economic growth
ich the nation's economy foremost on everybody's fication of Physician Assistants. Physician assistants are healch care
mind, it will come as no surprise char we have professionals licensed ro practice medicine with physician supervibeen preparing for what looked to be substantial sion, and the Bureau of Labor Statistics predicts their demand will
budget curs at James Madison University due to
remain in the highest projected category of need.
Our teachers, whom JMU has been preparing faithfully since our
a projected shortfall in Virginia tax revenue.
Ralph Waldo Emerson wrote, "Difficulties exist founding 100 years ago, remain impressive with 100 percent pass
to be surmounted." It is with chis attitude chat we conduct the business
rates on the Praxis tests and Virginia Communication and Literacy
Assessment and Virginia Reading Assessof education during these uncertain times.
ment. The success of our teacher educaIr is the same approach Dave Sanderson
('83) rook recently as a passenger aboard US
tion program directly affects the prosperity of the nation, as teachers inspire our
Airways Flight 1549 when it crash-landed
in the Hudson River. Sanderson, one of the
co untry's youth and equip them with
last people to exit the plane, was instrumenthe knowledge and skills they need to be
tal in saving the lives of ochers. Please read
contributing members of sociery.
more about his inspiring story on Page 8.
Supplementing the impact of our traWith Congress' recent action on the fedditional students, the JMU Outreach and
eral stimulus package, there appears ro be
Engagement Office provides educational
programs to meet specific workforce needs
some good news on the horizon for higher
in a shifting economy. In Martinsville, Va.,
education. The Virginia General Assembly
has allocated more than $7 million in fedfor instance, a communiry affected by faderal stimulus dollars to ]MU to offset the
ing industries, a JMU Adult Degree Proplanned $11. 7 million in curs for next year. JMU President Linwood H. Rose says, "Sustained
gram is helping to rebuild the workforce,
These funds will enable us to moderate prosperity is a product of an educated populace ... equipping individuals with the skills to
Investment in education is a prerequisite for the
anticipated tuition charges to students and economic growth of our nation."
march a new wave of incoming businesses.
their families and soften the economic blow
The connective tissue among all of
for JMU, giving time for the economy to begin to right irselfin the lat- these JMU success stories is the viral purpose they serve in sustainter half of2009 and in 2010. Should the condition of the economy not ing an evolving economy. For the same reason, we will continue
to seek additional private and public support for our newest JMU
improve thereafter, JMU will have to move forward with budget cuts,
initiatives, particularly as we continue to develop the new sustainbut with a dear mandate to preserve and protect our institutional core.
Designating $7 million of the federal stimulus for JMU is pru- ability-focused School of Engineering, which offers the kind of
dent thinking on the part of our Virginia elected officials. They innovation our economy requires to renew itself.
This is also true as we finish building the Performing Arts Center
recognize that sustained prosperity is a product of an educated
populace. For that reason, investment in education is a prerequisite and continue the expansion of Bridgeforth Stadium, as these and
for the economic growth of our nation. Mastery of a shifting set of our ocher capital construction projects stimulate job creation.
At JMU, we have a responsibiliry to contribute to the health of
knowledge and skills is absolutely necessary as new business parathe local and state economy. Our elected officials recognized chis as
digms emerge and new fields of endeavor arise.
they designated federal stimulus dollars for higher education. An
JMU graduates are well positioned to bridge the gap and fill
shortages in dynamic fields. College of Business 2007 graduates had investment in higher education is a necessity in returning the state
the 11 ch-highest pass rate in the nation among students without and nation to a position of vibrancy.
The federal stimulus is of course a temporary measure, and the
advanced degrees who rook the Uniform Certified Public Accounpossibiliry of budget cues remains. As we consider what budget
tants examination for the first time. Passing the exam is the first
adjustments we still might have to make at JMU in the future, we
step coward earning the coveted CPA license.
Our nursing graduates are immensely successful as well. In will seek first and foremost to protect the excellence of the educational mission. In both the short and the long run, our graduates
response to the alarming shortage of nurses nationwide, the JMU
Department of Nursing more than doubled the size of its Bachelor will make the difference to our sustained collective prosperiry.
of Science in Nursing program and fully revised the curriculum.
During this expansion, from 2005 to 2008 , graduates maintained
pass races for first-time test takers of 90 percent to 96 percent on
LrNwooD H. RosE
the R.N. Nursing Certification and Licensure Exam.
President
In 2008, JMU's master's-level physician assistants achieved a 100
James Madison University
percent first-time pass rate on the National Commission on Cerri-
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Doing the right thing
Alumnus helps Miracle on the Hudson passengers
BY DAN ARMSTRONG

SITTING ABOARD US AIRWAYS FLIGHT 15 49 was probably the
last place anyone wanted ro be on Jan. 15. But Dave Sanderson
('83) says it was exactly where he was supposed to be. And a lot
of the other 154 passengers are very thankful he was.
Sanderson was one of the last passengers off the plane after
its harrowing crash landing on the Hudson River, leaving only
after making sure others had safely exited.
"I believe that it happened for a reason," Sanderson says.
"God wanted me there to help people and to do the right thing.
My mother always taught me to do the right thing, and the right
thing is to rake care of other people first. If you do the right
thing, God will look after you."
Sanderson remained in the plane's cabin, conducting sweeps
to make sure everyone was our, even as icy water rose to his
waist. After a rescue boar bumped the plane, forcing it to rake
on water up to his back, Sanderson jumped our and swam to a
nearby ferryboat.
Suffering from severe hypothermia and loss of the use of his
legs, he was pulled on board and rushed to a triage unit. "That
was rhe second time I thought I might nor make it," he says.

1believe that it happened for a reason.
God wanted me there to help people
and to do the right thing.'
1

-

DAVE SANDERSON ('83)

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol32/iss2/1
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Dave Sanderson (above)
of Charlotte, N.C., is
shown in a hospital bed
at Palisades Medical
Center in North Bergen,
N.J., Jan. 15, 2009. Sanderson helped US Airways
Airbus 320 passengers
to safety. (Above left) A
Good Morning America
exclusive photogra ph
shows Sanderson exiting
the pla ne's cabin.

Sanderson remained at a hospital
for more than six hours before his
core rem perarure was restored to a
safe level. He hasn't slept a full night
since the crash and still has some
lingering cold scars, bur says, overall
he's "in pretty good shape. "
Sanderson went back to work that
Monday and hasn 't missed a day of
work since. Incredibly, he's flown 14 times in the month sin ce
the crash. He's been featured along with other survivors on television news shows and in scores of newspaper and magazi ne
articles. He has also been featured in a video tribute by inspirational guide Tony Robbins, for whom Sanderson has headed
security reams for more than a decade.
And he's happy to share his incredible story: 'Tm here for
another reason; God gave me ano ther ch ance to live, and he
wants me to use it in a way that helps me grow and contribute
to other people. I owe it to people to share the story and the
good things that have come out of it. There are good things that
happen in the world."
m

* Read a full account of Sanderson's st ory at www.jmu.edu/news.

PLA N E IN WATE R PHOTOGRAPH BY STEVE N DAY/A P; SAND ERSO N IN HOSPITAL
BY TA NYAN IK A SA MU ELS / A P; GMA EXCLU SI VE COURT ES Y OF ABC
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[Making History]

JMU history
program
makes history

J

BY COLLEEN DrxoN

MU's undergraduate history
program was one of only
four curricula selected by the
American H istorical Association to be featured in a video at
the association's 123rd annual
meeting Jan. 2-5 . Murray State,
Princeton and the University of
Michigan were the other outstanding undergraduate history
programs included in the video,
which ran continuously in lobbies and other spaces outside the
conference rooms.
"The AHA featured JMU
because of the quality of our
undergraduate research program
in hisrory," says history department head Michael J. Galgano.
"Our faculty members have successfully guided
and mentored
student research
for many years,
and students
have presented
and published
papers, won
Michael J.
prizes and
Galgano
achieved recognition over the years."
In the video, JMU professors
and students are interviewed
and shown evaluating evidence,
discussing their research findings and evaluating their writing. T he film features Galgano
and faculty member Dan Kerr,
along with history majors John
'Tripp" Hughes ('09) and Amy
Cerminara ('09).
"It is an honor for a major
professional group to allow our
department to focus on JMU's
outstanding undergraduate history program and to acquaint
more people with our public
history concentration. I'm
pleased to see the AHA recognize two important aspects of
the profession, teaching and
public history," says Galgano.

1

Lead a balanced life'

Former ]MU Board of Visitors rector advi'ses December grads

I

playing well with othn the last major
and using good
ers,
event of Madi manners
and comson's centennial
mon sense." Quoting
year, JMU Presiboth Abraham Lindent Linwood
coln
and Mark Twain,
H . Ro se c onferred
Damico
stressed to
degrees on 675 stugraduates that " baldents at Winter Comance is a journey."
mencement on D ec.
D a mi co recentl y
Soon-to-be-alumni
listen
to
speaker
Joseph
13 in the Convo.
Damico ('76) before JMU President Linwood
completed
a two-year
Jilliam N. Joe earned
Rose confers 566 bachelor's degrees.
term
as
rector
of the
the single doctoral
degree conferred and became the first African- JMU Board of Visitors. He earned a B.A. in
American to earn a Ph .D. in assessment and marketi ng and an M.B.A. from JMU. Damico
measurement; 566 undergrad uates received has more than 31 years of healthcare industry
bachelor's degrees, and 108 students earned operating experience, previously as executive
vice president of Cardinal Health Inc. and
graduate-level degrees.
Joseph F. Damico ('76, '77M), a found- group president of Allegiance Corp.
D amico told graduates, "Teamwork is a
ing partner and operating principal of Round
Table Healthcare Partners and a member of vital part of any organization, whether you're
the JMU Board of Visitors, cold graduates that captain or not." ffl
the "three simple keys to leading a successful * Listen to Damico's commencement address
and happy life include balance, working and at http://media.jmu.edu/archives.asp/.

[Academic Scholarship]

For students,
by students
Centennial Dukes sho1vcase
undergraduate research
BY KrMBERLY R usso ('08)

A

group of students
and professors who
are passionate about
advancing academic scholarship at Madison

Published
JMUCOScholarly
Commons,
2009
GALGA by
NO AND
MMENCEMENT
PHOTOGRAPHS
BY DIANE ELLIOTT ('00);
RESEARCHERS BY BRIAN DILLENSNYDER ('08)

are working hard to contribute
to the cause.
"Undergraduates conducting research spend many hours
during nights and weekends
on research projects. At the
end of all their effort they
may type a report that will
just sit in an adviser's file cabinet. Why not showcase the
product of all this focus and
development? Undergraduates
deserve to have their work seen
by the entire community," says
Laurence Lewis ('08) .

....

I

Personal research projects
sparked Casey Boutwell ('08)
and Laurence Lewis ('08) to create the James Madison Undergraduate Research Journal.
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Lewis first came up with
the idea co create the journal
while doing research last summer at Northwestern University. "I instancly knew chat
chis idea [an undergraduate
journal] would fir perfeccly at
JMU," he says.
Lewis spearheaded the
creation ofJames Madison
Undergraduate Research journal with Casey Boutwell
('08). With some guidance
from Kure Schick, professor
of writing, rhetoric and technical communication, and
diligent work from managing editors Alex Sharp ('10)
and Sierra Stanczyk ('09), the
behind-the-scenes work at
JMURJ is now in full swing.
"A number of people recommended Kure Schick,"
Lewis says, "and after first
meeting him, Casey and I
both knew he was exaccly
who we were looking for. His
ideas, connections and belief
in us has helped propel chis
journal co its success."
Schick sees eye-co-eye with
the impetus for the project:
"The mission ofJMURJ coincides with JMU's civic mission. The goal is co blur the
lines between curricular and
extracurricular activities."
The journal was designed co
give undergraduate students
practice and training for future
technical publication if they
choose co publish subsequent
research. "le is very important
to guide the author on how to
Continued on Page 12

Alex Sharp ('10) and Sierra Stanczyk ('09), center, are managing
editors of the JMU Undergraduate Research Journal.

The Surgeon General makes a house call
Community outreach program addresses childhood obesity

E

xercise really is good medicine," Acting U.S. Surgeon General Steven Galson
says acting U.S. Surgeon General (far right) congratulates JMU students,
administrators and alumnae who helped creRear Adm. Steven K. Galson.
ate a local girls' golf program collaboration.
Galson visited JMU in Novem- Accepting the Champion's Award are eleber co present the Champion's mentary school participants in the program,
Award co the JMU girls' golf program, a which encourages a healthy lifestyle.
collaboration among the Morrison-Bruce
Center for the Promotion of Physical Activ- and skills of the game, they are often comity for Girls and Women, Mulligan's Golf petitive-based and limited co the game. The
Center and Lakeview Golf Course. The JMU program is different; ic also teaches the
Champion's Award recogni zes programs fundamentals of golf but adds a strong social,
chat address the growing problem of child- wellness and fitness component.
"Girls are more social than competitive,"
hood obesity.
Since his appointment in 2007, Galson Phillips says. "Girls also deal with issues of
has made childhood obesity a strategic mes- self-esteem and body image. This program's
sage. During his JMU visit, he led a round- emphasis on health and fitness is tailorcable discussion for community leaders in made for girls. They use really clever ideas to
che wellness/fitness arena and addressed encourage and teach fitness, motivation and
a public forum. "The effects of childhood wellness," she adds.
"My favorite pare," says 7-year-old Caroline
obesity are lifelong," Galson says, and "the
Hayes, "is the cow's heart." As pare of che carobesity problem has tripled since 1980."
Obesity in children contributes to mulci- dio-ficness education of the program, the girls
ple health problems including hypertension, examined the inner workings of a cow's heart.
In a world of copycats, the JMU program
musculoskelecal problems, diabetes, cancer
and concomita nts as wide-ranging as bul- is unique. So much so, says Phillips, "the prolying and diminished educational opportu- gram could go national. They've done an
nities. "Healthy kids will learn better," the amazing job." Phillips plans co approach the
LPGA co see if they would sponsor a similar
surgeon general adds.
Galson presented the Champion's Award co nationwide program. "It's chat good," she says.
LPGA professional Phillips co - owns
JMU seniors Kristen McGoldrick and Kellie
Hayes, who designed and implemented the and runs Virginia's largest spores complex,
program. Also present co accept the award Windy Hill in Midlothian . Lase spring, Philwere elementary school students and pro- lips received JMU's Outstanding Alumnus
gram participants Abby Botticelli, Caroline Award. In 2003, she received the prestigious
Hayes and Abby Shiflet; former JMU golfers President's Award from the Mid-Aclantic secWendy Kern ('89), representing Mulligan's tion of the LPGA and in 2006 was named
Golf Center; and Janee Macsey Phillips ('88), LPGA professional of che year.
During a roundcable discussion fo llowLPGA member; and Judith Flohr, director of
ing the award presentation, Galson engaged
the Morrison-Bruce Center.
M cGoldrick and Hayes, both interns in community leaders in sharing ideas co combat
the Morrison-Bruce Center, devised the golf childhood obesity. Referencing JMU's multiprogram to teach golf and co help encourage pronged approach co community healch, Galyoung girls co live healthy lives. While most son commended all involved. "You all in chis
iifl
youth golf programs teach the fundamentals community," he said, "you gee ic."

''
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March 4, 2009, marks
the 200th anniversary of the inaugural
of President James
Madison at the House
chamber of the capitol in
Washington, D.C. James
and Dolley Madison began
the tradition of the Inaugural Ball chat night, when the
First Lady hosted the gala at
Long's Hotel. Four hundred
tickets sold for $4 each.
Read President Madison's
inaugural address at www.
jmu/edu/MadisonOnline.

50

Princeton Review's 2009 "Best Value Colleges"
list recognizes JMU as one of the nation's top 50
"Best Value" public universities. Editors note chat
JMU has maintained affordable tuition by "keeping tuition increases below both state and national averages in
recent years" and describe JMU as having a "warm, welcoming
environment. " www.bestvaluecolleges.usatoday.com

*

5

JMU's public relations program is one of
five finalises in the 2009 PRWeek Awards.
Winners will be announced in March in
New York City.

110P10

TechRepublic, "asocial
community" for IT professionals, listed JMU' s Computer Information Systems
program as one of the Top 10 Undergraduate Information Technology programs in the nation. The CIS program includes nearly 200
student majors and 100 minors and is one of a few programs in the
world accredited by both the Computing Accreditation Commission of ABET Inc. and the Association co Advance Collegiate Schools of Business.

At JMU, we get
to know every
student in the
CIS program.'

1

....

I

11

JMU graduates had che 11 ch highesc pass race among students wichouc
The Corpo_ RICK MATHIEU
advanced degrees caking the Uniform
ration for
]MU CIS department head
Certified Public Accountants ExaminaNational
cion for the first time. The 2008 Candidate Per•
•
Community Service named : farmance on the CPA Exam edition reports on success and failures
JMU to the 2008 President's Higher Education Community
! of candidates who cook the exam in 2007. Of 47 JMU graduates
Service Honor Roll on Feb. 9. The recognition honors JMU's
who cook all four pares of the exam, 61.7 percent passed on the
first attempt. The JMU School of Accounting developed a CPA
commitment to going beyond teaching about civic engagemenc and facilitating students hands-on community serviceBoot Camp, a six-week, postgraduacion intensive course designed
lea rning.
www.jmu.edu/csl/
ro prepare accounting graduates for the exam.

209 09
*
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explain to the layperson what
they do," says Stanczyk, noting
it is easy to get caught up in
technical jargon within a particular field of study. JMURJ
will help students showcase
their research efforts and write
effectively for the layperson.
Through the peer-review process, authors will learn more
about research in various disciplines across campus.
W ith Interstate 81 as a quasi
divide between the arts and
the sciences, students can find
themselves in the "bubble of
their own discipline," say the
creators. T he journal will serve
as a uniting factor across campus between students of all
majors, between the faculty
and students, and even members of the ad ministration.
T he journal is open to publishing research from all disciplines, and the creators hope
there will be a wide variety of
subject matter.
"Ir's like being on the front
of the roller coaster," Sharp
says of the JMURJ start-up.
He hopes the journal will gain
wide acceptance. "It can only
get better," he says.
ffl

* Learn more about the journal
at www.JMURJ.com/.

[Stewardship in Action]

RecycleMania
Students embrace R educe,
Reuse and R ecycle

T

he JMU community
is competing against
hundreds of colleges
an d u ni ve r sit i es
Feb. 2 to March 28
in the National RecycleMania
Waste Minimization Competition. The competition provides
an opportun it y for camp uses
to educa te l ocal commun ities about waste minimization JMU students sort through truckloads of waste from a resia nd for o u tstandi ng ca mpus dence hall and an academic building to measure how much
enviro nmenta l st ewa rd sh ip recyclable material is being trashed. JMU is competing in
program s to ob tain na ti o n a l the national RecycleMania Waste Minimization Competirecognition. Schools are ranked tion throughout March.
week ly based on the
President Linwood H .
recycl i ng and tras h
R os e 's sig n a ture o n
the American College
data they report. Award
categories include the
a nd U ni versity Pres ilargest amount of recyd ents C lim a te C omclables per capita, the
mitment , JMU w ill
leas t a mo unt of trash
a lso comp ete in th e
per cap i ta and t h e
W aste Minim ization
h ighest recycling rate.
ca tego r y. See w h e re
M adison ranks nationJMU has competed in
RecycleMania in previous years in recycling ally, learn wh at is recyclable at J MU a nd
categories and has placed well in the com- find out how yo u can m ake a di fference at
monwealth . T h is year, as requi red by JMU
www.jmu.edu/ stewardship/.
ffl

*

These day5> great investments are hard to find
BUT NOT AT JMU
A Madison Charitable Gift Annuity
may be the solution
The concept is simple: You donate money to J MU. In ret urn, t he university
pays you a fixed-rate income for t he rest of your life, guaranteed. Later your gift
will be used to ensure the Madison Experience for the next generation of students
who are changing the world for the better. And did we mention tax benefits?

Kathryn Carmines ('66) saw her retirement savings drop 40 percent last
year. At age 65, she gave $10,000 to est ablish a deferred Madison Charitable
Gif t Annuity that will pay her 6.2 percent, or $620, beginning next year and
cont inuing each year for the rest of her life.

'Setting up a charitable gift annuity is a way to safely stabilize my
lifetime income. Where else can
you go nowadays to get this kind
of return? And the money will ultimately go to the biology department, which is where I got my
start and what has gotten me to
where I am today.'
-

KATHRYN Yo u N G C A RM IN E S

('66)

Give now because rates will drop on April 1
Rates increase based on your age when you make the gift. At 70 years old, the rate is 6.1 percent. At 85, it's 8.9 percent.
All rates will drop on April 1, so make your gift now to lock in the current, higher rates.

Learn more at www.jmu.edu/development/cga or by contacting Ted Sudol, J.D., at (540) 568-1776 or sudoltj@jmu.edu.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol32/iss2/1
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[iMBA]

JMU launches
Innovation
M.8.A.
Program is designed for
1vorking professionals
BY TONI

T

MEHLING

his fall, the College of Business
will launch a new
Master of Business
Administration program: the Innovation
M.B.A. or iMBA. The
new curriculum will
feature courses designed
aro und the program's
theme: Leading through
Innovation with Technology and People.
"Innovation is the
primary source of competitive advantage for
many firms, especially
chose chat operate in
business environments
chat are becoming more
complex and dynamic,"
says Paul E. Bierly III,
JMU M.B .A. director.
"Ma nagers muse have a
thorough understanding of the innovation process
so chat they can become leaders of change and creativity
within their
organizations
and effectively
manage the
·lilo.
·~·
organization's
'1 1······.···
. · .· " --~-: .
. . -~' :----:......1~
.--·
\'"-·;
. .~
.~ I
technology
,.....
information
and resources."
Paul E.
The program
Bierly Ill
is designed for
working professionals with at
lease two years of workplace
experience. le will include a
leadership development pro-

., ~
[md
·,

''_

.

gram, where each student
will be assigned his or her
own mentor and will develop
an individualized leadership enrichment plan. Guest
instructors will present workshops on contemporary business issues. The program will
conclude with a two-week
international trip.
The two-year program will
use a "blended" teaching format in which students meet
in class on campus once every
three weeks and meet on line

during interim weeks. Instructors will incorporate the latest
technology in class and online,
including synchronous online
instruction, simulations and
presentations of mulcimedia
cases. This type of program
maximizes teaching efficiency
and effectiveness, while maintaining flexible schedules for
students, says Bierly.
The iMBA core curriculum
will include six courses ranging from accounting co strategic management. Core courses
focus on fundamental business principles. Business Eth-

lnnovation is the primary source of
competitive advantage for many firms,
especially those that operate in business environments that are becoming
more complex and dynamic.'
1

- PAULE. BIERLY,]MU M.B.A director

ics and Social Responsibility
will make up the core ofleadership values courses. Three
innovation-themed courses are
Management of Innovation
and Technology, Management
of Information Systems, and
Project Management.
The Zane Showker Professor
of Entrepreneurship, Bierly will
lead the new program. He was
the CoB's director of the Center for Entrepreneurship for six
years and professor of management for 11 years. He is a distinguished scholar in che
area of innovation and
technology management
and was recencly recognized as one of the cop
50 authors in chis topic
during the last five years,
which places him within
the top 1 percent of all
researchers in the field,
according co the Internacional Association for
Management of Technology. He is an editor
for IEEE Transactions on
Engineering Management,
the premier journal in
engmeenng management. Previously, Bierly
was a manager at Johnson & Johnson, a nuclear
submarine officer in the U.S.
Navy's Nuclear Power Program
and a consulcant for Princeton
Economic Research Inc.
JMU will continue co offer
the Information Security
M.B.A. program, also offered
in a blended format. Students
meet face-co-face in Rescon
on Saturdays once every eight
weeks and meet online during interim weeks. Boch programs are accredited by the
Association co Advance Collegiate Schools of Business.
The nationally ranked Infosec
M.B .A. is also a National
Center of Academic Excellence in Information Assurance Education, certified by
the National Security Agency
and the Department of
Homeland Security. ffl1
Learn more about at www.jmu.
edu/mba/.

*
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Connections
ONLINE

* JMU's front door: www.jmu.edu
* Everything alumni: www.jmu.
edu/alumni

* Madison Channel: Live and archived
video and audio coverage ofJMU
activities and events: http:!/media.
jmu.edu/

* T he Newsroom and JMU Public
Affairs: www.jmu.edu/news/

HEADLINES+
HIGHLIGHTS

* Brightening the Lights ofMadison
and the JMU Online Communi ry:
www.jmu.edu/alumni/publications

* The Family Connection insights
for JMU parents: www.jmu.edu/
parents/Update_Form.shtml

TELEVISION

* WVPT: Students intern at the PBS
affiliate for cen teal V uginia, Shenandoah

....

Valley and northeastern West Virginia,
(540) 434-5391: www.wvpt.net

I

RADIO

* WXJM: Student programming,
news, talk and music on FM 88.7
http://orgs.jmu.edu/wxjm

* AM 1610: Tune in when you roll
into the 'Burg.

* WMRA: http://wmra.org/
NPR, local news and programming.

WMRA, WMRY, WMRL, WMLU
at 90.7, 103.5, 89.9 and 91.3 on yo ur
FM dial.

PRINT

* Madison, the JMU magazine, and
Mad.isonOnline: www.jmu.edu/
MadisonOnline. Story ideas or sub-

scriptions: (540) 568-2664, madisonmag@j mu.edu

SPORTS

* www.jmusports.com

* Pawprint: the Duke Club Newsletter, (540) 568-6164

* MadiZONE: catch all the exciting
JMU sports action -

the online des-

cinarion for live and on-demand video
and audio: www.jmusports.com
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So, you loveMadison?

The greal stories. Greal memories. Greal friends.
Give ]MU your e-mail address, and don't miss an issue.
As you know, times are tough. Madison will be
scaling back the number of magazines it prints as
JMU goes through the process of making budget
reductions to meet shortfalls in state revenue. You
can help JMU keep its resources focused on the

....i

educational mission by going digital.

With your interactive, online Madison, you can:
Q Read the magazine from any Web browser, anywhere in the world
t;;(;) Find back issues without rummaging through your attic
Q Search an entire issue electronically
Q Print just the pages you want
Q Forward Madison to your friends
Q Link immediately to enhanced content on the JMU Web site
Q Access richer content as it comes online
Q Receive new electronic communications
Q Be a steward of the environment
Q Be a steward of JMU's renowned educational value as cited by the Princeton Review,
Kiplinger's Personal Finance magazine and The Insider's Guide to the Colleges

Don't miss an issue.
Go to www.jmu.edu/madisononline/emailme.shtml and enter your e-mail address. You'll be eligible
for a drawing of JMU alumni-theme prizes including T-shirts, a sweatshirt, a Homecoming coffee
travel mug and banner, a mouse pad, a lawn chair, a recyclable tote, and a copy of ]MU Then and Now.

THERE'S NO EASIER WAY TO BE THE CHANGE

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSI1Y,
https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol32/iss2/1
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[In Memoriam]

Former professors
remembered

[Back in the 'Burg]

Astronomer
alumna talks to
physics majors
B Y KATIE HUDSO N

C.B. DIX JR.
Professor emeritus
of marketing education C.B. Dix
Jr. died Nov. 15,
2008. He served as
department head
of the marketing
education/industrial
education programs
before retirement.
C.B. Dix Jr., former
professor of marketH e later established
ing education.
C.B. Dix and Associaces, a consulting business. H e remained
involved in the JMU faculry emeriti group
and attended the East Campus
Library dedication in September.
Prior to joining the JMU faculty,
Dix served as a teacher and principal at Harrisonburg High School
and as an administrative assistant
to the Harrisonburg Public schools
superintendent. He earned his
bachelor's degree from Virginia
T ech, a master's degree from the
College of William and Mary, and
a doctorate from the U niversiry of
South Carolina.

('10)

C

ryscal Brogan ('93) says
much of her interest in
astronomy came from
her time spent in the JMU
observatory.
Brogan, a University ofVirginia adjunct professor, spoke
co a room of JMU physics
majors when she presented her
lecture Searching/or the Secrets
ofMassive Star Birth on 0cc.
30. Brogan has spent more than
three years researching massive
scar birch. She shared photos of
massive scars and galaxies that
are viewable only with the most
extreme telescopes.
Brogan currently works in
Charlottesville at the N ational
Radio Astronomy Observatory
as associate astronomer. She
earned her Ph.D . in physics
and astronomy from the U niversiry of Kentucky in 2000.
She has presented several talks over the past year,
including one at the 2 11 th
American Astronomical Society in Austin, Texas. "I think
it's important for people to
understand the
universe and
where people
came from,"
Brogan says.
H er 15-year
career clearly
shows her
Crystal
passion for
Brogan
astronomy. She
has published research in more
than 30 refereed journals, is a
member of the National Radio
Astronomy O bservatory Strategic Planning Council, and this
year was named James Madison Universiry Physics Department Alumni of the Year.
Physics professor Harold
Burner says Brogan's visit
serves as an example to all students of what hard work and

tion. She coordinated the program until
her retirement. She served as president
of the Southern Association of Children
Under Six and served as a consultant for
Head Start and area public schools. She
served on the Virginia Day Care Council
in 1986 and on the advisory committees
of the Virginia Departments of Welfare
and Education. The Virginia Association
for Early Childhood Education honored
her with the Outstanding Service to Young
Children award. Dickerson earned a B.A.
from Eastern Kentucky University and an
M.S. from the University of Kentucky.
Her husband, Z.S.
"Dick" Dickerson,
who survives, helped
create Madison's
computer science
program.

Mildred Dickerson,
former professor
of early childhood
education.

....

'

I

MILDRED
DICKERSON
Known by Madison students as
"Mrs. D ," Mildred G . Dickerson,
professor emerita of early childhood education, died Jan . 8, 2009.
She served on the faculty from
1958 to 1982. She taugh t in the
education department's AnthonySeeger Campus School and helped
create M adison's undergraduate
p rogram in early childhood educa-

determinatio n can accomplish.
"Brogan's visit shows that our
physics program can prepare
students to be successful in a
variety of fields, such as radio
astronomy," Burner says. "As
word of successful former
students such as Dr. Brogan
spreads, potential students will
realize chat the JMU physics
program offers chem a wonderful learning experience."
Brogan focused the lase part of

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2009
BROGA N PHOTOGRAPH BY DIAN E ELLI OTT

her lecture on the Atacama Large
M illimeter Array, one of the
largest ground-based astronomy
projects and soon to be a major
facility for world astronomy.
T he ALMA project is an international collaboration among
Europe, Japan, and North and
South America that is currently
being built in Chile's Atacama
Desert. ALMA is expected to be
complete in 2013 with an overall budget of $ 1.3 billion.

(' 00); DIX A ND DICKER SO N COURTE SY OF BLUES TON E

Brogan is an ALMA subsystem scientist, and she visited
che ALMA headquarters at the
beginning of the year to train
new astronomers.
"Dr. Brogan's talk showed
how much we still have to learn
about how stars are born,"
Burner says. 'There is plenty
of research for the students to
look forward to doing - be it
in astronomy or any other area
of physics at JMU. "
ffl
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To name a seat, please visit ww
artscenter/naming/seats.shtml.
Or for more information, contact the JMU Develo
Office at (800) 296-6162.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol32/iss2/1
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SPECIALREPORT

The JMU community in a tough economy
]MU alumni reach out to each other and back to Madison
BY ANDY PERRINE

('86)

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSllY.
Please help us keep your information current!
Affiliation:

0 Alumni O Parent O Friend O JMU Employee

Prefix: 0 Mr.

0

Mrs.

0

Ms.

0

Miss O Dr.

0

Other _ _ _

Name _ _ _ __
Middle

First

Last

Home Address
City ___________State
Phone (H)

ZIP _ _ __

(W) ~ - - ~ ~ -

Cell _ _ _ _ __

Preferred No.: 0 Home O Work O Cell

E-mail (H) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (W)
E m p l o y e r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Job T i t l e - - - - -- - -- - -- -- - - -Business Address---- - -- - - -- - - - City _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ State

ZIP

Yes, I want to support JMU! Please accept my gift of

0

BEtheCHANGE
Professor Bill Buck raises the curtain on an important
issue - scholarship giving. Each year, Madison has $62
million in unmet financial need. Share Bill's dedication
to JMU students by giving today co support a scholarship,
academic program or the Madison Fund.

$1,000

0

$500

0

$250

0

$100 Other $_ _

_

_

Please designate my gift to the following purpose(s):
0 Madison Fund (for use where the need is the greatest) $ _ _ __
0 Faculty Development
S
0 Scholarship(s)
S- - 0 Parents Fund
$ _ __
0 College of Arts and Letters
S_ __
0 College of Business
$_ _ _
0 College of Education
S
0 College of Integrated Science and Technology S- - 0 College of Science and Mathematics
$ _ __
0 College of Visual and Performing Arts
S
0 College of Graduate and Outreach Programs
S- - 0 General Education Program
S
0 Edith J. Carrier Arboretum
S- - 0 Carrier Library
S
0 Student Affairs
S-- - 0 Athletics Scholarships (Duke Club)
S
OOther
$- - (Your gift is tax deductible to the fullest extent of the law.)
Please accept my payment:

0
0

Enclosed is a check, payable to the JMU Foundation
Charge my credit card (please circle one)
VISA
MasterCard
Discover
American Express

Card Number

Expiration Date
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You don't have to put a man on the moon.
Although a Madison graduate has done that.
You don't have to cure cancer.
Although Madison graduates are conducting
disease research right now.
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You don't need to publish a bestseller.
Although Madison authors, screenwriters and poets
are publishing far and wide.
You don't need to have your own TV show.
Although some Madison graduates have done that too.
Meet them at www.jmu.edu/bethechange/.
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You just need to do your thing
and help Madison change the world.

a.

(/)

Please make a gift to JMU.
Your gift of any amount goes a long way at JMU.
You can support academic programs, undergraduate
research, student scholarships, athletics and more.

That's how Madison changes the world.

BE theCHANGE

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol32/iss2/1
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SPECIALREPORT

The JMU community in a tough economy
]MU alumni reach out to each other and back to Madison
BY ANDY PERRINE

aterpillar, Pfizer,
Nissan, Home
Depot, AT&T,
ING, Sprint
Nextel and Time
Warner Cable ...
the list could fill chis page. Corporations once known for their
strength and market dominance
now are known for their thousa nds of recent layoffs. The
current rate of job losses is at a
16-year high and the labor market will continue h emorrhaging for another year, according
to a report released by ADP
Employer Services in February.
Whi le the economic bad
news was at first confined to
the finance industry, now every
community contains someone
affected by the troubled economy, including the extended
JM U community. But not all
the news is bad. In fac t, some
of ic is hopeful.
Nearly 3,500 JMU alumni are
members of the Linkedin group,
James Madison University
Alumni Association, one of several social media groups sponsored
by che association. I initiated a discussion in this online networking community co ask members how they were faring in chis down
economy. Public comments ranged from optimistic to uncertain.
For instance, since her graduation Kerri Pritchard ('O 1) rose
through che ranks at Circuit Ciry co become an accounting supervisor. Now, as the giant consumer electronics retailer liquidates,
she writes, "As part of the 'Wind Down' team, I don't know when
my fin al day of employment will
be, but I'm optimistic about new
opportunities." She closes her post
unselfishly with, "Best of luck to
all the JMU grads out there."
Khalil Garriott ('04) is Web
site editor for the NFL Players Association. He writes, ''I'd
li ke co chink I'm still gainfully
empl oyed , a nd trust me I'm
graceful for chat. I've had friends
and family members losing their
jobs lately, and my h eart goes
out to chem. "
]AMIE DEVLIN ('9 7)

'... we will get
through this
interesting time,
but it will certainly take some
creativity and a
lot of hard work
from my paid and
volunteer staff.'

('86)

Jamie Devlin ('97) is executive director at the American
Red Cross in Portsmouth ,
N.H., from where she comments, "I have seen that my
fundraising for the first two
quarters of my fiscal year is significantly down." But, she says,
'The chapter is still strong, and
we will get through chis interesting time, but it will certainly
cake some creaciviry and a lot of
hard work from my paid and
volunteer staff."
Brent Peterson ('94, '98M)
writes, "I did not fully anticipate
chis economic free fall when I
had the idea for my new company Interview Angel Inc. last
June. Bue what has been most
rewarding for me to dace is chat
I have created work for a graphic
designer, a Web develo per, a
husband-and-wife C PA team,
an arc student at William and
Mary, a videographer, an intern
at JM U, a singl e mother of
three who was living off public assistance, and an en t ire
product fulfillment team in Richmond. If I had done nothing, I
would not have created purposeful work for so many people during the economic downturn."
Audrey Callahan ('84, '86M) is director of the NSF FREEDM
Systems Center at N.C. Seate University and feels lucky to be
there. She writes, "I was laid off by Wachovia after eight years.
Luckily, when our bank was having trouble over the summer, I
scarred looking for a job at about the same time I was laid off. In
September, I received a job offer from N.C. State from a grant
with the National Science Foundation for renewable energy. Of
the 40 people who were laid off in my division of Wachovia only
four have found jobs. I have friends who work for other banks
all over the country, and who were laid off last spring, and they
still have not found employment. I think that renewable energy
is going to be big, and I am actually hiring people for our center
to look for grants and universities doing research."
Ryan Salvatore ('04) is an associate artist at video game company Bethesda Sofrworks, but only after persistence and struggle.
After moving in with his folks to save money and applying to the
company twice, he finally was offered an internship. He writes,
"The short story is that the internship became a full-time position, which led to an internship in the art department, which

!
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'Demand from current
seniors for career help
is not up compared to a
year ago, which is surprising. It might be that
they are reading the bad
news in the paper and
giving up. We're seeing
a significant increase in
alumni making use of
our services.'

released Jan. 8 recognized JMU as one of
eventually led to me being hired last
the top 50 "Best Value" public universiOctober as a full-time artist! Noc only did
ties in che nation. This recognition came
I essentially get promoted, but we are also
on the heels of JMU being named one of
slated to get companywide bonuses due
the top-30 Best Values in Public Educato the success of our most recent game,
tion by Kiplinger's Personal Finance.
Fallout 3, which was released last October.
The bad news is that the CommonNeedless to say, I am indescribably gratewealch of Virginia is experiencing unprecful to have my dream job when so many
edented budget shortfalls. Consequencly,
others are struggling to find any job."
Madison must carve away a portion of next
Salvatore adds, "I want to point out,
year's budget allocmenc from the state. Ar
however, chat two friends from JMU
press time, though, che Virginia Senate had
played integral roles in my ability to get
allocated $7 million in federal stimulus
my foot in the door at Bethesda Sofrdollars to JMU to offset a good portion of
works. Also, it cook me more than two
che planned $11.7 million in cues.
years of steadily resume-bombing various
LEE WARD, director of career
While che economic news may seem
companies before I was finally able to get
and academic planning
to get worse every day, financial support
any interviews. My advice to ochers is to
make as many friends as possible, be per- we're seeing alumni out five years being for Madison among alumni and friends
sistent and stay positive. Something good laid off at a higher race. Companies are of the university continues. The Madiis always just around the corner." He laying off more expensive and more expe- son Fund reports char while coral giving
closes his pose with the familiar campus rienced employees and hiring less expen- ro the university is down slightly, the
war-cry, "DUUUUUUUUKES!"
sive younger ones. It's tough out there, " number of new donors is up nearly 25
Many more alumni joined the Linkedin Ward says.
percent - a good sign chat the univerdiscussion and cold their stories. And,
As for the university's prospects in chis sity can rely on its supporters even when
despite the job losses and uncertainties, economy, there's good news and bad. The times are cough. Healthy communities
an attitude of hopefulness and concern good news is char che intrepid team in the stay close and draw even closer in diffifor others is a theme chat runs through- JMU admissions office is sifting through cult times. If you can, please continue to
out. To hear how your fe llow alumni a record number of applications. While support JMU and reach out to chose in
are making their way through these dif- it is true char overall student populations the greater Madison community.
fl
ficult times, I recommend reading all the are up and char more people choose co
To participate in the Linkedln discussion,
personal stories at Linkedin . Plenty of accend public universities in hard eco- visit www.linkedin.com/ and log in. Click
advice for graduating Dukes is included, nomic rimes, ic is also true char more on, or join, the James Madison University
coo. And, as an added bonus, a handful and more students and their fami lies are Alumni Association group. Click on the
of comments include job openings and recognizing char Madison represents a "Discussions" link and scroll down to the
"Madison magazine wants to know how
encourage JMU alumni with specific significant educational value, especially JMU alumni are doing in this down econexperience to apply. If you' re a member in difficult rimes. After all, the 2009 omy" topic. Share your story.
of the James Madison University Alumni Princeton Review Best Value Colleges list
Association group at Linkedin, drop by
Unkedln: Vlirw
i Dtscussion:James M.td son Unlvu1ity Alumni Associ•tion
the discussion and tell your story.
Lee Ward, director of career and academic planning at JMU, sees current stuCompanies ..
dents facing a very different set of issues
Sean.h Peopte ..:J
compared to alumni. "Demand from current seniors for career help is not up comGroups
~ ~ J ~ ~ I O.Otii•GrouptFAQ
pared to a year ago, which is surprising.
(1.;r• James Madison University Alumni Association
.a. ......
It might be chat they are reading the bad
Group Profile
II Contacts
news in the paper and giving up. We're
(!!tNJOJtC1l
Discussion
89dl 1o.adlloAlioN I Stlrt • dilouM,orl I • ~ I Nltltl•
seeing a significant increase in alumni
making use of our services."
AndyPerrlM
Madison magazine wants to know how JMU
Ward's operation unfortunately
Auoc:lale VICtPttSident.
alumni are doing in this down economy,
doesn ' t have the resources to meet the
Markt
Vig
at
JarrlN
Madison
"""""""'""''
Felow llumnl - 1am WOl'king
1199dal repoct for tht next Issue of Madlton
magazine about hOw the eoon°"*, downtum IS affecting the Modison
s.. d Andy's dlscuaiona •
demand. Although, many of the services
community. If you don't mind being quot.cj In !ht: rnagaz.i'le, pM&st comment In
tt1i1 dilaJt.95on •bout your OJITll"lt lftuation. Are )'OU p,oeperin97 Are )'00 out ol
offered by the JMU Office of Career and
wcrt? Are )'QU won1ed? Ate )'OIJ in HR and having to lay OIi atalf'? ~ you 8
recruiter and nona ol yoor dienls anr hlri'l;? Are YQU in Ates and ftoding no
t:,uyws? Are )'OU a prlncipel In yoorfirrn ltld consklerr,g a merger with
Academic Planning are available online
competition to keep afloat? What's ~ 7 1 am gr-.t.tfUI
)'OIJt
comments.. Thankl.
co recent graduates . "The most interM'+Hi&f·1h
, escing effect we're seeing is chat the job
81H
market for JMU seniors graduating chis
Comments (48)
year is about the same as a year ago . Bue
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Purple and Gold predictions
Baseball, lacrosse and softball forecasts look good
rior to each season, the
Colonial Athletic Association conducts a poll
among coaches to predict
the order of finish within
their respective sports.
Based upon the prognostications for
the 2009 spring season, JMU will be in
the title hunt for baseball, softball and
women's lacrosse.

BASEBALL
JMU went 39-19 a year ago and 20-9 in
the CAA to finish second in the regular
season. The
Dukes stormed
through the
2008 CAA
Tournament 4-0
at Brooks Field
in Wilmington,
N.C. to claim
their first ti de.
JMU earned an
automatic bid
to the NCAA
Tournament
in the Raleigh,
N .C., Regional
2008 CAA tourney
and defeated
MVP Alex Foltz returns
Charlotte while
at center field.
falling to South
Carolina and host N.C. State.
Head coach Spanky McFarland returns
for his 11th season with the Diamond
Dukes and the final campaign at Long
Field/Mauck Stadium before moving to
the new Veteran's Memorial Stadium in
2010. JMU returns 20 of 25 lettermen
from the 2008 squad and will be led
on the mound by a trio of players who
earned F reshman All-America accolades
a year ago.

j

Sophomore Turner Phelps was picked
as the league's preseason pitcher of the
year by Collegiate Baseball and named
to the watch list for the Brooks Wallace
Award as the national player of the year.
He tied the JMU record for winning
percentage by going 8-0 with a 3.87
ERA and 86 strikeouts. Phelps will be
joined by a prominent pair of bullpen
arms in red-shirt sophomore Trevor
Knight and sophomore Kevin Munson,
both of whom were also Freshman AllAmericans in 2008. Junior center fielder
Alex Foltz was the Most Valuable Player
at the 2008 CAA Tournament and is
one of six returning position starters.
The CAA Tournament returns to
Wilmington, May 20-23.

SOFTBALL
Coach Karie Flynn's eighth edition of
: JMU softball has been picked to finish
second in 2009 with the return of eight
positional starters and two all-conference
performers
from a ream
that advanced
to the CAA
title game and
finished 32-22.
Senior third
baseman Amber
Kirk returns to
pilot the offense
after leading
the Dukes in
batting average (.324), hits
(55), home
runs (7), RBIs
(33) and slugPitcher Meredith Felts
ging percentreturns to lead the
age (.506) last
Dukes in 2009.

:
(
:
:
(
:
:

spring. She is supported by senior catcher
Julia Dominguez, JMU's all-time home run
leader with 25 heading into this season.
In the circle, JMU returns first-team
All-CAA selection Meredith Felts, who
went 17-9 with a 1.25 ERA in 2008. She
led the team with 152 strikeouts and a
.189 opponent batting average against.
Senior right-hander Jenny Clohan also
returns for the Dukes. She is JMU's allrime leader in innings pitched, appearances and saves. In 2008 the former
first-team All-CAA selection went 10-8
with a 2.04 ERA and 139 strikeouts in
161 innings.
The ream that fin ishes first in the regular season will
host the CAA
Tournament
on May 6-8.

LACROSSE
Third-year
head coach
Shelley KlaesBawcombe will
have five starters from last
year's squad that
finished 7-9
overall. Junior
Defender Jess Brophy
midfielder
returns as a secondKim Griffin,
year team captain.
who collected
second team All-CAA honors last season,
is a 2009 preseason All-CAA midfield
selection. She contributed 25 goals and
12 assists and led her ream in ground balls
and caused turnovers. Griffin and seniors
Jaime Dardine and Jess Brophy will serve
as captains. Brophy, a defender who has
been amongJMU's leaders in caused turnovers the last two seasons, will be a captain
for the second year in a row. Dardine
ranked second on the team in shooting
percentage and third in assists last season.
The CAA Tournament will be hosted by
ffi
the highest seed, April 30 to May 2.
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Advocate
artist

I

-

BY JACQUELYN WALSH ('09)

"Arc allows me to be expressive and bold. Painting enables me to
speak more directly to an individual as opposed to other means
of communication," says Jack Brandt ('06), who graduated with
B.A. degrees in political science and philosophy.
Brandt, who has always been interested in art, started early
painting with watercolors at age 2. At 14, he attended a summer workshop on oils with Harrisonburg artists Linda Leffel and
Richard Fellers. "My passion for oils and creating paintings began
with this workshop," he says. "Oils have such rich color and hue
chat express emotions," he adds about his favorite medium.
As his artwork has flourished so has his community activism.
At JMU, Brandt studied the impact of disability legislation on
the formation of advocacy groups. As an American Association
for People with Disabilities' congressional intern, he analyzed
new federal regulations chat affect people with disabilities.
His artwork also reflects his experiences as a person with a disability. Born with cerebral palsy, Brandt enthusiastically works as
a Disability Rights Advocate at the Virginia Office for Protection
and Advocacy delivering presentations that concern disability
rights, such as the major pieces of legislation and basic advocacy
skills. "I carry a small caseload of five to 10 cases at a time, which
focus on different aspects of disability
Disability rights
rights, such as employment, access to build- advocate and artings and special education," he explains.
ist Jack Brandt
His Madison Experience also helped painted Yank (at
Brandt "achieve a greater understanding of right). Read more
about Brandt at
knowledge" in his artistry. "A major lesson I www.jmu.edu/
learned at JMU was to never be afraid to ask BetheChange.
questions," he says.
Brandt's inspiration for his paintings comes from life and daily
activities, he says. "Most of my work is sociopolicically motivated.
The titles of my pieces complement the pieces by adding another
layer of creativity."
Brande has exhibited his paintings across the nation and on the
JMU campus. Most recently his works were displayed at the JMU
Public Safety Office where his mother, Sheila Foglesong ('78),
has worked as communications supervisor for seven years.
ffi
* See more of Brandt's art at www.brandtstudios.com/.
About the Artist Jack Brandt ('06) uses art in his advocacy for disability rights. He graduated from Partners in Policy Making and has p etitioned the state and federal legislatures to expand community support and
opportunities for people with disabilities. For these efforts he was selected as
the recipient ofthe 2006Jackie Crews Award, which recognizes self advocates
who excel in leadership.
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[Brenda Seal]

Signs of success
erforming roles of professor, researcher,
honors program coordinaror, author,
community sign language instructor, and interpreter for the Virginia
Department of Education and the
state's Supreme Court, communication sciences and disorders professor Brenda Seal
admits that sometimes her biggest challenge is
finding time to do it all.
To recognize the outstanding scope and quantity
of her professional and scientific achievements, the
American Speech-Language-Hearing Association
bestowed one of its highest honors upon Seal, naming her a Fellow.
According to Sharon Lovell, interim dean of the
College oflntegrated Science and Technology, programs like the annual CISAT Faculty Research Day,
where Seal presented the results of her latest study,
"highlight how effectively faculty integrate scholarship, teaching, service and their active engagement
of students in their research."
"It's absolutely essential that we have professors
who have passion for research and who can share
that with the students," explains communication sciences and disorders department head Vicki Reed.
Reed describes faculty-student research partnerships as "win-win," providing students diverse
opportunities to participate in research laboratories
while offering faculty members the benefit of enlisting students in their research teams.
Through her research, Seal engages students in
her professional quest to "show that sign language
use by deaf babies does not prevent speech."

'It's absolutely essential
that we have professors
who have passion for
research and who can
share that with students.'
-

VICKI REED, ]MU communication sciences
and disorders department head

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol32/iss2/1
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While on sabbatical in 2002, Seal headed a
research project with a team at Gallaudet University.
The project enlisted 26 deaf, signing toddlers who
received cochlear implants [surgically implanted
electronic devices that convert sound into electronic
signals and directly stimulate the auditory nerve] .
According to Seal, these children provided a unique
opportunity to examine the acquisition of speech
following the use of sign language.
Seal anticipated these children, given the ability
to hear, would follow one of three trajectories: they
would drop the use of sign as they acquired speech;
acquire speech and sign in parallel; or fail to acquire
speech and rely solely on sign language.
The results that emerged were unexpected. Following implantation, most of the children demonstrated an immediate surge in signing at the same
time they began producing new consonants.
Seal correlates the surge in sign to the development of consonant use in spoken language - significant because the onset of consonant use is the bestknown predictor of speech acquisition. She explains
chat hearing babies build speech upon consonant
sounds like "ba ba" and "da da," and she says, "the
more consonants a child uses at eight months, the
greater vocabulary chat child is going to have by two
years, five years and so on."
The signing babies' increases in gestures predicted
their subsequent increase in spoken consonants. Seal
could conclude that the "early use of sign language
can support the acquisition of speech in deaf children who receive cochlear implants."
Seal 's results have great implications for David ('OO)
and Emily Geisen Larson ('01), whose son Benjamin,
2, has auditory neuropathy and relies on an implant.
The Larsons used "baby sign" with their children,
beginning with their oldest son Jack, now 4. When
identical twins Benjamin and Ryan were born, Benjamin's hearing loss prompted the family to increase
the role of sign language in their home. Enrolling in
a speech development class, the Larsons learned of the
JMU Speech-Language-Hearing Applied Laboratory.
Now, through participation in speech-languagehearing therapy at the lab, Benjamin provides students the opportunity to witness the basis of Seal's
research firsthand, building a greater understanding
of speech-language-hearing disorders and early intervention methods.
Continued on Page 24
PHOTOGRAPH BY SHAY COCHRANE ('05)
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BRIGHTLIGHTS

Continued from Page 22

Mirroring the positive results of Seal's
research, Benjamin's speech development is
on track to reach normal levels by school age.
Sharing in these experiences has influenced communication sciences and disorders Au.D. and Ph.D. student Kate Belzner
('10). She credi ts working alongside Seal
with lending a real-world perspective to her
education and inspiring her to be mindful
of her role beyond the classroom.
"To see Dr. Seal so excited about what
she's been doing, that's what I want to experience in my career. She sings as she walks
down the hallways," Belzner says.
Seal also relishes the opportunities for
cross-disciplinary work at Madison. "JMU
has been good to me. T he environment
here has been ve ry nurturing for me as I
move further into research," she says . For
the past 10 years, Seal has engaged in a
collaborative effort with chemistry professors Dan Downey and Gina MacDonald . As part of JMU's Summer Under-

'It's the thousands of
students I've been able
to work with, when
they get turned on to
research or get excited
about a new project
... that's my greatest
reward.'
-

BRENDA SEAL

graduate Research Program in C hem istry, student interpreters mentored by Seal
are assigned to each research group with
deaf participants. Seal not only trains the
student interpreters and assists them on a
daily basis, but also uses the opportunity
to study the special needs of this system of
commun ication. The mission is twofold:
to make communication between chemistry faculty members and deaf students as
simple and convenient as possible and to
provide a research and learning experience
for the interpreters.
Seal is gratified that her work will have
an exponential impact on the lives touched
by her students' work. "We have very smart,
very talented students," she reflects. "It's the
thousands of students I've been able to work
with, when they get turned on to research or
get excited about a new project .. . that's my
greatest reward."
m

[Lea Foley]

Recycle, reuse and change the world

E

mbracing the belief that one thoughtful. "She does things like wipe down
person truly can make a dif- door knobs and keyboards during the Au seaference is, at times, a journey. son," says co-worker Michelle Hite ('88).
However, the way Foley goes above and
JMU housekeeper Shirley "Lea"
Foley knows the exact moment beyond her regular duties, ensuring that sustainabili ty becomes the watchword for uniher personal sojourn began.
The West Virginia native remembers versity staffers earns her extra admiration. She
herself at 5 years old, sitting in the family is the recycling expert at her cleaning assignvehicle as it made a routine pilgrimage
through the countryside to Charleston, the highway following a mountain stream. "T he roads were dirty, "
she recalls. "It wasn't unusual back in
those days for people to litter - eat
a hamburger, throw the paper out the
window; finish a soda, throw the bottle out the window." The stream bed
was often littered with household rubbish, discarded tires and the occasional
abandoned refrigerator.
"While we were driving this particular
time, one of my teenage sisters threw a
gum wrapper out the car window." Foley's father immediately stopped the car
and ordered his daughter to go back and
pick up the paper. To the yo ungster,
her father's request was a puzzlement;
there was trash everywhere. Her sister
mouthed the same reaction. "Nobody's
going to notice one piece of paper!"
"I'll never forget what my dad said:
'If everyone who threw their trash out
JMU housekeeper Lea Foley brings sustainability
here had picked it up, I could still fish thoughts to her daily tasks. Learn more about
in that stream. Everybody figured one Foley and read her first-person article about her
father's legacy at www.jmu.edu/BeMleChange.
person won't make a difference!'"
Foley's sister went back and picked
ment, and she's not averse to lending a helpup the wrapper.
In time Foley would decide to adopt her ing hand when people forget to think green.
father's philosophy as her own. "Part of my "Sometimes people don 't have the time to
interest in the green movement is my father's put things in recycling; I go through and
legacy. He died when I was 10, but the things put in recycling what can be there. It's the
he did came back to my mind as an adult." little thing I can do - control the amount of
Years later, traveling by that same stream, material that goes to trash versus recycling."
Why does she expend the extra effort? "It's
Foley saw people fishing. The recycling movement had begun in earnest in America's coun- not my job- it's my obligation," she explains.
tryside; people stopped littering and cleaned "As a mother and a member of a consumerup refuse. The stream that had been polluted oriented society, I feel the need to leave as
was flowing beautiful and clear. "It was then I small a footprint on the planet as I can. "
Foley is convinced that her dad was right
knew why my father ... said what he said."
Foley has made a reputation for herself - one person does make a difference, and
since her career began on JMU's campus in each and every person is a vital part of susMarch 2001. She is known to be scrupu- taining the Earth for future generations. She's
ffi
lous about her cleaning assignment - and doing her part and more.
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[Ashley Davison]

half years after 30 years Grottoes town
of service to Grot- superintendent
toes, and Davison will Ashley Davison
('08) says that no
assume his duties.
day is "typical" in
The public adminis- her work week.
tration and psychology
leaks are repaired quickly and planning for double major credits the public management
town events. Each day is different. "I come courses she rook with helping her feel conin every day and see what needs to be done, fident in the administrative pare of the job.
and then go and do it," Davison says.
"My degree helped during my internship in
Although she lives in Harrisonburg, Davi- the town administration office of Broadway,"
son keeps an eye on things around Grottoes Davison says. She feels her experience in
while commuting each day, as well as when Broadway helped her land the Grottoes town
going about her daily responsibilities . If superintendent job.
she sees something chat needs to be done,
Several professors had positive impacts on
the maintenance department will get a call. Davison during her time at JMU, includMuch of her first few months was filled by ing her advi ser, Gary Kirk, and Robert
days of planning for the Veteran's Memo- Roberts. Public policy and administration
rial, which was dedicated on Nov. 11.
coordinator Douglas Skelley had the greatDavison believes chat the roughest pare of est impact. "H e coordinates internships and
her job has been learning operations man- really encouraged me to take the internship
agement. 'Tm more comfortable with the in Broadway," according to Davison. Skeladministrative side," she admits. Operations ley's encouragement and D avison 's positive
m anager Stickley will retire in two and a experience during her internship helped her
focus her career ambitions.
1
For students considering the field of
public administration, Davison offers chis
advice: "Hold out for the internship chat
yo u really want. Don't settle for something
that's convenient." The internship in Broadway meant a long commute, but Davison
credits the experience there with cementing
her desire for a career in town management.
"I knew immediately it was what I wanted
ASHLEY DAVISON ('08)
to do," she says.
m

Keeping Grottoes running
BY CO LLEEN DIXON

''

have the most random job ever,"
says Ashley Davison ('08), Grottoes
town superintendent. "I haven ' t
had che same day twice since I got
here." Less than two months after
graduating, Davison snagged the
position in Grottoes. She scarred work at
the end ofJune 2008.
"There isn 't really any training for my
position," she says. ''I've mostly learned
on the job. " However, the people Davison
works with have been helpful in showing her
the ropes, particularly operations manager
Charlie Stickley. Although Davison, only 21
years old, was concerned her youth might be
a detriment in such a prominent position,
the people she works with have been very
welcoming. "The residents and the people I
work with were very receptive when I came
in, " she says. Davison cites the small-town
atmosphere of Grottoes and the townsfolk
as the best parts of her job.
Davison has no rypical day. Responsibilities in town management include fielding
residents' complaints, listening co their comments and suggestions, overseeing the maintenance department, making sure that visibiJiry on the roads is maintained, ensuring trees
are cut down when necessary, seeing chat
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My degree helped
during my internship
in the town office of
Broadway. ... I knew
immediately it was
what I wanted to do'
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JMU partners with
Shenandoah National Park
to research storied
Mount Vernon Furnace

Unearthing
~

ANSWERS

By Harry Atwood ('87)
Photographs by Michael Miriello ('09 M )
::-

THE SETTING
On a hot August afternoon, Carole Nash sits eating a
sandwich on a rock with h er bare feet dipping into the
trickling water of Madison Run. Unlike during spring and
fall, the stream at midsummer is low. But a frog croaks
nearby and native trout fingerlings twitch and flit about,
casting ripples across the surface of the shallow pools . A
hundred yards downstream, shrouded in ferns, moss and
the dense foliage of invasive ailanthus trees is the crumbling stone edifice of Mount Vernon Furnace, one of the
largest iron furnaces ever put to use in the Shenandoah
Valley. Ruins of iron furnaces from this era are not particularly rare; there are at least 30 in the valley. However, this
particular spot is a remarkably storied place.
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BACKGROUND
For the l<ist two years, Carole
Nash ('83) has led a team of
anthropology and geographic
science student researchers
from JMU's Department
ofIntegrated Science and
Technology unearthing the
secrets of a 19th-century iron
furnace near Port Republic.
Dig by dig, artifact by artifact, map by map, archive by
archive, the project is piecing
together the complex sociological, economic and environmental story ofthis place.
Instrumental to the project
has been the fruitful partnership between JMU and
Shenandoah National Park.
Through itsforward-thinking initiatives on a number
ofprojects with JMU, not
to mention $1/2 million in
funding, the Park Service has
played a key role in its mission to better understand and
save its intriguing places.
The latest such place is
Mount Vernon Furnace.
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In 1761 the Augusta County Court
ordered Madison co build a road co the gap
For Nash, who has been working in the field
in the mountains. In 1800, the family of
since 1980, chis is easily the most multiBrightwood
Brown and his sons were comlayered and complex dig she has ever experimissioned to complete the turnpike, which
enced. The furnace, about three miles from
at 18 feet wide and with an incline of no
the sleepy little town of Pore Republic, is
greater than four degrees was in and of itself
now practically swallowed up by the forest.
a feat of 18th-century engineering.
But 150 years ago, the furnace was the cenThe history of chis place includes legendary
ter of a burgeoning commercial industry.
personalities like Stonewall Jackson who, in
To understand the geology of the region
1862, set up headquarters in a home nearby
one must go back 570 million years, but the
and fought a baccle at Port Republic. Underfirst historical records only date back to the
standab ly, the myths around the famous
arrival in 1758 of John Madison, uncle to
Confederate general are many and of varying
James Madison. Exactly why Madison chose
degrees of veracity. One of the more persistent
to purchase 11 ,500 acres in what was then a JMU anthropology profes(though now debunked) rumors is that Erwin
hard-to-reach frontier is not known. We do sor Carole Nash says that
Rommel came co the Shenandoah Valley to
have a letter written by his brother pleading the work she and her student
study Jackson's tactics at that particular battle.
with him to come back home to the more set- researchers are doing at
Mount Vernon Furnace is the
In truth, the Nazi general never came to the
tled counties of Albemarle and Orange. Madimost multilayered and comvalley, and if he had he surely would have choson ignored those pleas and chose to stay for a plex she has ever experienced.
sen a better battle to srudy. For despite Jacknumber of years. He built the stately Madison
son's tactical skills, chis battle was not one of his finest. Perhaps
Hall, which became the nucleus of Port Republic.
Given his family's background in the iron business, it's
more than anything, the battle is remembered for Jackson burnobvious he would have noticed the clear evidence of iron
ing the bridge at Port Republic as he made a narrow escape.
In 1864, Brig. Gen. Duffie, a Frenchman, burned the furnace
and manganese on the western slopes of the Blue Ridge
Mountains. From Skyline Drive, one can still see the screes
structures as part of Gen. Sheridan's scorched earth policy. The
Madison would have noticed - huge swaths of whitish
furnace was rebuilt after the war and, through various owners
and consortiums, continued operation until the early 1880s.
scone lying in crumbled heaps down the slopes. These spilling rocks were the telltale signs of iron ore.
Mount Vernon Furnace spawned prolific men of industry whose names alone seem to echo with a
certain bygone timbre. Consider the fittingl y
named Manassah Blackburn , who ran the furnace after the Civil War. Jedediah Hotchkiss
(Stonewall Jackson's cartographer) held a
stake in the furnace from 1878 to 1882. Samuel Miller and his son John Miller operated
the furnace through its most productive years
in the early 19th century.
John Miller owned more than 70 slaves,
making him the largest slaveholder in Rockingham County during the 1850s. As was the
custom, he renamed the furnace after his wife
"Margaret Jane," and it produced 750 cons of
pig iron per year, mainly on the backs of slaves,
freedmen, poor whites and recent immigrants.
After the Civil War, Lewis, who professed loyalty to the Union, claimed chat he was forced
to produce iron for the Confederate cause, a
hotly debated topic in post-war Rockingham
County. After Lewis, a syndicate of local businessmen ran the furnace for a shore time before

A STORIED PLACE
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Jedediah Hotchkiss, a promoter ofShenandoah Valley industry and a well-known
cartographer, held a stake in M aunt Vernon
Furnace from 1878 to 1882. At left, his
topographic map of the Battlefield ofPort
Republic includes Mount Vernon Furnace
in the southern-most portion.

HOTCHKISS MAP COURTESY OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
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they sold it to the Abbott Iron Co.
based in Baltimore.

19TH-CENTURY IRON
PRODUCTION
From the perspective of a 21st-century observer, it is almost impossible to grasp the astonishing feats
of raw human labor that went into
19th-century mining, starting with
the construction of this 30-foot
tall by 25-foot square monolith
built with tons of quartzite blocks.
In addition to the stone structure,
there were complex auxiliary structures of flumes , waterwheels, air
cylinders, valves, ducts, equalizing
chests, pistons, hearths, etc.
Year after year, men dug gigantic ore pits, some of them as big
as five acres with little more than
shovels and picks; they deforested
29,000 acres of rugged terrain with
saws and axes. For months on end,
highly skilled colliers engaged in
the process of turning wood into
more efficient, long-burning charcoal through a painstaking process
of smoldering cords upon cords of
timber in huge, rounded mounds
covered by dirt.
The need for charcoal was insatiable. For every ton of pig iron
produced , the furnace devoured
one ac re of forest. Day after day,
for six months out of the year, they
fired and fed that furnace, pushing
cart after cart full of charcoal, iron
ore, an d limestone down a "charging bridge" to the open mouth
of the furnace called the "tunnel
head." What it must have been like to stand over the searing mouth of the furnace, gaping four-feet-wide and belching smoke and fumes from a core burning at 2,500 degrees.
This was dangerous, filthy work.
From the molten iron running out into runnels and molds
laid out on the sandy tapping floor , the "tappers" formed
iron ingots, which they called "pigs." The term may come
from the way these molds branch off from one long channel,
like piglets suckling at the teats of a large sow. These "pigs"
were transported to market in two ways: by mule wagons to
Liola (present day Grottoes) or by river on flat, canal boats
from Port Republic to Harper's Ferry.
Once, Nash and h er team were do ing some excavation
work along the river by th e defunct town of New Haven
when an old man came upon them. When he learned what
they were doing, he told them about how, as a boy during
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the Great Depression, he and his brothers used to "dive for
pigs " in the river. These iron bars were still worth a bit of
money even during the '3 0s. One wonders how those "pigs"
wound up on the river bottom; perhaps some canal boats
capsized, dumping their cargo before having the chance to
continue downriver.

:..

THE FOREST THEN AND NOW
" I tell m y students this is a beautiful place, but it is an
altered place. " Nash says, "The land is ruptured." Listening
to the birds and looking at the shafts of sunlight filtering
down through the leaves above, it's hard to appreciate what
she means. But 29,000 acres of deforestation has long-term
consequences for the land.
The forest today barely resembles the forest J ohn Madison would have seen when h e came across the Blue Ridge
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in 1758. The giants are all gone now - most notably the
chestnut trees 150 feet rail with trunks eight feet in diameter. Even the large oaks we have today in the park are few
and far between . Two hundred years ago, without the dense
undergrowth we see today, one could have seen a fleeing deer
bound away deep into the woods, scampering across a forest floor dappled in the light filtering down through towering canopies. Today, few trees in and around the furnace are
more than 70-feet tall. Without the large, old-growth trees,
the effects of flooding have been exponentially more severe.
Looking at the banks of Madison Run,
one can see how the force of the water has
undercut the banks during heavy rains,
loosening huge boulders and undermining the trees that have struggled to grow
back since deforestation. One-hundredand-twenty-eighr years since the death of
the furnace, the forest is still fighting an
uncertain battle to recover.
Witness the floods that have ravaged
America and other nations around the
world in recent rimes, and one begins to
understand how historical ecology is not
just about bemoaning the loss of some Arcadian idyll. The
lessons of Mount Vernon Furnace teach us about the past,
present and what we might expect in the furure if we don't
heed those lessons.

the ominous pall that hangs over this site. Parts of the landscape are deformed, cratered and gouged. Unnatural ravines
are sliced out of the terrain. Amongst the river rocks are
hunks of black, glass-like lumps called slag. These chunks
of silica-rich impurities are the waste product of the smelting process. Standing by the furnace, it's not hard to imagine rhe place devoid of trees and charred black by smoke
and fire. This was a place of utter destruction; it must have
looked like a battlefield.
One wonders if the people living at the
time would have thought of it that way.
It 's a false reality to project our 21 stcentury sensibilities on 19th-century
people. Iron manufacturers were simply
doing what so many men of commerce
did, building wealth through exerting
their dominion over narure. Only th e
radical fringe, people like Emerson and
Thoreau, would have dared object to it.
Today, however, the voices against environmental destruction are much more
vocal, and yet the destruction continues
and at an ever growing pace.
Ecologically ruinou s mining tech niques are practiced regularly in the developing world .
But we needn ' t look chat far to find such wanton decimation. Check out a satellite photo of Boone County,
W. Va., and you will see a landscape pockmarked with
barren wastelands where once mountains existed. Mountain top removal has obliterated 500 named mountains
from the Appalachians alone. Consider that more than a
thousand miles of streams have been choked by chemicals and/or buried under mining refuse, and it's clear that we
continue to abuse the land that sustains us. The research at
Mount Vernon suggests that we might want to consider just
exacdy what we're wasting.

'I think it's getting

harder and harder to
tell a whole story. What
happened here happened all up and down
the western slopes efthe
Blue Ridge.'

LESSONS OF EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES
By 1870, the forge had devoured 29,000 acres of forest. Having
to go farther and farther afield for the wood to make the charcoal, the forge overreached itself Like most extractive industries
(past and present), it starved itself by devouring too much.
Now, more than a century later, walking through the
woods or down the riverbed near the furnace, one still feels

Ellis began work for the
project nearly two years ago and
continues to discover revealing
details and facts about Mount
Port Republic and New Haven Vernon Furnace through her
extensive research work. For
scnhclm MO y~o, Ellis, getting paid to practice
some 75 students
her craft, while earning credits
have experienced
towards her degree and getting
hands-on training on paid for the privilege was a case
one of six, archaeological field
of icing on the cake.
schools run by Nash during the
Recounting her days in the
summer months. Moreover,
woods mapping structural
thanks to grant money provided features like foundations, roadby the Shenandoah National
beds, ore pits and tramways,
Park, about half of those stuEllis becomes somewhat chirpy.
dents were paid for the pleasure During the fall and spring,
of a hands-on education of the
the water is high in Madison
most literal kind. One such stu- Run. Getting to the furnace
dent was Sarah Ellis ('09).
required crossing the 20-foot-

Partnership offers
- hands-on training
for JMU students
=

=
=
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wide creek over a fallen tree.
Ellis fell in once and spent the
day in soaked socks. She tells
of spotting rare wildflowers like
an albino Lady Slipper. During
several weeks digging around
some foundations (perhaps
remnants of the slave quarters),
the team became familiar with
the residents of a small clapboard house across the road.
Day after day, a hound and
several roosters berated the
team with a relentless barrage
of barking, howling and crowing. This torture resulted in the
spot being dubbed the "Rooster
Hound Site."
Most memorable to Ellis are
the battles she fought with poi-

son ivy and ticks. When asked
to recount her most enduring
memory Ellis replies, 'Ticks,
ticks, ticks. There was not a
single day that I worked in the
woods at Mt. Vernon when I
did not come home with at least
one tick. The average count was
about four a day."
Despite the challenges of her
work, Ellis values the experience working in the field. She
is just as grateful for what she
has learned about archival
research through the many
days she spent and continues
to spend in libraries. A project
like this requires a great deal
of documentation, acquired
through months of painstaking
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CULTURAL FINDINGS:
ORAL HISTORY

down the western slopes of the Blue
Ridge." Through its partnership
While the ecological impact of
with Shenandoah National Park,
extractive industries is well worth
]MU is attempting to tell more and
study, so is the study of the people
more of that story. Many of the
who lived here. What happens to
people who live up here next to the
those embroiled in destructive
mountain are descendants of the
industries? What happens to compeople who lived and worked here.
munities that wax and wane along
Their stories are treasure troves.
with the fortunes and hardships
Nearby, a rock shelter 5,000
of such enterprises? What stories
years older than the furnace stands
remain to be told?
as testament to another people who
Nash's team is just beginning to
once lived here. In the dust are
interpret the oral history it has been
flakes of quartzite, the discard ed
gathering. True oral history research
shards from making arrowhead s
is a systematic study involving muland spearpoints. The people that
tiple interviews and a deep knowlsat and communed in that shelter
edge of the topic. "We've just gotwould not know what to make of
ten to the point where we know
the mysterious edifice in the fo rest
enough to understand what the stomade from huge blocks of stone.
ries can tell us," Nash says. And, of
Nor would they know why the rivcourse, archival research continues.
erbed was littered with the glassy
"Each week we find new facts from
black stones. Nor would they know
primary sources, " says Nash. "It's
what to make of the deep pi ts and
very exciting." Much of the current
gullies gouged out of the earth as
research is focused on the details of
if by a god wielding some titanic
slavery. The digs taking place now Taking a break from their research at Mount
cudgel. They would wonder where
are focused on what is believed to Vern on Furnace are (l-1~ Jessica McDade ('08),
all the giant trees had gone.
be the foundations of slave dwell- anthropology professor Carole Nash, S arah Ellis
About the only thing they would
ings near the furnace.
('09) and Ho ward Morrison ('02). Ellis says
recogni ze would be the rock ledge.
hands-on training like her research at thefurna ce For C arol e Nash, the ro ck led ge
adds value to her degree.
A WINDOW INTO
and the furnace are windows in to
THE PAST
the past. Through such windows,
With all of the progress made by the project, Nash is still
one can look backward. But one can also look forward into
driven. "I think it's getting harder and harder to tell a whole
the future. In so doing, we begin to tell and hear a mo re
story, " she says. "What happened here happened all up and
m
complete story.

research in libraries, courthouses
and other archival depositories
around the state. It's safe to say
Ellis knows her way around
census records, maps, deeds
and all sorts of historical documents. T hrough Ellis and other
researchers, the project has been
able to paint a more complete
picture of the place.
For instance, we know more
about Port Republic now.
Walk down the charming back
streets of Port Republic today,
and it looks like Norman
Rockwell must have served on
the planning commission. Back
in its mining heyday, however,
this town was far different.
Research paints a picture of a

gritty antebellum river-town
with several taverns.
Another town, New Haven,
sprung up across the river from
Port Republic and was engaged
in the business of making the
flatboats necessary to transport
the iron to market. T he town's
founder, Gideon Morgan,
envisioned that New Haven
would become, "The finest
inland town in North America. "
Today, New Haven is no more
than a cornfield, its eight streets
and structural foundations only
discernible through infrared
photography.
Alumnus Peter Hof ('05)
began working on the project
in February 2006. Much of his
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work involved comparing 19th- on its hind legs. "N either of us
knew what to do," he recalls. In
century maps to satellite imagthe end, they both took flight,
ery of the region in an effort
to locate various features such
turning tail and skedaddling in
opposite directions down the
as old roads, wheel pits, river
crossings and structural founda- trail. H of saves his most glowing remarks for Nash. "She
tions. Through these methods,
Hoflocated an ore pit some rwo has an incredible amount of
miles from the furnace, prompt- knowledge. You learn so much
just riding in the car with her.
ing questions abour the extent
She's innovative and open to
of the tram system and other
new ideas; she uses all kinds
transportation methods.
Hof speaks fondly of his time of tools, and she's never afraid
to consider new theories and
on the project. "I didn't realapproaches to archeology."
ize how good I had it," he says,
As the research confirms,
"just being in the park every day
there is so much to this place
exploring, making maps."
that still lies unseen, unknown
One day Hof surprised a
bear cub that had been sleeping and waiting to be discovered. ffl
behind a log. The cub rose up
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The East Campus Library's
environment allows students to study, interact
and do research in a place
that is very comfortable,
inviting, and full of natural
lighting and beautiful
views. Student workers
at the front desk, trained
to answer the most commonly asked questions,
provide peer-to-peer
education.

BY JAN GILLIS ('07)
Madison's Ease Campus Library was designed and built
with a new model of library service in mind.
"Libraries of the past were designed for individuals co
come, conduct research and gather information sources,
which would be taken elsewhere co create a finished produce," says Ralph Alberico, dean of libraries and educational technologies. "This library is built on the philosophy known as the 'learning commons."'
No longer is the library simply a repository for ideas.
"We create spaces chat allow users co come and experience the life cycle of information use, from the inception of an idea, to creating a search-and-retrieval plan, to
actually obtaining the information," says John McGehee,
director of Ease Campus Library Services. "We are also
providing students with technological cools as well as special amenities such as whiteboards and group study rooms
for chem to create their finished produce."
The ECL reflects a commonspace business model , providing many services in one place - one-stop shopping.
"The old model was much more to fragment services," says
Alberico. "If you needed help with your research you went
co one place, if you needed help with using media or technology you went co another place, if you needed co check
out a book you went co still another place, and so forth."
The physical features of the library are a striking combination chat embraces natural wonder and advanced
technology. Visitors are greeted with beautiful panoramic
views, bathed in gracious natural light, and enjoy an open,
inviting learning space.
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'It's our desire t~at this b~ilding creates an ,
environment where learning and discovery take place.
RALPH ALBERICO , DEAN OF LIBRARIES AND EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES

laborate on documents chat are projected up on a screen, allowing
" Ir's our de ire chat chis building creates an environment
all members of a group to interact and provide feedback."
where learning an d discover y cake place," says Alberico._To
Students work, study and research in different ways, and the
accompli h chat goal the design created spaces chat were flexible
ECL accommodates chem all. "There
in their u e and enabled group interacare night owl spaces and daytime spaces,
tions. McGehee says, "Thar was in direct
group spaces, individual spaces, quiet
re ponse to our observation and the d ata
spaces, noisy spaces, spaces where there is
chat shows chat much of student learning
very little technology and spaces chat are
now is done in a group setti ng."
quite technology rich," says Alberico.
erpenci ne work station configurations
Cory Rutledge ('11), computer inforand furniture choices offer an unspoken
mation systems major and student library
but pronounced invitation to sit down,
assistant, says the design reflects the ways
gee comfortable and interact - with ideas
students learn today. "This library accomand ocher students. Noc on ly can students
modates everyone's study needs. It has both
do research in che library, they can check
structured and unstructured seating and
out a laptop or use specialized software to The E.ast Campus Library has designated quiet floors so
study areas. Students can sit at a study carrel,
create multimedia content.
that single users can be directed to quiet areas to study.
or they can lounge on a couch or big chair."
The object, says McGehee, is "to go
T
he
learning
commons
approach also guided the creation of
from idea to finis hed product in a very comfortable and inviting
the
library's
tiered
service
model. "Our approach to service is
space chat allows individuals to interact and to do their research
characterized by peer-to-peer interactions." says Alberico, "We
in a variety of habitats, settings and group configurations."
hire a tremendous amount of students in the library." The stuThe library's approach to learnin g met with immediate sucdents are put through a rigorous training program. "W e train
cess. tudenc library assistant and computer science major, Kurt
them to not only help their peers, other students, but we train
Dowswell ('10) says, "The first thing I heard from my peers was
them to recognize when they are approaching the limits of their
ju t how great the building was. They would come in for the first
knowledge and to make referrals appropriately up the chain to
rime and be shocked by how nice it was."
increasingly more knowledgeable people," he says. Trained staff
ne feature of the library that has been extremely successful has
members at the desk are able to provide further assistance. Librarbeen the wealth of group study room availability. "By about 4 or 5
ians are the third tier of service for patrons who have in depth refin the even ing they are full for the night until about 10 or 11 p.m.,"
erence question chat requires the expertise of a subject expert.
ays McGehee. Each of the 45 group study rooms has a whiteboard, and patrons can ch eck out dry erase markers and erasers.
The model works well. Rutledge says, "There is one desk you
go to for assistance, and we are well trained to answer the usual
ine sc~dy rooms with large fl at-panel monitors are available by
reservanon. Patrons ca n check out a laptop cord, plug their comquestions about locating resources and technology."
puters into these monttors and display their desktop. "It's another
McGehee adds, "You see chem interacting and caking to our
way of i nceracri ng," says McGehee. "Our students are able to colmission of connecting people and ideas, and really committing to
the organization in a meaningful way."
There's a side benefit to che "peer to peer" education. "I chink
students are maybe a little more willing to approach another student than they might be to seek assistance
"Our gate counts and
from an adult," says Alberico.
usage patterns are
The library's fifth floor houses the Censhowing students
ter for Faculty Innovation and the Center
are overwhelmingly
for Instructional Technology, providing serloving this library
and are coming here
vices geared toward faculty in support of
in droves. We had
their intellectual work.
70,000 visitors the
It's a natural fie. Today, new approaches
first month of operato education and technologies chat support
tion, so considering
the student populateaching are increasingly sought after.
tion of nearly 17,000,
"Because the building has spaces chat are
we are getting a lot of
designed for chose purposes and are rich
repeat visitors," says
with these new technologies, I chink we' ll
John McGehee.
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While the physical East Campus Library collection is important, "the vast majority of the information content in the sciences is digital. So we have the luxury now of
designing a science library without having to dedicate nearly the percentage of square footage to the collections as was once the case, which allows more space
and better space for people," says Ralph Alberico, dean of libraries and educational technologies.
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'One of the core ideas behind the creation is
people collaborating and working together on common goals.'
Ill

RALPH ALBERICO , D EA N O F L I BRAR I ES AND EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOG I ES

Connect online at
www.lib.jmu.edu/
Take a video virtual
tour of the library, use
the "Ask a Librarian"
tool and link to Facebook pages for both
Carrier Library and the
East Campus Library.

see more and more faculty coming
here to use the technology and to
integrate that technology with their
instruction," says Alberico.
The East Campus Library
reflects a recognizable and cherished Madison attribute - collaboration. People work together across
disciplines, contributing different
perspectives on things , using different kinds of information, bringing different technology to bear, to
solve real problems and advance the

state of knowledge in m eaningful ways.
"At JMU, people tend to work together, students are encou raged to work together in groups and soft skills are a real important part of the curri culum," says A lberico. "One of the core
ideas behind the creation of the East Campus Library is people
collaborating and working together on common goa ls. I think
you can walk around and see that happening."
T he East Campus Library is an expression of the libraries'
organizational mission: "We hope this building will inspire
people to connect to ideas - that people wi ll discover ideas in
the books on the shelves and by using on line collections, but
also by interacting with other people - students to faculty and
ffl
students to one anot her," says A lberi co.

"We are able to do a much wider
variety of things because we have
more resources and more space with
this expansion," says Sarah Cheverton. "We're in a better position to
do more collaborative work with the
Center for Faculty Innovation and
other organizations on campus."

CENTER FOR
INSTRUCTIONAL
TECHNOLOGY
PUTTING TECHNOLOGY
INTO INSTRUCTION IN
MEANINGFUL WAYS
An important element of
the East Campus Library
design was the incorporation of expanded facilities for
the university's Center for

Instructional Technology. The
expansion allows the center
to provide services from both
Carrier and the East Campus Library. " Now we have a
larger staff and resources so
that we 're able to offer more
workshops, wider variety and
provide easier access for
everyone on campus," says
Sarah Cheverton, director of
the center.
It is a welcome, and
needed, expansion. "Our
job is to help integrate the
appropriate technology into
instruction in a meaningful way," says Cheverton . To

accomplish that, the center's
personnel educate themselves , and the rest of the
university, on new technol ogy, and help determine the
infrastructure, training and
resources needed to function effectively in an everevolving technological age.
The CIT's efforts are all
about putting current technology to good use, to make
education increasingly effective. Distance learning systems , online collaboration
tools , podcasts and Webdelivered video are some of
the technologies that the
center evaluates and finetunes for the benefit of the
university campus.
One welcome bonus of
CIT's expansion was the
development of its video
production resources with a
larger, professional recording studio. " More and more,
both instructors and students expect to see video
online and associated with

instructional content. We are
helping the faculty to prepare for that and to create
video content in formats that
are easy for people to use,
upload and download," says
Cheverton .
The technology tools
respond to a current educational trend - learning
that is increasingly com munity based . "The newest
technologies involve online
community and collaboration. Things that make it possible for you to easily work
together on a project and
have discussion at the same
time ," Cheverton says.
CIT staff members see
themselves as partners in
creating dynamic learning
experiences . "We really like
it when people come to us
with ideas on how they can
improve their instruction if they can just find the right
technology. We help them
figure it out. We either create
that technology or put certain
technologies together in a
new way to help accomplish
the goal. That's exciting to
us," Cheverton says. "I think
our real contribution to the
university is to help people
do things in a new and more
ffl
effective way. "
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CENTER FOR
FACULTY
INNOVATION
CULTIVATING A VALUABLE
UNIVERSITY RESOURCE
What is one of the university's most valuable
resources? "The faculty,"
says Karen Santos , executive director of the Center
for Faculty Innovation.
And the center's location in the East Campus
Library " is a very visible
commitment to that valuable resource as well as a
superb working environment. "
Faculty members
assume a challenging, multidimensional
role, and the CFI was
instituted to support
them in their teaching, scholarship,
service and leadership. "We have a
number of programs,
and now we have a
fabulous place to
put those programs
together," she says .
Those programs have been developing since 1998, when JMU Provost
Douglas Brown appointed a task force
to first explore ways to support the
professional development needs of the
university's faculty. Since that time,
research has given birth to initial programs, which in turn have flourished
and expanded with the establishment in
2006 of the Center for Faculty Innovation with Santos as executive director.
"If you could picture a brick wall being
built, we developed our programs that
way. The first year was one brick and
then we had two, then four, then six, then
eight. Now we have more than 20 bricks
illustrating a number of different programs
running simultaneously," says Santos.

"The Center for Faculty Innovation
has been a visible commitment of the
university to Its faculty enabling us to
do our Job better," says Karen Santos.
"We're using this building as much as
we possibly can to bring professors and
colleagues in to use these rooms to the
best degree possible."

Today the Center for Faculty Innovation offers individual and departmental
consultations, orientation for new
professors , symposiums, workshops,
a mid-semester course feedback program, a comprehensive collection of
resources, and access to a multitude
of innovative strategies for faculty and
academic leaders.
One of the newest innovations is a
classroom on the library's third floor,
which has two mounted cameras. "Our
goal is to hold classes in this space
and collect samples of instruction,
creating a library of mini video clips
of exemplary teaching and learning
because it helps to see pedagogy in
action, " says Santos.

II
I

I

Significant in this faculty development effort, is that it grew from, and
was implemented by, the very people it
was designed to support. For the most
part, the facilitators, presenters and
organizers of the center's programs are
people on campus , an important distinction that reflects a specific program
goal - mutual benefit.
Many of the center's programs are
co-sponsored with other units across
campus. " Faculty members, academic
unit leaders and other people across
campus are helping to do this ," she
says. "We are a conduit that helps
make it all happen. Our goal is to create a culture of professional development in the academic community." ffl

'The center's location in the East Campus Library is avery visible commitment
to that valuable resource as well as asuperb working environment.'
KAREN SANTOS, EXECUTIVE D IRECTOR OF THE CENTER FOR FACULTY INNOVATION
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0H, WHA

A SEASON IT WAS!

If you are one of those very few who did

not follow 2008 JMU Dukes football, you

missed a genuine treat. Although a second

national title eluded them, the 2008 season

will certainly be ranked one of the team's

most memorable and revered, thus far.
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regular season . JMU was th e No.
"We had a great se ason," says
1 seed for the 16-tea m PCS playDukes' head coach Mickey Matoffs, meaning cha t soon-to-be renthews of his 10th year at JMU.
ovated Bridgeforth Stadium would
"The hard thing about playoff
be the hos t site for three PCS playfootball is chat only one team wi ll
o
ff ga mes a nd , in m a ny ways, a
finish with a win . The hurt would
reward to the JM U fa ithful.
have been just as bad in ChattaTo build a successful football pronooga as it was at home against
gram cakes an offense, a defense and
Montana. We rea lly believed with
sp ecial team s, as we ll as coaches,
every fiber of our body that we
supp ort personn el and ad min istrawere going to win the nationa l
tive commitment. Such is the prochampionship, but you ' re not
J
gram at James M adison University.
going to win it every year, and we
Se ni o r qu a rt e rb ack R o d ney
understand that."
La nders and junio r re turn specialThe 2008 season will a lso be
ise Scotty M cGee th rilled D ukes'
one of the most reca lled by trivia
fa n s chi s yea r, a nd t h e d efenbuffs. It was a season of firsts.
The Dukes had their first unde- "Our program is thriving right now. We're packing t he stadi- sive fro nt lin e m ad e so m e of the
bes t qu a rterb acks in th e countr y
feat ed conference record (8-0), um and recruiting good players; we're in the champion ship
which led to an undisputed Colo- hunt. things could not be more positive," says Matthews.
just a cad bit u ncomfortable. It is
nial Athletic Association title.
p ossible chat th rilled D ukes ' fa ns
championship h unt, things could not be
m ay one d ay find La nders' an d McGee's
There was a school record set for regular
more positive."
n a m es th e a n swe rs to t ri via qu estions,
season wins (10) and a 12-game winning
On Sept. 20 the D u kes ro a red b ac k
streak for another first.
from a 21-0 ha lftime deficit to defea t
tho ugh their 200 8 acco mpl ish ments on
"Hopefully everyone will appreciate
three-time national champion App a lathe fi eld certainly were fa r fro m trivi al.
how we represented JMU and gave everyM agica l thin gs just seem ed to happen
chian State, and giddy fan s spilled onto
one a lot of thrills, " says Matthews . "I
Showker Field. That win lifted the Dukes when La nd ers h ad th e b a ll. H e would
think our football program is thriving
to the No. 1 perch on the Football Champick up a crucial first dow n wi th his legs
right now. We are packing the stadium pionship Subdivision polls, a spot th e o r loft a H ail M ary pass into the end zone
and recruiting good players; we're in the
team occupied for the remainder of the for Bosco Williams to secure just as tim e

zlies on Dec. 12. Bridgeforth Stadium's ra ucous crowd was full of
chee ring suppor ters of the JM U
Nation. Die- hard fans ta ilgated
for hours in the nu mbing cold
and scores of al umni made it
Turnovers make the
difference in semi-finals back to the 'B urg to support their
beloved purple and gold. Ma ny
Bv ANDREW MoLCHANY ('09 ) stu dents who completed final
exams earlier in the week stayed
The Du kes put it all on the line
in Ha rrisonburg unti l the semiunder the Friday nig ht lig hts
fina l game in hopes of seeing the
for the national FSC semi-fi na l
team make it back to another
game agai nst the Montana Griznational championship. As th e
game progressed, the Dukes
played the way they knew
best: hard-nosed, rough and
tumb le, old-school football. A li ttle bit of style and
a lot of luck brought the
team through the toughest of wins this season.
but unfortunatel y they fell
short against Montana. The
top-seeded and top-ranked
A valiant effort by the Dukes in the
Dukes ended 12-2 after
semi-final FSC championship left
Dukes ready to cheer next season.
having a 12-game winning

Grizzly
revenge
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Diehard Dukes tailgate in the numbing cold before
the FSC semi-final game between the Dukes and
the Montana Grizzl ies on Dec. 12.

streak snapped, along with a
nine-game home winning streak.
Senior communication studies major Justin Delockery says,
"The Dukes never bui lt enough
momentum to carry them
through the relentless coverage of the Montana defense. We

needed that big
play, one that wou ld break out
the JMU scoring ma chin e. We
just never fired on all cylinders."
If anything can be said a bo ut
the semi-final loss to Monta na,
the Dukes should certainly be
proud of the poise and sports-

MATTHE WS PHOTOG R APH B Y CATHY KUSHNER ( ' 87); MON TANA GAME BY A N GEL ELZA ( ' 10)
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Alumni viewing parties

expired . In a ll , La nders ra n for 1,770
yards, scored 16 to uchdowns, passed for
1,534 yards, sco red 21 times and establi shed JMU single-season ru sh ing and
coral offense records in the process .
Landers earned honors as che Colonial
Athletic Association Offensive Player of the
Year and the Eastern College Athletic Conference Player of the Year. He won the Dudley Award as the top Division I player in
Virginia and finished second in the voting

manship de monstrated by
the players, coaches and fa ns
throughout the ga me. The
stands we re overfl owing with
fans of every age. The energy
within an d arou nd th e glowing stadiu m was contag io us.
Freshman Andrew Laffer
says, "I loved com ing to the
games a ll season. Ending th e
year th is way just leaves me
wanting mo re J MU foo tball."
What a team, what a season,
what a game. Go Dukes. ffi

JMU Nation faithful show
support for the Dukes and
'Superman' Rodney Landers.

Dukes from coast to coast kept the Purple Pride in
full swing during the 2008 football season. Numer·
ous chapters hosted football game view ing parties
to support the JMU Nation. (Above) Dukes from the
Austin, Chicago and San Antonio Alumn i Chapters
rally for the team. The Chicago Dukes hosted viewing
parties of the Dukes' games against Villanova and
Montana. Chapter president Raminder Chadha ('93)
says, "The team's success really rejuvenated the
alums in Chicago and brought us together as a community. We should be able to build on this momentum in the coming years for all things JMU."

for th e Walter Payton Award, wh ich recog- was named first-team All-America. Senior
Marcus H aywood carried on th e standard
nizes the top offensive player in the PCS.
Fan s ch anced "Scared of Scotty" when set by former Duke Tony LeZocce by ga rn ering All-America laurels at free safety. H ome
opposing teams fai led to kick to gameor
future office displays of All-America stachanging specia l tus will be options for junior offensive guard
ist Scotty McGee.
After a ll , it was h is Dorian Brooks and senior placekicker Dave
Stannard, as well as Landers and McGee.
99-yard-kickoff return
Speaking of offices a nd displaying
for a to uchdown chat
o p ened the seco n d awards, there is only one coach 's office in
che country ch at needs space for two Eddi e
half and sparked the
Robin
so n Awards. T hat is Dukes' head
D u kes ' comeback
against Appalachian coach Mickey Matthews. The awa rd goes
to the cop coach in the PCS. Matthews won
Scace. Even more drahis
first Robinson Award in 1999, his inaumatic, however, was
gural
J MU season, and became the fi rsc
his timely 69- ya rd
p u nt return in the cwo-cime winner chis winter.
Liberty Mutual also recognized Macclosing seconds chat
chews
as one of four nat iona l coac he of
propelled the Dukes co
che
year.
Representing che PCS, Matthews
a 38-31 win at archrival Richmond. ESPN a nd each coach rece ived $50,000 from
featured his return as Liberty Mutua l In suran ce to support his
"Play of the Day" on favorite charity. Matthews' 10-year record
is 76-46, includin g a 49-15 mark during
SportsCenter.
che lase five seasons.
Postseason awards
If you haven't purchased your ti ckets fo r
p iled up. Senior Scott
2009 season, you might want to make
che
Lem n earned the
chat
a priority now!
m
Dave Remington
Read more about this past season at
Award as the top cence r in ch e FCS and www.JMUSports.com/
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Do you remember whether your elementary or high school had a
school psychologis ?
"Most of us don' ," sa s Patti Warner, director ofJMU's graduate
program in school psyc ology.
If you do, chanoes are that image in your mind is outdated.
"Many times, that' the way people view us - we come in, we
carry one of our ml . test kits to do an intelligence test, and that's all
that we do," Warner says. "We call ourselves 'stealth psychologists.'
-.:::::.......,....:J~;:ane;nfl@;eifeci for special education, but we do a whole lot more."
SEEING THE CHANGE
What once was a profession pigeonholed for dealing with ill-labeled
"problem children" now requires specialized training and a holistic
knowledge of mental health, education and assessment.
Students in JMU's three-year program earn a master's en route
to the educational specialist degree, which is now the field's professional standard.
The profession's profile rose in the aftermath of school shootings
in the 1990s. More recently, educational reforms such as No Child
Left Behind have created a void at schools for testing experts, and
earlier interventions are unearthing mental health issues in youth
at younger ages. The person now relied on to handle those issues is
the school psychologist, Warner says.
According to Warner, a professional entering the field now must

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol32/iss2/1
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be equipped in, among other areas, testing and assessment, consultation, behavioral and crisis intervention, social and emotional
needs, child development issues, neurological conditions including traumatic brain injuries, gifted student education, depression,
autism and research on youth from pre-kindergarten to age 21.
BEING THE CHANGE
"The philosophy is that we train comprehensively. We are very
committed to developing the interpersonal and intrapersonal skills
of our students and generally maximizing the potential of all the
children we work with," Warner says. "Certainly there's a lot of
similarity and consistency in [our and other] training programs,
but then there are some things we think are unique to JMU."
Preparation for school psych students at JMU begins before
they are admitted to the program. Piles of paper applications are
reviewed before about 40 candidates are invited to JMU for a daylong interview with faculty and current students.
About 10 students are admitted yearly, creating a group of about
30 in the program at all levels.
"We purposely keep the program at the size it is so that we can
give the students the personal attention that they need," Warner
says. "That's the nice thing. We have the same students in class
semester to semester. Their group stays together, and that's where
they learn a lot from each other."

P HOTOGRAPH BY HOLLY MARCUS (' 0 3)
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This is unprecedented,
to have JMU produce
three winners in the last
six years. But the answer
is pretty simple; JMU
has a great program.'
-

STEVE FEIFER

('86), National School

Psychologist ofthe Year
Courses and practicum experiences are
carefully sequenced to ensure what students learn in class can immediately be
practiced in the field. By the time students
enter the program's innovative required
third-year internship, they've logged at
least 400 hours in real-world experience in
school and clinical settings.
'The training at JMU was outstanding,"
says Steve Feifer ('86, '91M), who recently
was named the 2009 School Psychologist
of the Year by the National Association of
School Psychologists. "We had real training with real people in real situations."
In recent years, JMU also has implemented mandatory suicide prevention
certification and a Culturally Competent
Practitioner Initiative to address the growing demands of the field.
More work for students and the faculty?
Yes. But the benefits are apparent.
"During 9/11, we happened to have a
student who was doing her internship in
New York City. That was in the first two
weeks she was there," Warner says. "But
she called us later and she said, 'You know,
I was ready."'

A TRADITION OF
EXCELLENCE
While the schools employing JMU interns
and graduates have long realized the quality of its program, in recent years, the proof
has been in three people.
Peifer, of Frederick, Md., joins fellow
alumni - Deb Ward ('85) and Susan Prout
(' 96) - as winners of National School
Psychologist of the Year since 2002. The
award program began in 1990.
Peifer received the 2009 NASP award
at the association's national conference in
Boston in February.
" Thi s is unprecedented, to have JMU
produce three winners in the last six years,"
Peifer says. " But the answer is pretty simple; JMU has a great program."
ffl
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Steve Feifer
('86, '91M)
As a JMU undergrad. Feifer admits,
"I'd never heard
of school psychology." But a few "unsatisfying" years after
graduating, on an old roommate's recommendation, Feiler headed back to enroll
in JMU's school psych program. "When I
started out, I knew nothing about it. But
the program takes you from square one,
and it unfolds in a logical fashion." Nearly
two decades later and after additional
graduate work in neuropsychology, Feiler
is one of the field's most-sought authors
and presenters, in addition to his work
for Maryland Public Schools. "The word
that comes to mind now is validation. For
a long time, schools said you had to do
things in a certain way. But deep down,
I knew there were more effective ways
to evaluate children with learning disorders." Eventually, because of my training
at JMU, I was able to make changes in a
tactful, gradual, meaningful way." Feifer's
decision to return to his alma mater paid
off twofold. It was then that he met his
wife, Darci ('88). They live in Frederick,
Md., with their three children.

Susan Prout ('81, '96M)
Susan Prout came to JMU as an instructor in special education with her professor
husband, Tom, in 1978. Her clinical experiences in a graduate special education
program in Wisconsin inspired her to look
toward school psychology. With guidance
from then-professor Doug Brown, she
earned certification in 1981 and finished
the Ed.S. in 1996.
Her most formative
Madison Experience
was the diversity of
thought she encountered: "People came
in with very diverse
backgrounds, and
they had students
become knowledgeable across many areas. They look for people who are going to be complementary
but who will also bring different perspec-

tives to the university so that the students
aren't being exposed to just one way of
doing things. There are so many things
you're exposed to that it allows you to
move into all these different areas." Prout
has become a recognized leader in implementing effective assessment, interventions and mental health services for students from culturally diverse backgrounds.
This led to her receiving the NASP award
in 2005. In addition to her work in Kentucky public schools, Prout is an instructor
at the University of Kentucky in Lexington.

Deb Ward ('85)
For Deb Ward, life is about opportunities.
After seven years of teaching special education in Virginia, she saw an opportunity
in JMU's school psych program. It was
the opportunity of the third-year internship that dictated the next chapter of her
life. "I was interested in visiting Alaska. I
always thought it would be a great place
just to see, so I applied." With assurances
from adviser Harriet
Cobb, Ward packed
up and headed 4,000
miles west. "I think
it was a fabulous
training program. It
really did give me a
lot of confidence in
being able to go off
on my own. Harriet
even came here for on-site supervision.
I've supervised probably eight to 10 interns
in my tenure, and I think only once did we
have a supervisor come up to do an on-site
visit. And she was actually a JMU graduate, so it's pretty rare." It's that personal
touch Ward carried on in bringing Anchorage students, parents and communities
together that helped earn her the NASP
award in 2002. "It's a challenging program, but it has a focus on being innovative, supportive of the students, supportive
of creativity, thinking of the possibilities.
It wasn't single-tracked. I felt like when I
came out of JMU, I saw lots of opportunities." A seven-year cancer survivor, Ward
stays active with support groups and several nonprofit groups along with her husband, Brad Kutzer, and their two sons.
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Faithful friends
Brutal honesty leads to treasured friendship

BY GA1L CLARY ('81)

A ]MU chemistry major's life
ome in my office ,
- long hours in Miller Hall with
Clary! " My heart
a sma ll gro up of students and
sank through my
p rofessors - was almost (well
toenails as I wonnot quite) like being in the show
dered what I had
The Waltons!We we re li ke famdone to warrant a
ily, and even though many of us
summons into the office of "J.J.,"
we re ve ry competi tive and aimas Dr. James J. Leary preferred
ing for med ical school, we had a
to be addressed. Dr. Leary was
very supportive camaraderie.
my analytical chemistry profesI re tu rne d fro m the Chapel
sor, and this was my first course
Hill
NSF resea rch experience
with him.
convinced that I did not want to
I had completed my first two
be a chemist, but Dr. Leary conyears at Madison taking pre-med
tinued to encou rage me th rough
courses, but I did not officially
my
se ni or yea r. We worked well
declare chemistry as my major
toget her on our co mputer equauntil my junior year. I had heard
t io ns project, a nd he never made
through the grapevine that J.J.
m e fee l i nfer ior for cho os ing
was a "tough but good and fair
to pu rs ue an M.D. instead of a
professor." So, what did he want
Ph.D. I was privileged to receive
with inconspicuous me?
the J MU C hem is try Department
"Clary, why don't you laugh
Award in 198 1, bu t the credit
at my jokes? I see you right there
shou ld h ave go ne to Dr. Leary
on the front row. (I was nearfo r believi ng in me and for chalsighted). And you never laugh at
lenging me to ful fi ll my h ighest expectations.
my jokes, Why?" he asked.
Sin ce g radu at ion , I have m a inta ined a frie nds hip with Dr.
Being a naive 20-year-old, I gave him an hones t, politically
incorrect answer - not weighing the possible consequences of Lea ry, hi s love ly wife , Sa nd y, and t heir so ns, Sherman and
Brian. I have been a guest in their home on ma ny occasions, and
my bluntness. "Well, Dr. Leary, I think your jokes are tasteless,"
I have watched th eir boys play Little Leag ue base ball and head
I replied.
That day began what has become one of my most treasured off to war in Afgha ni sta n . I h ave few frie nds in my life who
make as much effort as D r. Leary does to stay in to uch. We have
friendships.
Dr. Leary somehow took a lik ing to m e, m entorin g m e sh ared the joys of my medical school graduatio n, my marriage
through the rest of my career in the JMU C hemistr y D epart- and my becomi ng a mother. We have also supported each other
ch rough fa mily losses and ocher times of sadness and disrress. l
ment. He invited me to participate in a research proj ect with
da resay chat few of us are blessed to have such endu ring friendhim , and we were fortunate to present and publish our wo rk.
While I was in medical school, I was able to use my kn owledge sh ips, especially with a college professor.
I h ave fo nd m em ories of the c hemistry p rofessors who
gained from that JMU project to further a biochemistry project
at the Medical College of Virginia (now known as Virginia served JM U st uden ts, but I t h a n k Dr. Lea ry most of all for
C ommonwealth University School of M edicine). H e also steered bei n g a great professor, an ad voca te for h ig her learning and a
m
me toward applying for a National Science Foundation Summer fa it hful frie nd .
Res earch Program at Chapel Hill, N .C. I was accepted to the
program in 1980 and was grateful for the opportunity to spend About the Author: Gail Clary ('8 1) is a senior p artner with Carolina
three months in a research lab. There I realized chat I enj oyed Lu ng and Sleep Physicians, where she p ractices pulmonary, critical care and
sleep m ed icine, and also teaches in the Family Practice Residency program.
working with people more than pipettes .
Best Doctors I nc. honored Clary as one of the "Best D octors in N. C. " in pulI studied both analytical chemistry and instrumental analys is monary and critical care medicine. Sh e and her husband, Jim Pearce, live in
with Dr. Leary during my junior year. Both were very difficult H endersonville, N. C. , with their 12-year-old daughter, Victoria.
and intense courses, but I have to admit upon reflection that they ····· ······································ ····················· ···· ··············
were among my favorite courses because of J .J.'s brilliance and About the Professor: Chemistry professor James "j .j. "Leary joined the
]MU facu lty in 1973 . H e received the 1994- 95 Distinguished Teaching Award
lively dialogue. The analytical skills that I learned in his courses and has published on a wide variety of subjects, often with undergradu~tt
provided a firm foundation for my career and my daily activities co-autho rs. A significant amount ofhis work and research has been at the point
as a pulmonary/critical care and sleep medicine subspecialist.
where analytical chemistry overlaps with applied mathematics or physics.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol32/iss2/1
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Blue Ridge Parkway - Simply Beautiful
TEXT BY CARA ELLEN MODISETT ('96), PHOTOGRAPHY BY PAT BLACKLEY ('87) AND
CHUCK BLACKLEY; FA R COUNTRY PRE SS, 2008; ISBN - 13: 978 -1-5603 7-44 7 -3

itness a sunset at Twenty-Minute Cliff. W ander th rough forests tinged
with autumn color. See a swallowtail butterfly alight on a T urk's cap
lily. Blue Ridge Parkway Simply Beautiful features "one breathtaking landscape or dynamic close-up after
another," according to the Roanoke Times.
Phorography team Pat ('87) and Chuck
Blackley join Blue Ridge Country ediror Cara Ellen Modisett ('96) to offer insight in to
the history, culture and natural beauty of the parkway. * www.farcountrypress.com

After Jenasalem:
A Story and Two
Novellas
HAROLD E. "HAL" HOWLAND
('73); SELF- PUB LI SHED, 2008

Writer Cara Ellen Modisett ('96) teamed
up with photographers Pat Blackley ('87)
and Chuck Blackley to show off the natural
beauty of the Blue Ridge Parkway.

'With my past I am able to paint a
canvas as a poem and add meaning
to the topic at hand.'
-

W ILL T ILLER ('82)

ISBN: 978 -0-9821 151-0-7

Hal Howlands' fi ctio n d ebut
includes the short satire Murder in the Percussion Section.
Someone is going around the
country killing successful drummers usi ng vintage percussion
instrumenrs and
accessories as
weapons - and
leaving these
coveted items at
the crime scenes.
T he reader gets
inside the classical, jazz and
rock music worlds and travels
from Wash ington, D.C., to New
York, Wyoming, Key West,
Indianapolis, C hicago, New
Orleans, Los Angeles, Seattle
and Boston, seeking the traitor
in this eccenrric society. Brice
M iller's Notebooks, the firs t of
two novellas, cenrers on a successful Irish writer living in Key
W est and a local English teacher.
T he cenrral character of che
novella After Jerusalem is a Pales-

tinian double agenr in
the Israeli army who is
caugh t up in a plot to
assass inate the prime
minister of Israel.
She is assigned as a
securi ty escort to an
American jazz pianist
who is visiti ng Israel
on a State Departmenr
to ur. T he Orpheus
legend serves as a metaphor fo r
peace in the M iddle East, and
jazz runs th rough the action as
"the music of the dispossessed."

rize mankind instead
of accepting th at we
are all from the human
race?" asks W ill T iller, the son of a career
mil itary officer. T iller also writes about
the Earth, wh ich he
says is decaying at an
alarming rate. T hough
he was a psychology
major, T iller says that che arts
have always been his passion. He
paints abstracts and landscapes
and says, "In my poetry I try to
envision a world of peace and
faith in the Lord. With my past
I am able to pain t a canvas as a
poem and add meaning to the
topic at hand. "

Beyond
Horizons

* w ww.halhowland.com
Beyond Horizons
WILL TILLER ('82)
SE LF-PUBLISHED. 2008

* www.authorhouse.com

ISBN - 13 : 9 7 8 -1434365828

Beyond Horizons is a collection of
poems covering importanr aspects
of daily life. Subjects include
the injustices of racism and how
poorly the Native Americans, as
well as other ethnic classes, have
been treated. "W hy do we catego-

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2009

Nmap in the Enter•
prise: Your Guide lo
Network Scanning
ANGELA OREBAUGH ( ' 94,
'99M) AND BECKY PINKARD
SYNGRESS, 2 008
ISBN - 13: 9 7 8 - 1-597 49 -2 4 1-6

Angela Orebaugh ('94, '99M)
gives reade rs co mp rehensive
coverage of all Network Mapper features, including detailed
real-world case stud ies. N map is
a free open so urce tool available
under the operating system General Public License as p ublished
by th e Free Software Fou ndation. Nmap is most often used
by network administrators and
information technology security
professionals to scan corporate
networks looking fo r live hosts,
Nmap
specifi c services
In the Enterprise
or specific operatYour Guide to Network
Scanning
ing systems. Part
of the beauty of
Nmap is its ability
to create internet
protocol packets from scratch
and send them o ut uti lizing
unique methodologies.

* www.securityknox.com
Red, While, or Yellow:
The Media and the
Military al War in Iraq
CHARLES "CHIP" JONES ('11P)
STACKPOLE BOOK S, 2 008
ISBN -13 : 9 78 -081170402 1

JMU parent C h ip Jones applies
more chan 25 years of reporting experien ce in this in-dep th
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MIXEDMEDIA
{Books} Cont.

chronicle of the media's coverage of the war in Iraq. Jones ser
out ro invesrigate charges of bias
from both ends of the political
spectrum. He also delves in to
the motives of the journalists
who covered the 2003 invasion
along with those who rook on
the rough
Red, Whitie, assignment of
writing and
or Yellow?
THEJ\IEDIA & THE MILITARY
photographATWAR IN IRAQ
ing the Amer1can occupation at a time
when the
citizens of the
1
United States
quickly lost
interest in the
war. Jones interviewed dozens
of leading journalists, TV correspondents and military leaders,
as well as soldiers and Marines
on the ground . He also provides
a first-person account of his
own experiences as an embedded
reporrer with the Marine Corps
in Camp Fallujah, Iraq, in the
summer of 2007.
www.redwhiteoryellow.com

*

Twelve Rivers
of the Body
ELIZABETH MCGRATH ONESS
('82); GIVAL PRESS, 2008
ISBN: 978-192858 9 440

to see a different
relationship between
Eastern and Western
medicine and a new
path for herself.
www.givalpress.
com

*

This novel is winner of the 2007
G ival Press Novel Award. Overwhelmed by the growing AIDS
The Wettest
crisis and pressures of medical
County
residency, Elena Tristani abandons an outwardly successful life
in the World
and takes a job writing grants
MA TT BONDURANT
for The Spirit Gate, a holistic
('93 , ' 98M);
clinic that treats recovering drug
SCRIBNER, 2008
addicts with acupuncture. FasISBN-13 : 978-1-4 165-613 9 - 2
cinated by the clinic's fo under,
who treats Georgetown 's el ite
White lightn in g, firewate r,
and drug detox patients with
wild cat, stump whiskey or rotthe same imperturbgut - described by
ability, Tristani
many terms, Frankreconsiders her own
lin County, Va. , was
views on medicine
awash in moon shin e
Twelve Rivers
and health. As she
in the 1920s. When
ofthe &dy
comes to know the
journalist Sherwood
world of the clinic,
Anderson was cove rshe is seduced by
ing a story in Frankan ancient Chinese
Jin County, he chrismedical text, The Yeltened it the "wettes t
low Emperor's Inner
county in the world."
Classic, and begins
In the twiligh t o f

his career,
Anders on
finds himself
driving along
dusty red
roads trying to find
the Bondurant brothers, piece
together the
clues linking
them to the
G reat Fra nklin County
Moonshin e
C onspiracy and b reak ope n
the sil ence that shrouds Fra nklin County. Based on th e tru e
story of Matt Bondurant's
(' 93, '98M) grandfather and
two grandun cles, The Wet test
County in the World is a ta le of
brotherhood, greed and murder.
Bonduran t brings these m e n
- their dark deeds, their lo ng
silences, their deep desires - to
life . The N ew Yo rk Times Book
Review praised the "liveliness
Bonduranr's writing."
www.simonsays.com

*

DO YOU REMEMBER?
Do you remember the Quad tunnels? May
Queen? Call downs for 'cutting cam_r,us ?'
Trips to the University Farm?
The Stratford Players ? Sitting
on the hill watching the
Marching Royal Dukes? Decorating the Jemmy statue?

If so, you've got to have a copy of Madison Century, which shows 100 years of the
Madison Experience. Get your copy today at www.jmu.edu/centennialcelebration
https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol32/iss2/1
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Dukes say, "I do"
Heather Wauls ('01, '04M) and Philip Duhart
('04) married on Oct. 12 on the beach in Topsail,
N.C. More than a dozen Dukes attended, including "Road Dawg," Madison magazine's traveling
le;_.._.mascot. Celebrating the nuptials are (1-r): Miche:.:l:..:
Thompson, Beth McBroom :Javier-Wong,
Quick
John Paul Javier-Wong, Tyson Brown, Kerstyn
Fauntleroy Brown, bride Heather Wauls Duhart,
and groom Philip Duhart, Martin 15pizua, Sara
Owrey Monteleon~'1!1i.,~_e;.~onteleone,
_
Han9~h
Prebeck,
4lld
Kim.lyfner
Gabe-Slifka'. _ _ - -

--~ ~~~i~pt ~'°
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48

Take charge of your reunion

It's been a fabulous 50 Madison years BY MARY
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{Homecoming Reunions}

Take charge
of your reunion
Alumni staffseeks alumni organizers

I

s this your class reunion year?
Would you like to reconnect with
members of a former student organization, club, fraternity, sorority or
your major? Join fellow alumni in
the 'Burg for Homecoming 2009 on Oct.
16-18, but start your planning now.
The alumni staff is opening reunion
planning to any group of alumni
interested in hosting a special event.
Each class or group will be responsible for planning its own reunion,
but alumni relations staff members
will be available to help.
The alumni association has a
number of activities planned for
Homecoming 2009: Under the Big
Top. Round up your alumni friends and
join in the fun. Popular Homecoming
events include the Homecoming Alumni

Golf Tournament, Alumni Village Tailgate
and Pep Rally. N ew events, like Homecoming Casino Night, featuring the second-

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol32/iss2/1
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annual Poker Tournament, and
pictures with Duke Dog were big
hits last year.
If you are interested in planning a special reunion , contact
the alumni office immediately at
1-(888) }MU- ALU M .
fll

If you are interested
in planning a special
Homecoming reunion
with your classmates,
contact the alumni
office today.

*events/homecomingreunions.shtml.
Learn more at www.jmu.edu/alumni/

HOM ECO MING PHOTO GRAPH S BY DIAN E ELLIOTT ( '00)
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It's been a fabulous 50 Madison years
BY MARY JANE EDMUNDSON TOLLEY

('59)

s I pick up the memoir The Best ofFriends from my visits on several occasions. Sallie Parrott Schwarberg spent time
bookshelf, I think of these remarkable co-authors, with the group in 2007 at Wrightsville Beach.
These women are testimony co the face char age is only a
Sara James and Ginger Mauney, whose friendship
spanned many years and more than two conti- number. Challenging reunion activities have included kayaking
nents. Their friendship didn't just endure; it grew thro ugh the rapids on the Shenandoah River, hiking the trails
stronger.
at Wintergreen, bicycling
Their inspiring story paralat Rehoboth Beach, saillels another extraordinary
ing down the Chesapeake
Bay on a friend 's motor
group of women - graduates of Madison College,
cruiser, speed-walking at
Virginia Beach and dancthe Class of 1959.
These Madison friends'
ing the "sandpiper sidelives have taken them on
step" at the Outer Banks.
different journeys, often
Much of our rime
pulling them apart, yet
together is spent reliving
those wonderful Madison
they remained entwined,
years, laughing at the same
woven together by time
and temperament, by
old jokes, singing college
circumstances and will.
songs and recalling all of
These diverse sorority sisthe crazy things we did as a
preamble to becoming part
ters have a powerful conof the adult world. These
nection chat can only be
called a sisterhood.
Madison memories, laced
with lacer adult experiMadison College memences, have couched
bers of Pi Kappa Sigma,
each sister's life in a
which later became Sigma
profound way. They
Kappa, have kept in rouch 1959 sororit y sisters at Massanutten in
represent a catharsis
for 50 years. We often gee 2003 include (front row, 1-r): Betty Jo Myers
Farrand and Louise Brooking Whitaker. On
of deeply felt emotogether at each other's sofa (1-r) are Joyce Meadows McGee, Janet
tions shared with lifehomes for a long weekend. Cook West, Mary Jane Edmundson Tolley,
long Madison friends
The core char first started Wilda Kesterson Armstrong, Anne Lee
who always listen and
getting together includes Chapman Tyler and Pat Biscoe Faulconer.
never judge.
Wilda Kesterson Arm- The 1959 cla ssmates' mini-reunion fun has
included kaya kin g trips (right).
So, I carefu l ly
strong, Carol Davis Tayreturn The Best of
lor, Anne Lee Chapman Tyler and myself, Mary Jane Edmundson Tolley. In the early '70s, we decided ro gather annually for Friends co the bookshelf and realize how blessed I am co have
one week at different mountain or beach resorts. A few years lived a lifetime in those few short years at Shenandoah House.
lacer Dobbie Dean Royce We shared dreams, sang Kingston Trio songs while playing ukuand Janet Cook West joined leles and sneaked around co off-limits places. I learned co trust
the reunions. Judy Bird Lis- my instincts and to know when ro lean on my sisters. Thar has
key and Mary Frances Scone not changed. The Irish poet William Yeats said it best: "Think
Hagelsron, both previously where man's glory most begins and ends, and say my glory was I
unable co travel because of had such friends."
So what if we graduated a half-century ago; bring on our 50th
family health issues, lacer also
ffl
became eager participants in reunion in April. We'll be there with pride!
our reunion weekends.
Additional 1959 sorority
RECONNECT AND REMINISCE with rhe Class
sisters, Betty Joe Myers Farof 1959 at the 2009 Bluesrone Reunion Weekend, April
rand, Pat Biscoe Faulconer,
30 to May 2. The Classes of 1959, 1954, 1949, 1944,
Joyce Meadows McGee,
1939 and 1934 are invited back to campus for a weekend
Annie Lee Jernigan Springer
to create new Madison memories.
and Louise Brooking Whitawww.jmu.edu/alumni/events/reunions.shtml
ker, have linked up for day

'These Madison
friends' lives have
taken them on dif·
ferent journeys,
often pulling them
apart, yet they
remained entwined,
woven together by
time and temperament, by circumstances and will.'

Published
by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2009
PHOTOGRAP HS CO URTESY OF MARY JANE EDMUN D SON TO LLE Y ('59)
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{Alumni Association}

Strategic Plan in action
Recruit-A-Duke and ProNet connect alumni; students, parents and employers
BY MARTHA BELL GRAHAM

!ans are just plans until they
grow legs; and the JMU
Alumni Association's Strategic Plan is hopping.
Animating platforms of
the newly minted Strategic
Plan, the alumni association joined with
Career and Academic Planning in 2008 to
offer an expanded version of the university's
former job-seeking tool "MadisonTrak."
The new system, Recruit-A-Duke, is available to all students and alumni.
"This is an example of a partnership at
work," says Ashley Privott, director of alumni
relations. The new partnership fulfills Strategic Plan Goal #3: to build and leverage partnerships with all university stakeholders.
The expanded services also put legs on the
alumni association's goal to enhance the university's connection with Madison's 100,000
graduates by offering an important networking service. Recruit-A-Duke impacts Goal
#4: to create and enhance alumni engagement opportunities.
MadisonTrak limited use to those alumni
out of school six months or less. The new
search system is offered to all alumni.
Recruit-A-Duke is a network of alumni,
students, employers and parents seeking jobs,
hiring JMU people and mentoring. "That's
what its all about," says Denise Meadows,
coordinator of employer relations and recruiting. "It's who you know - and through
Recruit-A-Duke, it's who you get to know ....
Especially in tough economic times. RecruitA-Duke offers critical opporrunities."
Every enrolled student has an account and
many have logged in to the system. Recruit-ADuke is ready for the entire JMU community,
especially alumni, to sign on. Recent grads and not-so-recent grads - can lend a hand to
current undergraduates or fellow alumni.
It works like this: Job seekers - students
or alumni - may access job postings through
Recruit-A-Duke. "What makes this different,"
Meadows says, "is when students or alumni
access the JMU system, they know that a
potential employer has already targeted JMU."
In other online systems like Monster or
CareerBuilder, job seekers compete against thousands. By using Recruit-A-Duke, job seekers
instantly swim in a much smaller applicant pool.

I

I I
I

II

Wayne Jackson ('85), left, CEO and director of Sourcefire Inc., advises a student in the
College of Business annual Business Plan Competition. Many alumni like Jackson volunteer for the CoB Executive Advisory Council to give back to Madison and students. You
don't have to be on campus to mentor a JMU student. Learn more about Recruit-A-Duke
and mentoring students at www.jmu.edu/cap/.

JMU Board of Visitors member Vanessa Evans ('93, '97M) talks to JMU President Linwood
H. Rose and a student admissions volunteer. Evans regularly shares her Madison Experience
with prospective students at the annual "Take a Look" admissions program. Evans is associate director of the CAP Charitable Foundation's Ron Brown Scholar Program.

I
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When employers sign on to Recruit-A-Duke,
"they are saying, Tm specifically interested in
hiring a JMU graduate,"' Meadows says.
Recruit-A-Duke has 988 employers in the
system currently.
To mentor or be mentored - char is che
question. Recruit-A-D uke is not just for finding
jobs and hiring. le's also for chose who would
like co mentor a student or a recent alumnus, as
well as for chose who would like to be mentored
by an experienced employee or professional.
D ENISE M E ADOWS, employee
Mentors provide career and job inforrelations and recruiting coordinator
mation, advice, referrals or speak co classes.
T hey also may know of shadowing or internship opportun ities. Boch mentors and stuRecruit-A-Duke allows mentors co specify
den ts may sign up through Recruit-A-Duke.
how and co what extent they are willing co
interact and what means (phone, e-mail, faceSo can JMU parents.
"Many parents in the marketplace have co-face) works best for them. "The system
contacts, advice or know of opportunities co is designed with filters and checks co ensure
share," Meadows says. Mentors do not have optimal connections," Meadows adds.
"Mentoring is a significant way to give back co
co be alumni; however, they muse have an
established JMU connection as a student, JMU," says Privott. "It's an opportunity co make
connections and make a difference. The alumni
alumnus or parent.
"Being m entored is a great way co explore
board members are excited because many alumni
have told us they wane career services."
che job market, co gee advice from chose in
th e field, co m ake critical contacts and co
To sign up or explore Recruit-A-Duke, visit
hone che job search," Meadows says.
www.jmu.edu/cap/ .
Another free service offered through Career
and Academic Planning is the Professional
Network, or ProNec. Alumni m ay use chis
resource to give back co JMU and to provide
current srudencs with advice and assistance char
can help with their career development. Students and alumni can use ProNec to identify
a major, determine a career field of interest or
seek career advice. By registering as a mentor,
alumni can connect wi ch and assist students. '!in
T h e JMU A lumni Association
Boa rd of D irectors thanks the folTo register as a mentor, network with fellow
lowing a lum n i whose time, energy
alumni or find out more information about ProNet visit www.jmu.edu/cap/alumni.
and ded ication resulted in the
alumni association's new Strategic
Plan. T h e h ard work of these 10
generous alu mn i w ill benefit JMU
and fellow alumni for many years.

'That's what it's all about.
It's who you know - and
through Recruit-A-Duke,
it's who you get to know.
... Especially in tough
economic times. RecruitA-Duke offers critical
opportunities.'

Strategic
thanks ...

*

('85)
JEFF M . H OLLIS {'84, '89M)
DANIEL P. J AC K SON ('84)
MARILOU M . JO H NS ON {'80 )
EDWA R D G . KA R DOS {'82)
NANCY J. BOWMAN L A NTZ ('71)
RI C K LARSON (' 99, '03M)
SHA R ON E. LOVELL ('85)
FRITZ w. SC H ROE D E R II ('89)
LEVAR M. STONEY {'04)
ELA I NE TOTH H I NS DALE

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2009

Call for
alumni board
nominations
The JMU Alumni Association Board of
Directors connects alumni to extend the
Madison Experience.

The 16-member board meets three times a
year, and members serve three-year terms.
Nominate an alum for the board:

www.jmu.edu/alumni/about/
nominations.shtml

Madison Events
MARCH 16-20

James Madison Week
www.jmu.edu/birthday

MARCH 20-21

Houston Chapter Happy Hour
and Potluck
www.jmu.edu/alumni

APRIL 2

Charlotte Chapter Happy Hour
www.jmu.edu/alumni

APRIL 4

Madison College Luncheon
Tidewater and Greater Peninsula
www.jmu.edu/alumni

APRIL 16

Richmond Chapter APN
Networking Dinner
www.jmu.edu/alumni

APRIL 17

Baltimore/Annapolis
Happy Hour
www.jmu.edu/alumni

MAY 5

Metro Dukes Seminar for
Alumni Business Owners
www.jmu.edu/alumni

MAY 9

Commencement
www.jmu.edu/ commencement

OCT. 16-17

Homecoming:
Under the Big Top
www.jmu.edu/homecoming
For more information on events,
please call the JMU alumni office t oll free
1- (88 8) JMU-ALUM or visit
www.jmu.edu/alumni/calendar/.
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{Dukes' Connections}

Alumni groups connect, network and reminisce
Tidewater
Luncheon

Above, Tidewater and Greater·
Peninsula alumnae reconnect
at the annual Madison College
Luncheon. At left, JMU Presi·
dent Emeritus Ronald E. Carrier
shares his Madison memories
with Richmond area alumni.

Madison College alumnae
from the Tidewater area host
an annual luncheon each
spring. On April 4, 2008,
more than 20 alumnae gathered at Smithfield Station in
Smithfield. For information on
the 2009 luncheon, scheduled
for April 4, contact Barbara
Ohmsen ('55) at basohmsen@
cox.net.

Richmond Professional Network
The Richmond Alumni Chapter's Alumni Professional Network has hosted two successful
networking dinners with more
than 100 participants at each
event. JMU President Emeritus
Ronald E. Carrier spoke at the
first APN event, and College
of Business Dean Robert Reid

together on major events,
including the summer boat
cruise and winter holiday party.

Colorado Alumni
Chapter
presented the keynote speech
at the second dinner.

N.Y.C./N.J. Alumni
Chapters
To meet the needs of the
growing alumni presence in
New York City and New Jersey,
the N.Y.C./N.J. chapter officially
became two chapters serving
their respective alumni. The

WELCOME

TO

N.Y.C. Alumni Chapter, led by
Sam Brodowski ('01), will serve
alumni in the metropolitan
area, covering a 60-mile radius
of N.Y.C. The New Jersey
Alumni Chapter, led by Jaclyn
Feeley ('03) and Mike Keown
('05), will serve those areas
where most local Dukes reside
in the state. The two new
chapters will continue to work

THE

Rocky Mountain Dukes con·
tinue to show the Dukes'
spirit of community service by
donating their time and talent
at the Denver Rescue Mission. The chapter, led by Alison
Leking ('01), has made great
strides this past year by reaching out to all Colorado alumni
and increasing programming
efforts. Chapter members collected Toys for Tots at their
ffl
holiday happy hour.

FAMILY

The ]MU Alumni Association welcomes the foLLowing three n ew alumni g roups:
• LEXINGTON, KY., as a JMU Spirit City

• JACKSONVILLE, FLA., as a JMU Spirit City

• SCRANTON/WILKES-BARR, PA., as a Dukes Around the World group.
Are you part of the Purple and Gold Nation? Check out the most up-to-date list of alumni groups at www.jmu.edu/alumni/involved/groups.shtml

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol32/iss2/1
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DUKES'CONNECTIONS

Alumni
connect
al mini•
reunions
Semester in London
BY KATHLEEN CANEDO ('88)

So, a bunch of JMU alumni walk
into a pub ... and have a fantastic 20-year reunion of their
Semester in London.
The JMU Semester in London
spring 1988 group met at the
Auld Shebeen Pub in Fairfax
on Sept. 27 to celebrate the
20th anniversary of their lifechanging Semester Abroad. The
group reminisced about that
semester and caught up on each
other's lives. Because this is such
an amazing and diverse group,
those life events included: earning a lot of advanced degrees,
winning writing awards, traveling, designing greeting cards,
acting, teaching, getting married,
having kids, editing feature films,
donating kidneys, opening British pubs and getting set up on
blind dates on the Oprah show.
Planned down to the last perfect detail by Jen Werry Stewart, who was the student resident adviser for the semester, 21

of the 30 original group members traveled from as far away
as Texas and Massachusetts to
be part of the fun. Russ Smith,
our energetic JMU professor-inresidence, and his wife, Amanda,
also attended. We had a lot of
fun at Russ's expense, reminding him of all his admonitions to
"focus more on our studies."
The reunion included a trivia
contest about the semester, a
slideshow of then-and-now pictures, biographies of everyone in
the group, scrapbooks, and lots
of great stories and memories.
Jen Baggette Cosgrove, Joyce
Peifer Forbes, Natalie Fletcher
Davis and Janelle Adams
Gigliotti assisted in organizing
the event and gave traditional
British biscuits, beer and cider to
everyone. Renee Haynes and her
husband also hosted a Sunday
cookout for everyone.
Joyce Peifer Forbes summed
up the feelings of many: "Our
Semester in London was a special
moment in time, one of the truly
unique and authentic moments of
my life. It changed me."

Eagle Hall
started it all
BY HEATHER MUNRO
WYLAND ('92)

Residence Life staffers at
JMU knew what they
were doing when they
created my freshman
room assignment with
Heather Martin Cline and
our "wing mates" Shelly
Mabe Lawrimore, Susan
Carnefix Cheatham and
Michelle Lee Weist.
We were the girls of
Semester in London 1988 reunion
sixth
floor C wing. Lucky
revelers include, front row (1-r): Jennifer
for us, 1988 was the first
Naughton, Renee Haynes and Joyce
Peifer Forbes. Second row (1-r): Rita
year that male student
Hughes Tiboni, Janelle Adams Gigliotti,
athletes lived on the top
Kathleen Hannon, Russ Smith, Jennifer
floor of Eagle, which
Werry Stewart, Michelle Garcia Stoker,
formerly was an all-girls
John Re, Jennifer Baggette Cosgrove,
residence hall. Boy, did
Anne Key Ardizzone and Natalie Fletcher Davis. Third row (1-r): James Dennis,
we have a great start to
Dori Slocum Eldridge, Carrie Thomas
our JMU years.
Morley, Stacy Parker Strauser, Edgar
We became close
"Pedro" Tuck, Michelle Amirault Fowler
friends immediately and
and Tim Baker. Back row (1-r): Kathleen
Steenberg Canedo and Bradley Phillips.
lived together through

BY JAMIE RICHARDS ('07)

Whitney Hewson ('08)
celebrates her birthday
with 23 alumni friends.

During the 2008 Labor Day weekend my friend Whitney Hewson
('08) celebrated her 24th birthday in Alexandria, and we realized
that there were 23 JMU alumni at the party, out of 25 guests!
Some Dukes knew each other; some did not But a good time
(JMU style) was had by all. We decided to take a picture to submit
to Madison magazine. It's an incredible feeling to reconnect with
old JMU friends, even if you've only been out of school for a year.
all four years of college. After
Health for 15 years. Shelly Mabe
Lawrimore ('92) - business
graduation and all the wedmanagement major - worked
dings, we decided to vacation
in commercial real estate in
together annually to remain
close. We've taken turns playing
property management and later
reunion hostess and have gathas a financial controller. She's
ered in Appomattox, Charlotte,
currently a partner in a bookNagshead, Roanoke and Wilkeeping company. I'm a business
liamsburg to try to keep traveladministration major and served
ing and expenses to a minimum. as director of human resources
Our reunions are full of remifor a Roanoke corporation for 11
niscing, pedicures, barbecues
years before my family moved
and watching our nine children
to Atlanta in 2006.
play together.
Each year when we get
Heather Martin Cline ('92)
together, people tell us how
unusual it is that college room- psychology, early childhood
education major - earned her
mates still get together after 16
M.A.Ed. in reading from William
years. We don't think it's unusual.
and Mary in 1999 and has been
We think we are lucky! JMU not
teaching kindergarten in Wilonly gave us a great education,
liamsburg for 15 years. Michelle
it created lifelong friends.
m
Lee Weist ('92) - health sciences major - earned a B.S.
in dental hygiene from Old
Dominion University in 1997.
She works at a dental office
in Boykins, Va.
Susan Carnefix Cheatham
('92), B.SN./R.N., works as a
clinical nurse 3 and serves as
Eagle Hall friends for life are (1-r):
a daily charge nurse in the
Heather Munro Wyland, Heather
outpatient surgery center
Martin Cline, Susan Carnefix
at Virginia Baptist Hospital.
Cheatham, Shelly Mabe Lawrimore and Michelle Lee Weist.
She has been with Centra
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Last summer Margaret
Rhodes Early Muntzing
wrote to the JMU alumni office char
she celebrated her 100th birthday
on July 12, 2008, in Greenville, S.C.
The Harrisonburg native enjoyed the
last 15 years in Rolling Green Village
in the company of friends. Mumzing
wrote that she was the "proud mother
of three children, seven grandchildren, nine great grandchildren and
three great-great grandchildren."
After a century-filled life, she passed
away on Aug. 28.

55

JoeyOsbourneGraves
writes, "Members of the
Class of'55 meet several rimes a
year for lively mini-reunions. In
September 2008 we had a great time
at Graves Mt. Lodge in Syria, Va.
We would enjoy having other classmates join us at future gatherings."
The September reunion included
1955 graduates Ann Davis Chung,
Annette Fletchall, Norma Proctor Lanier, Nancy"Nan" Kiser
Thomas, Joan Fetter Whitacre and
Molly Wood.

68

Taffie Johnson-Brisley
completed her fourth year
as a rules official on the Duramed
FUTURES Tour- rhe LPGA
developmental tour. Twin sister
Trish Johnson Godsey ('68)
reaches business technology in
Fluvanna County and is a National
Board for Professional Teaching
Standards certified teacher.

70

Judy McKinley, Michelle
Flora Miles and Elaine
Dixon Dean attended an Alpha
Sigma Alpha reunion at the home of
Dale Payne Watkins ('72). More
than 26 alumni from the Classes
of 1970, '71, '72, '73, '74 and '75
attended the luncheon.

73

Joan Gilbert Fredericks
earned an M.A. in teaching from George Mason University
in May.

75

The November 2008 issue
of Lacrosse magazine lauded
Lynn Craun for her induction into
the National Lacrosse Hall of Fame.
A former team
captain arJMU,
Craun was a
member of the
U.S. ream in 1980
and 1982, and
has been widely
regarded as one of
Lynn Craun
the top umpires
('75)
in the country
during rhe last 30 years. Diagnosed
with leukemia in 2002, Craun didn't
let the diagnosis affect her, and
she continued umpiring through
the entire season. She told Lacrosse
magazine that the tremendous support she received from the lacrosse
community certainly helped, as she
was able to rearrange her schedule to
accommodate less travel. "I wasn't
always strong, bur I wanted to go on
and I knew I had to," she says in the
magazine. "Looking back, I'm sure
lacrosse was the thing that kept me
going- the desire to get back out
on the field to be with my friends
and colleagues." Craun has experience at the highest levels of the game
nationally and internationally. She
worked her first NCAA Division
I championship game in 1998 and
officiated at the last two IFWLA
World Cups. She also officiated at
the 1999 IFWLA Under-19World
Championship.

76

Ernest A. Gibson writes,
"Kim Pickens and I
recently celebrated our 27th wedding anniversary. We are also proud
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to announce that our youngest son,
Todd, graduated from Stetson University th is year and reported to his
first Army assignment as a second
lieutenant with the Third Infantry
Division in October 2008. Our
oldest son, Kurr, is a staff member at
his alma mater, Embry Riddle Aeronautical University. Kim, a captain
in the Coast Guard, will retire next
summer, and we plan to rake our
first true vacation in 11 years." *
Charles "Brent" Good and Patricia
MacKessyGood ('77) celebrated
their 30th wedding anniversary
in July 2008. Brem is the director
of athletics at Southwest Baptist
University where he has served four
years. Par is the faci litator for gifted
students and implements SBU's
speech therapy program. Their
daughter, Kelley, is a biology major
at Southeast Missouri State University where she earned an athletics
scholarship from the track team. She
participates in the same events her
dad competed in arJMU.

78

After 20 years with local
Girl Scour councils Anne
Lauzier joined Imerbake Foods in
their ABC Bakers division in Richmond. ABC is a licensed supplier
of Girl Scour Cookies and Lauzier
works with Girl Scour Councils
around the country on their annual
sales. She and son Christopher live
in Vemura, Calif. * David Paul
Sheldon moved to Waynesboro in
the summer of2007 after accepting
a position as account manager with
Trane. JMU is one of his customers.
He also became a grandfather in
October 2007 and is loving every
minute ofit. Sheldon hopes to catch
up with his friends from the Class of
1978. * Paul Spragg received a 2009
Black Engineer of the Year Award
during the 23rd anniversary of the

program. The award was presented
at the Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics Global
Competitiveness Conference, a
four-day event hos red by Lockheed
Marrin Corp., U.S. Black Engineer
& Information Technology magazine
and the Council of Engineering
Deans. Spragg is a senior network
specialist for Science Applications
International Corp.

79

NabilA.Abuznaidhas
been named rhe Charge
d 'Affaires of the Mission at the
Palestine Liberation Organization
Office in Washington, D.C. Born
and raised in Hebron, Palestine,
Abuznaid served as an adviser to the
late chairman and president of the
PLO Yasser Arafat. Prior to joining
the Palestinian delegation in Washington, D.C., Abuznaid held various
reaching positions in Palestinian universities and was the director of the
International
Relations
Department at
Hebron University. During
his tenure at
Najah University in Nablus,
he was the lead
coordinator of
the Palestinian Nabil Abuznaid
('79)
Universities'
StaffUnion in the Occupied Territories. He was a member of the Palestinian delegation peace talks held
in Annapolis in November 2007.
* James Warren Walton earned a
D.M.A. in organ from the College
Conservatory ofMusic at the University of Cincinnati in August 2008.
He was also appointed artistic director ofJubilam Singers, a 60-voice
choral society in Cincinnati, and
adjunct professor of music at CCM.
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Above: Angela Dyson Redd ix
(center with flower in her hair)
and her 40t h birthday crew.
Left: Charmian Lee (second
from left) at her "Forty, fun,
fascinating, fabulous party."

84

80

Sandra P rice Langford
ran for the office of county
treasurer in Mecklenburg County
in November 2007. She cook office
in January 2008.

81

John and Patricia "Patty"
Logue Driver have been
married for 26 years and reside in
Lewisburg, Pa. John is self-employed
in che construction and party rental
business. Pacey recently started working in che alumni relations department at Bucknell University. She and
John have three children: D erek, 22,
a student at West Chester University;
Lies!, 20, a student at Bloomsburg
University; and Sylvia,15, a high
school sophomore. The family loves

co ski and has been out West several
times. John competed in several
sprint triathlons, but mostly loves
road biking. Patty ran her first sprint
triathlon last summer. They would
love co hear from old friends.

82

Keith E. Fletcher has been
a member of the New Jersey Football Officials Association
since 2000. He was inducted into
the Sussex C ounty Spores H all of
Fame in October 2008 for his football and baseball accomplishments.

83

Gregory Dawson accepted
a position as assistant professor of in formation systems at Arizona Scace University in Phoenix.
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John R. Crawford
accepted a position at the
Charlottesville Regional Chamber
of Commerce as director of communications. H e says, "I am excited
and very happy in this new position,
and I love going home co my sensational 13-year-old daughter, Kelly."

86

Tracey Albertson Baker
has been named a partner
of the financial plan ning firm CJM
Wealch Advisers Led. in Fairfax. She
is co-author of the book Navigating

Your Health: Benefitsfor Dummies.
Baker has been featured in The Washington Post, Money Magazine and The
Wall Streetjournal on the issues of
financial planning and investment
management, and her firm has been
nationally recognized as a leader
in the financial services industry.
Baker lives in Oakcon with C hip, her
husband of21 years, and their three
children: Griffi n 18, a freshman at

George Mason University; Allie 16, a
high school junior; and Brandon 14,
a high school freshman. * Timothy
McConville joined the Odin, Feldman & Piccleman law firm's labor
and employment practice group. He
represents employers in all aspects of
the employer-employee relationship.
His experience includes che defense
of Fortune 500 and mulcinational
companies as well as small and
midsized employers in litigation and
agency matters. H e has defended
employers in Virginia and Maryland
as well as ocher states. McConville
also specializes in counseling management in labor and employment
issues, emphasizing timely analysis
and practical solutions co accomplish organizational goals and legal
compliance. H e earned his B.A. in
political science and English, graduating cum laude, and lacer attended
the Catholic U niversicy ofAmerica,
where he earned a law degree in 1996.

89

Sharon Thomas is the
2008-09 Cecil County,
Md., Teacher of the Year and was
one of eight finalists for Maryland
State Teacher of the Year. She is an
English teacher and literacy coach
at Elkton High School in Elkton,
Md. Her husba nd, Randy Cover,
was named senior vice president and
project director for C iciFinancial in
Baltimore. T hey live in North Ease,
Md., with sons, Andrew and Joseph.
* On July l, 2008, Greg Varner
was promoted co managing direcror
and controller at Robeco Investment
Management in New York.

90

Nicholas W. Galt was
promoted co chieffinancial
officer at H ospital Corporation of
America in Dallas. Charmian Lee
writes, "Several JMU alumnae came
together in June 2008 co celebrate
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Addin_g lo her
Madison Experience

A

BY JACQUELYN WALSH

('09)

lthough Rebecca Wasyk ('00) graduated nine years
ago with a bachelor's degree in mathematics from
JMU, she is still remembered fondly by her professors.
Dave Pruett, who taught Wasyk in Numerical Analysis, remembers his small class of eight as among "the best and
brightest of my entire teaching career - so eager, conscientious
and hardworking."
Wasyk earned a master's from Brandeis University in 2003
and a Ph.D. from Worcester Polytechnic Institute in 2007. In January 2008, she joined Metron Inc., a consulting firm in Reston,
where she is involved in producing defense contracts for the Navy.
She credits her problem-solving abilities and communication
skills to her Madison Experience. Wasyk was involved with the
Math Club and the math honors society Pi Mu Epsilon, and also
served as a tutor in the Science and Math Learning Center. These
extracurricular activities helped Wasyk develop her teaching skills
and encouraged her to try public speaking.
Wasyk visited JMU in September for the Math & Stat Colloquium to present a seminar on the Kalman Filter. In her abstract,
Wasyk describes the Kalman Filter as "a technique for estimating
the state of a dynamic system from noisy measurements." She
spoke to students and faculty members and reunited with some of
her former professors.
"It was a real delight to see Rebecca again," says Pruett. "She
is a great success story because of her own initiative and accomplishments and because of JMU's uncommon ability to mentor
students."
Wasyk returned to JMU in October to be a panelist for the
Shenandoah Undergraduate Mathematics and Statistics Conference. More commonly known as SUMS, the annual one-day
conference promotes undergraduate research in the applications
of mathematics and statistics. Wasyk was part of the graduate
school and math careers panel alongside other student and faculty panels. "All of my math classes influenced me," Wasyk says.
"JMU has fantastic professors who are interested in how their
students do. They are very involved."
At Metron Inc., Wasyk focuses primarily on techniques to
approach tracking problems associated with sonar. She hopes to
participate in more math and statistics events at JMU.
"Becky was one of our best mathematics majors," says her
former professor Len Van Wyk. " It is no surprise to anyone that
she has done well."

Sigma Lambda Epsilon sisters celebrating 40 include (1-r) Rhonda
Ryder Baker, Elaine Little Oakes, Lisa Columbo, Laura Snader
Hanby, Sally Patterson LeCras and Elayne Hoffman Lee.

the 40th birthday ofAngela Dyson
Reddix. We celebrated again in
November when I turned 40." * Six
Sigma Lambda Epsilon sisters met
in Mexico to celebrate their 40th
birthdays. All but one of the group
turned 40 in 2008 - the "baby" of
the group turns 40 in early 2009.
But the rest of the crew didn't want
to wait to celebrate. "Even though
we cou ldn't get the official Road
Dawg, we had our own Duke Dog
join the party," writes Elaine Oakes.

91

Margot Bergman ('9 lM)
exhibited her landscape
paintings at the Frances Plecker
Education Center in November.
The education center is part of
the Edith J. Carrier Arboretum
and Botanical Gardens. Bergman
formerly taught aesthetics, art
appreciation and studio art at JMU
and Eastern Mennonite University.
"My paintings focus on the lifestyle
of myself and my friends as we try to
live in harmony with nature," Bergman says. * Scott C. Ford works
as a trial lawyer and is president of
the law firm ofMcCandlish and
Holron, PC, in Richmond. * James
M. Gillispie ('95M) writes, "The
University of North Texas Press
published my first book, Andersonvilles ofthe North: The Myths and
Realities ofNorthern Treatment of
Civil War Confederate Prisoners,
and it has received positive reviews
from historians James McPherson
and Steven Woodworth." Gillispie
has taught history at Sampson
Community College in Clinton,
N.C., since 1999 and lives in nearby
Roseboro with his wife, Julie, and
daughter, Lauren. * Patricia Tyler
and Brooks Ferrett reun ired after
15 years. Both studied in JMU's
music industry program where
Ferrett was a percussion major and
Tyler was a vocal major. They live

in Arlington, and say after "getting
reacquainted on MySpace, they will
marry on June 6."

92

The Un iversiry of Baltimore honored Jessi
LaCosta with its Thomas G. Pullen
Jr. Outstanding Young Alumna
Award in September. LaCosta, president ofBlueRio Strategies and a
Baltimore native, earned a master's
.
.
rncommunications design
from UB. She
began volunteering for the
University of
Baltimore in
the Backpack
to Briefcase
Jessi Lacosta
program
three years
('g2)
ago when she
traveled from Delaware to Baltimore, excited to share with the
students how her U B education
affected her career. LaCosta also
joined the founding members of
the College of Liberal Arts Alumni
Society and earned a nomination
to the Board of Governors of the
Alumni Association. She lives
in San Diego and contributes to
California culture by volunteering
at the Center for Community Solutions in their training department
and speakers bureau, at Nonprofit
Management Solutions as a trainer,
and at Operation Greyhound and
Friends of Cats. * David Schleck
accepted a position as the Virgin ia
Beach community news editor for
The Virginian-Pilot newspapers.
"I had the chance to lead a newspaper section in my hometown of
Virginia Beach, so I took it. Now
I'm the editor of the Beacon, and it
reminds me of my days as managing
editor of The Breeze." Schleck had
recently worked as deputy featu res
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522 Productions
Video, Web ... 1vhatever

W

hen you watch th e marketing video on 522
Productions' Web site, you notice t hat numbers 5 and 22 figure prom inent ly. That 's a
nod to the midnight oil burned by co-owners
Tristan Pelligrino ('00) and Chad Vossen ('00) t o get t heir
company launched in 2004.
"Af ter college, Chad and I both worked fu ll time for somebody else from 9 to 5, but th en we freelanced from 5 p.m. to
2 a.m. for several years building our client base," says CEO
Pelligrino.
Get it? 5 to (2) 2 - 522.
Pelligrino and Vossen met during their freshman year while
living in t he old Howard Johnson's. They were roommates
for a year at Ashby Crossing and Pi Ka ppa Alpha fraternity
brothers. After college Pelligrino worked for some big-name
employers - PricewaterhouseCoopers, IBM and Oracle; and
Vossen worked for ad agency Williams Whitt le Associates.
They met for a drink at a local bar one night soon after joining
th e workaday world, and Pelligrino mentioned that he wanted
t o st art his own business. Vossen said he was in.
" Weekends were reserved for editing and working on freelance projects," says Vossen, wr iter, edit or and creative head
of 522. " It was easy in the beginning, but as things started
snowballing, I had less and less of a social life."
Vossen and Pelligrino were in consta nt co ntact via e-mail
and phon e ca lls in those early years. " We talked on the phone
all the ti me," Vossen says. " I was using 2,000 minutes a month
on my cell phone. We had t o switch call ing plans so we would
be on the same network."
While the two friends didn't get much sleep during those
first years af ter graduation, th ey are now owners of a successfu l video production company in Alexandria, with on e
part-t ime and four full-t ime employees. Pelligrino also owns a
co nsulti ng firm.
" It's been kind of a leap of faith," Pelligri no says. " But after
work ing around the clock for several years, it 's nice to only
work 50- t o 55-hour weeks now."
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BY SA N D E SNEA
D

( ' 82)

In fact, the four-year-old company
522 Production
co-owners Chad
is in the process of re-branding it self
Vossen ('00) and
beca use it is now involved in much
Tristan Pelligrino
more than video production. The list
('00) in their Alexof services includes everything from
andria office.
producing TV commercials and documentaries to motion graphics and streaming Web videos.
"Our new tagline is 'Video, Web, Whatever,"' Pelligrino says.
"Video is still our core competency, but we are doing much
more."
While 522's new logo is not purple and gold, it really should
be. All of the company's employees are Dukes.
Two yea rs ago, the co-owners hired Rob Reinders ('0 7)
and recently began using Rob Kra mer ('0 8) on a part-time
basis. Reinders found out that 522 had a job opening while
intern ing in downtown Alexandria. He discovered t he JMU
co nnection during the course of his intervi ew.
Reinders met Kramer whi le th e two worked on a project
together at the JMU School of Media Arts and De sign. " We
did United Way public-service announ ceme nts t ogether,"
Kram er says. " We rea lly hit it off, so we stayed in contact
after school."
Reinders likes the fact that 522 is small, which gives him
the chance t o work on a variet y of projects and do everythin g from shoot ing vid eo t o edit ing and graphics. " We don't
really t alk about the fac t that we all went t o JMU, but in th e
vid eo business, it 's all about net working, con nectio ns and
who you kn ow," Rei nders adds.
Indeed, Pelligri no says that, while they did not set out to
hire only Madison grads, it has worked out great for 522's
company culture. "JMU provides a well-rounded learning experience and we trust the foundation these students have upon
graduat ion," Pelligrino says. " When you own a small business,
you have to have both personal and technical skills - we interact with clients on a daily basis. At JMU, I kn ow you get both."
Learn more about 522 Productions at http://522 pro
ductions.reachlocal.net/index.php/.
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Like, lolally rad, man
Mandt M eros fronts The R eflex
BY TONY MADSEN

('99)

*

editor at the Daily Press. Tracey
Shiflett accepted a position as town
manager of Clifton Forge. She was
previously employed as director of
planning and community development for Fluvanna County.

93

Shayne Berlo was rhe
May 2008 winner of rhe
25th-annual Wal-Marr Bass Fishing
League All-American. * Jeanne
Bollendorf was named executive
director of the Historical Society of
Western Virginia. She is responsible
for administration and long-range
planning for the History Museum
ofWestern Virginia and rhe 0.
Winston Link Museum collections,
exhibits, publications and educational programs. Paul Wes Dick
added a ninth- to 12th-grade English
reaching endorsement ro his B.S.
degree and middle education reaching certificate. He has directed three
schoolwide musical productions in
Hamilton, Va., including Annie,
Fiddler on the Roof, and Willy Wonka
and the Chocolate Factory. Stephen
"Steve" Hinz was promoted ro
senior executive at Accenture, where
he specializes in Medicaid consul ring. Hinz and his wife, Liv, live in
Lexington, Ky., with their two ch ildren, Evelyn and William.

*

M

andi Meros has a totally rad job as the lead singer
for The Reflex, an '80s cover band. A music industry
major with a voca l concentration, Meros says she
never planned to be an '80s-style rock star. "This
wasn't in the plans - it was just a lucky break," she says.
Meros originally planned to make it big in the music business. She
lived in Nashville for a while and worked for Creative Arts Agency.
She eventually returned home because she missed her family and
later auditioned as a substitute female lead vocalist for The Reflex
originally created in 2000. Instead of hiring Meros as the substitut~
the band members chose her as a permanent replacement for the '
former lead singer, who was leaving.
Current members of The Reflex include Meros, Michael Belinkie
(lead vocals/keys), Marco Gonzalez (guitar/vocals/keys), Darron
Morfino (bass) and Marc Taylor (drums, vocals).
Laughingly calling herself the "the token chick," Meros says her
ban.dmates treat her "very well. I really enjoy meeting new people,
seeing the awesome crowds, having an excuse to crimp my hair
and wear '80s-style clothes, and being able to support myself," she
says. The only drawback is occasionally missing a family event and
having to make social plans far in advance.
Meros' interests and activities include playing the piano; learning
French; reading about philosophy, psychology, history and politics; singing other genres besides '80s rock/pop, like theater and
classical music; and catching other bands on her nights off. Meros
supplements her income by teaching voice lessons in her home and
at a private school in the Washington, D.C., area. Her favorite band
is Heart, and her favorite lead singers are Pat Benatar, Steve Perry
of Journey and Ann Wilson of Heart. Meros has many favorite songs
1nclud1ng Alone by Heart, The Warrior by Scandal and Faithfully by
Journey. Her fashion is on target at The Reflex's gigs, where she
often dons her favorite '80s fashion accessory- fingerless gloves.
With the music industry placing such a high priority on a youthful
image, Meros prefers not to reveal her class year, even though her
musical favs are far older than she.
Listen to Mandi Meros and The Reflex by adding them as a friend
at MySpace, www.myspace.com/thereflex, or visit www.thereflex
live.com. The group performs weekend gigs in the Northern Virginia
area, and they visit Winchester and Harrisonburg every few months.
Their concerts are well worth the S5- to $7-cover charge. Make sure
you dress '80s-style, though, that's half the totally rad fun!
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CliffStevens was
appointed consulring
director of the Technology Connectors at the Arts & Business Council
of Greater Philadelphia. * Brian M.
Winterling launched his company
ShadyBaby in Denver. H e says,
"Babies' skin is very sensitive ro
rhe ha rmful effects of rhe sun and
built-in stroller shades simply don't
offer enough protection. ShadyBaby
has launched a line of stylish stroller
parasols to provide some relief."

95

Mary Beth Goodman
of Marion, Va., is a Foreign Service Officer at the U.S.
Embassy in Islamabad, Pakistan.
She is the counselor for economic
and commercial affairs. The
international affairs and history
double major earned an L.L.M .
from Georgetown Law Center in
2003. She recently did a Q &A with
Madison Online to talk about her
career in the Foreign Service. "I
first considered the Foreign Service
for a fleeting moment while sitting
in Steve Guerrier's diplomatic history class," she says. "I realized that

Foreign Service Officer Mary
Beth Goodman ('95) met Col.
Mu'ammar al-Qadhafi in Mali
in 2003.

becoming a diplomat was open to
average people like me who had
absolutely no politica l connections
bur a strong interest in foreign
policy. Bur I was on rhe path to
law school, so I continued working
toward rhar goal. After pract icing
law for several yea rs I realized rhar
I was more interested in shaping
foreign policy than a rguing about
conrracrual international law
disputes. I rook rhe fo reign service
exam and passed it.... I have served
in Bamako, Mali a nd in Washington, D.C." Read rhe entire article
at www.jmu.edu/ M adisonOnli ne/
Goodman_ MB_ M O.shrml. Jennifer C. Williamson accepted rhe
position of president of rhe National
Risk Retention Association. She
also was appointed as the voluntary
chair of rhe Ethics C ommittee for
the American Society ofAssociation Executives and the Center for
Association Leadership.

*

SCHOLARSHIP
THANKS
Dear William and
Cynthia Milliken:

Thank you for your generosity in
p roviding the George Warren ChappelearJr. Scholarship. It means so
much to my family and me to know
that there are people who care as
much about my education as we do.
With this scholarship, I was able to
take a summer class and leave one of
my two summerjobs. This allowed
me to improve my grades, which is
helping my future. I am a biology,
pre-medicine major, and I want to
attend a great medical school. I am
much closer to my goal with thegreat
education I am receiving at JMUand
with contributions f rom great people
like you. An education is the best
investment anyone can make became
it's something no one can ever take
away. Thank you again,
Elise Stephenson ('10)
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96

Michael A. Mogensen
was nominated for a 2007
Pulitzer Prize for his symphonic
work commissioned by the Air
Force Band and published by the
C.L. Barn house Co. Aerial Fantasy
is available on the Walking Frog
Records CD Toward the North Star.
His symphonic works have been
presented throughout the world and
include performances at the John F.
Kennedy Center for the Performing
Arts and the Midwest Internacional Band and Orchestra Clinic.
Mogensen has received multiple
America n Society of Composers,
Aurhors and Publishers Concert
Music Mogen Awards as well as the
prestigious Col. Arnald D. Gabriel
Composition Prize. Most recently
he was the recipient of a Masterworks Prize for living composers,
granted by ERM Media. His awardwinni ng orchestral composition,
Chapter Find!, will appear on Volume 17 of the CD series Master-

works ofthe New Era.

97

Nathan Hess is assistant
professor of piano at Mercyhurst College in Erie, Pa. He is
featured on piano on the CD The
New Lyric Flute, released on the
Centaur label in April 2008.

00

Rob Beaton is featured
in the 2009 Guinness
World Records book on Page 122 for
his most current record- "most
rice grains eaten with chopsticks

Connecting voters

W

Three-time Guinness World
Record holder Rob Beaton ('00).

in three minutes." Beacon ate 78
grains. He is officially a three-time
Guinness World Record holder. He
was invited by GWR to appear live
on the CW! 1 Morning News in
New York C ity on Nov.1 2;and
while on the set, he set a new record
for "most rice grains eaten with
chopsticks in one minute" - 23
grains. An Ocean Gate, N.J., native
Beacon is a computer technician
for Toms River Regional Schools
in New Jersey. Previously, he held
the GWR for "most eggs held in the
hand - 17-setJan. 10, 2007 in
Ocean Gate. View Beacon's GWR
photos at www.robbeaton.com/
gwr/. Matthew W. Cannington
traveled the world as a singer and
dancer for three years following
graduation and earned an M.B.A.
in 2005 from the Metropolitan
College of New York. He is a digital
sales and marketing executive with
Universal Music Group in New
York City.

*

When the Madison
Connection telefund calls, there is
a JMU student on
the line hoping to

Don't
tiangup

make your acquaintance. By investing
in Madison, you're
investing in them.

BY JACQUELYN WALSH

('09)

Thompson's traveling press
henJeff
Sadosky ('00) secretary during the Republican Primary campaign travelgraduated
from JMU with ing to 14 states.
It wasn't until March 2008
a degree in international affairs
that Sadosky joined McCain's
he knew he wanted to get into
campaign. As the regional compolitics or government, but he
munication direcnever thought he~
tor, he worked to
be working for one
inform the majority
of the most heated
of voters who do
presidential camnot get their news
paigns in recent
history.
through major
As director of
newspapers.
As an internaregional commutional affairs major,
nication for Sen.
Sadosky learned
John McCain's
that "no policy
communication
decisions happen
department,
Jeff Sadosky ('00),
communication
in a vacuum; they
Sadosky ran a
director for Sen. Kay have an effect on
regional team of
Bailey Hutchison.
people across the
spokespeople and
world. The role America plays
other communication directors
across the country. "We worked in the world shaped a large part
around the clock with regional
of the debate in this election,"
he says, "whether the topic was
and local news outlets making
wars in Iraq or Afghanistan,
sure that John McCain's record
free trade with our allies or the
and vision were communicated
debate on how best to handle
to voters," he explains.
rogue nations like Cuba, North
Sadosky previously worked
Korea and Iran."
for Campaign Media Analysis
Group, a division of TNS Media
Sadosky says that his
Intelligence. The nonpartisan
Madison Experience helped
media-tracking co mpany prohim realize that everything
vides analysis and customized
requ ires hard work and that
media research of politica l and one "needs to be able to
public affairs to campa igns,
understand details while not
losing sight of th e big picture."
companies and foundations.
After a hard-fought camAfter leaving the firm in
2004, Sadosky took a posipaign, Sadosky and his wife,
Jen Rooney Sadosky ('00)
tion with President George W.
Bush's re -election campaign.
traveled to Argentina for a
His position as regiona l com three-week vacation. "It was a
welcome change from business
munication coordinator with
trips and 16-hour workdays,"
the Bush campaign led him
into many other positions with
he says.
Since returning to the
the Republican Party - first
states, Sadosky has jumped
as press secretary for Sen.
Mike DeWine (R-Ohio), then
right back into the political
realm. He is communication
as communication director
director for Sen. Kay Bailey
in Florida just in time for Gov.
Charlie Crist to begin his 2006 Hutchison (R-Texas), who
recently announced that she
campaign. Sadosky lived in
has formed an exploratory
Florida while working for Crist
but headed back to D.C. in
committee to look at a run for
early 2007. He became Fred
the governor's seat.

www.jmu.edu/madisonconnection/
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What'syour Top 10?

0I

Martha T. Buchta was promoted to associate ed itor
for School Choral and Classroom
Publications at Alfred Publishing
Co. Inc.

02

Carly Issac is pursuing
a Master of Arts degree
in bibl ical counseling at Dallas
Theological Seminary. She plans
to become a licensed marriage and
fami ly therapist in 2011 . * Elizabeth Pierce writes, "I am currently a
postdoctoral fellow at Case Western
Reserve University studying diffuse
lung injury fo llowi ng bone marrow
transplant." Pierce also earned a
Ph.D. in immunology from the University of Michigan in April 2007.

03

Elizabeth Bakes was promoted to assistant dean
of external affairs at the Whitehead
School of Diplomacy and International Rel ations at Seton H all University. * Kai D egner (' OSM) was
elected mayor of the city of Harrisonburg in January. Read more
about the OrangeBand founder
atJMU's Be the Change Web site
at www.jmu.edu/ bethechange /
degner.shtml. * Melissa Farrell
has dated Jeffrey N ull since May
2006. They will marry Oct. 17.
* Connecticut Gov. M . Jodi Rell
appointed John Jacobs to the Governor's Committee on Physical Fitness. Jacobs has worked in the field

of corporate fitness and well ness
since graduation. His appointment
comes after two years of volunteer
service to the committee in whi ch
he led the planning and execution
of the first Be Fit Connecticut
Health and Fitness D ay in May
2008 . Jessie Rose Lish graduated
M ay 16 with a Doctor of Pharmacy degree from the University
of M aryland School of Pharmacy.
* Rebekah Porter wri tes, "On a
chilly morning in Oct. 24, members
of the JMU Baltimore Annapolis
Alumni Chapter met for the Susan
G. Komen Race fo r th e C ure in
Hunt Valley, Md. Some ran, some
walked, but all enjoyed meeting
new local alums and raising nearly
$2 ,000 for breas t cancer research
and services. A special thanks to all
chose who could not make the race,
but sent along their well-wishes and
donations to the team."

*

04

Cory Weathers was
selected to participate in
Lockheed M artin C orp.'s en gineering development program.

05

Chris Ashworth of High
Performance Technologies Inc. has won Best Technical
Professional of the Year in the
sixth annual American Business
Awards, also known as the Scevies. His Stevie comes just month s
after winning HPTi's Employee

of the Year awa rd . Ashwo rth was
selected on the basis of his work fo r
a specialized reporting rool for the
U.S. intelligence community. He
received his awa rd in June at the
awa rds gala at the Ma rriott Marqu is in New York City. * Emily
Cook completed requirements for
a Virgin ia teach ing license with
an endorsement in sixth- through
12th-grade social studies at C hri stopher Newport Unive rsity. She
accepted a full-time position to
teach world geography and government at D enbigh Hi gh School in
Newport News as well as coach the
varsity boys' volleyball team and
serve as assistant coach of the girls'
softb all tea m. * Allison Dunn
bega n a career-track pos ition as a
rural carr ier associate for the U.S.
Postal Service in January 2008.

06

Kelly Cummings of
McLea n co mpleted service
in the Peace Co rps in El Cano,
Panama. She served as a com mun ity
economic development volunteer
involved in teaching English to
youth and adults, creatin g business
pl ans for women's cooperatives,
organizing athletics events, creating
a community library and working
with to urists. T he in ternational
business major says she plans to
apply to graduate schools to obtain
a master's in business administration . * Emily Howlin and D avid
Gajan were part of the wedding
party for JMU grad Chris Grinnell ('06) and EMU grad D iane
Knowles in June 2008. H owlin and
Gajan will marry in June in C hesapeake Bay, Md.

07

Former Madison magazine
intern Hal i Chiet was
promoted to assista nt editor at Ba rron s publishing in New York. She is
responsibl e for reprint corrections
and permi ssions. T hi s fa ll she traveled to O rl ando ro represe nt Bar-

SCHOLARSHIP
THANKS
Dear Drs. Richard and
Orinda Christoph:

I want to express my sincere gratitude
for the scholarship you funded. I
have worked extremely hard at] MU
to contribute greatly in academics,
as well as in leadership and community service. It was an honor to be
awarded the Rick and Orinda Christoph Management Scholarship and
to be recognizedfor my efforts. I hope
that you know that your contribution
is whole-heartedly appreciated and
has made a difference in giving me
the opportunity to farther pursue my
academic and career goals. I want
to attend law school, which requires
significant time andfinan cial
investment. Thanks to generous
people like you, I will be able to
pursue that passion because I am
confident my hard work will be
appreciated. Thank you again for
your generosity in helping deserving
and grateful students.
Mary Waugaman ('09)
rons ar rhe annu al confe rence of the
America n Council of Teachers of
Foreign Language.

08

Navy seaman Ryan Fox
recently completed basic
train ing at Recruit Command,
G reat Lakes, Ill.

lo

Social work major Caitlin
Uze was crowned Miss
Apple Blosso m Festiva l 2009. The
Arlington native is the 82nd woman
crowned at the annual Shenandoah
Apple Blossom Fes tival. The pageant, held at Daniel Morgan Middle
School, is an official prel iminary
co mpetition for the M iss Virginia
and M iss Amer ica orga nization.
Uze's pageant pl atform was "Building positive self-image."

Seay in the know, gecMadtson

Keep your subscription up lo dale
To receive Madison, keep your address up to date with JM U. See the inside back cover or visit:
www.jmu.edu/madisononline/madison/subscribe.shtml
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Madison magazine contributors!
With your help, the magazine team won a 2008 Council for the Advancement and
Support of Education District III Special Merit Award for "alumni magazines."

7
.... \

Keep those top-notch story submissions coming
for magazine departments like My Madison,
Expressions, Transitions and stories
from yo ur Madison
Experience. Submit to
madisonmag@jmu.edu.

• Anita Noggle Powell ('78) wrote about computer science

professor Bennie Bauman
• Emil Rampaceck ('76) honored arboretum founder

Congratulations also go to four alumni
writers of the Professors You Love
column. These alums won a 2008
CASE District Ill Special Merit Award
for "feature series writing."

Norlyn Bodkin
• Anita Hill Spain ('76) remembered history professor

Raymond Dingledine Jr.
• Tony Madsen ('99) honored history professor Clive Hallman

Join these award-winning writers by telling us about your favorite JMU professor.
Submit your article of 700 words or less to martinmh@jmu.edu.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Weddings
1980s

('04), 5/24/08 * Ryan Mannion ('04) to Kim-

('01), 5/17/08 * JenniferSchero ('99) to Gregg

berly Emery ('05), 6/7

Pamela Rackley ('87) to Ronald Tyler,

Damami, 12/1/07
2000s Kathleen A. Clermont ('00) ro Evan

Lisa Horsch ('91) to Bob Clark,

Karp, 5/17/08 * Jennifer Rogers ('01) to Chris

11/13/06

1990s

* Erick Rawlings ('04)

Colleen LaMotte ('04), 7/26/08 * Abigail

to

Schubert ('04) to Mark Colman, 7/26/08 * Leon
Steinfeld ('04) to Rachel Hager ('04) 5/31/08 *
Cory Weathers ('04) to Stevy Bradley, 6/27/08

6/22/08 * Michael]. Farabaugh ('92) to Kare

Lucas, 9/20/08 * Daniel Ebersold ('02) to Anna

Bancroft, 10/6/08 * Bill Jacques ('92) to Kim-

Lewus ('07, '08Ed.S.), 6/21/08 * Meghan

* Amanda Winnik ('04) to Matthew Nemeth

Kluz ('02) to Nate Lockard ('02)

('04), 8/2 * Ashley Williams ('04) to John

berle Dodd, 7 / 11 /08 * Dora Gayonne Quick
('92) to Shane Beavers, 4/10/08 * Kelly Ward

Claire Short ('02)

('93) to Steven Spivey, 5/08/08 * Christie Love-

12/28/ 07 * Kacie McLaughlin ('02) to Kris

lace ('94) to Anthony Neal, 9/20/08 * Patrick

Pearson, 10/4/08 * Jessica Borash ('03) to Jack

Grace ('95) ro Renee Sturgill ('01), 12/14/07 *

Sheehan ('04), 1/19/08 * Pamela Hoppes ('03)

EricJ. Longo ('95) ro Katie Davis, 5/3/08 * Col-

to

* Emily

to John Abercrombie

('02),

Andrew Smith, 10/18 * Maria Lucia Laguzzi

Chaney, 8/23 * Michele Alfred ('05) to Adam

Kenny ('04), 4/19/08 * Megan Castner ('05)
Geoffrey Troidl ('05), 5/3 * Kerri Conning

to

('05) to Caleb Chik, 9/21 * Allison Dunn ('05)
Eric Jenkins * Kevin Gibson ('05) to Kristin

to

('03) to Blair Kitchen, 10/18 * Lauren Larkin

Naylor ('06), 7/26 * Casey Bryant ('06) to Justin

('03) to Robert Rice, 10/4 * Samantha Lentz

Gallamore ('08), 10/18 * Kari Deputy ('06) co

('03)

Brian King ('05), 10/4 * Kelley Martin ('06) to

Smith ('98) to Joel Woodson ('02), 11/4/08 *

Deborah Stromberg ('98) to Kyle Stein, 9/20/08

sica M. Miller ('03)

* Clifford Applewhite ('99) ro Anne Karherine

* Danielle Povar ('03)

Pollard, 7 / 12/08 * Mollie Daughtrey ('99) ro

10/13/07 * Colleen Schak ('03)

Byron Poland, 6/ 14/08 * Heather Hale ('99)

6/30 * Christine Chin ('04)

roJustin Young, 7/7/07 * Adam Wali Hamidi

8/30/08 * Kristin DiCanzio ('04)

leen Birch ('97) ro Scott Miller, 7/21/08 * Alesha
Kaiser ('98) to James Tully, 5/17 /08 * Ann

I

* Paul C. Marchant ('99) ro Mollie Williams

to

Spencer Watts ('03), 10/ 18/08 * Jesto

Tyson Utt ('03), 5/27 /07
to

Randall Strickland,
to

Rick Stryker,

to Andrew Warren,

('99) to Leah Marie Chapman, 6/7/08 * Chris-

11/10 * Emily Graham ('04)

tina Hennigan ('99) to Andy Cashman, 7/12/08

9/20 * Elizabeth Kerestes ('04)

to

to

Jason Berz,

Nick Coder,
to

Steven Gmelin

Michael Rhodes ('05), 6/7/08 * Lisa Mathews
('06, M'08)

to Joshua Ailsworth

('07, '08M),

5/ 10/08 * Jennifer D. Neisser ('06) to Joseph

P. Frisbie ('05), 5/5/07 * Jerry M. Philp ('06)
to

Carly E. Crockett ('05), 7/19/08 * Tiffany

Painter ('07) to Jamie Newland, 8/2/08 * Shelly
Neel ('08) ro Eric Laurenza, 6/7/08

15

z

j

Future Dukes

u
,

1980S

\

Bayard Sweeney ('82) and Anne, a

1

Kuhl ('96) and Jeff ('96, '02M), twin daughters,

William Nash, 1/16/08 * Kelly Moore Seidel

Lexi Kay and Dillan Page, 12/26/08 * Meghan

('93) and David, a daughter, Brinna Pauline,

Bury Macgill ('96) and Peirce ('96, 'OOM) a son,

daughter, Elizabeth Anne, 8/17 /08 * Michael P.

3/ 17 /08 * Ashley Fitch ('94) and C hristopher, a

Benjamin Peirce, 1/28/08 * Jacob Tudor ('96)

Whetson ('83) and Anna, a daughter, Lily Patri-

daughter, Abigail Rose, 8/31/08 * Amy Waters

and Juli e Tesser, a son, Samuel Elliot, 5/ l 7/08

cia, 3/15/05, and a son, Anderson James, 9/26/06

Gawler ('94) and Robert, a so n, Aidan James Kyle,

* Amy Wells ('96) and Owen, a daughter, Piper

* Pamela RackeyTyler ('87) and Ronald, a son,

10/17/07 * Suzanne Snodgrass Klaas ('94) and

Calli e, 9/4/08 * Alexandra Henderson Erickson

Robert Benjamin, 7/3/08 * Randall L. Weddle

Richard, a daughter, Julia Mary, 8/4/08 * Wil-

('97) and Paul ('97), a son, Charles Gustave,

('89) and Missy, a daughter, Joselyn Rose, 9/6/08

liam Onesti ('94) and Kelley, a daughter, Emily

10/3/07 * Leslie Schulcz Gill ('97) and Chris

1990S

Kate, 6/30/08 * Matthew D. Vlieger ('94) and

('98), a daughter, Brooke Kathryn, 12/29/07 *

Kevin Phillips ('90) and Kathryn, a

Eileen, a son, Nicholas John, 5/ 10/08 * Dawn

David Menichello ('97) and Gina, a daughter,

Lorraine Brincka Sekera ('90) and Gene, a son,

Covington Warren ('94) and Ralph, a so n, Jason

Audrey Elizabeth, 10/ 11 /08 * Maria Georgeadis

Andrew Jacob, 7/9/08 * Kristi Miller Zirkle ('90)

Matthew, 5/28/08 * Andrew J. Wiley ('94) and

Muldner (' 97) and Joshua, a daughter, Marina

and Adam, a daughter, Elizabeth "Lizzi," 2/25/08

Trina, a son, Andrew Walter, 1/31/08 * Jonathan

Alexandria, 6/6/08 * ClarissaAlbo Smith ('97,

* Eleanor Caperton Thomas Lauver ('91) and

C. Dooley ('95) and Stacie, a so n, John James,

'03M) and Matthew, twin sons, Tyler Matthew

Leo, a so n, Shane Leo, 5/28/08 * Angela Auton

9/4/08 * Stephanie O 'Malley ('95) and Robert

and Jack Elliott, 4/18/08 * GregBulheller('98)

Cochran ('92) and Hank, a so n, Ryan Thomp-

('95), two daughters, Em ily Marie and Katie Lynn

and Valerie, triplets, Bevin, Jackson and Wade,

son, 9/6/07 * Heather Munro Wyland ('92)

* Holly Barraclough Mitchell ('95) and Chris-

9/3/08 * Joy Richardson Golston ('98) and

and Gary, a daughter, Lindsey Claire, 5/29/08

topher ('95) a daughter, Samantha Ann, 8/25/08

Kenard, a daughter, Deja Kianna, 4/28/08 *

* Clifton V. Rowe ('92) and Julie, a daughter,

* Brenda Coughlin Monahan ('95) and Jason, a

Shelby Hughes Kirillan ('98) and Michael ('98),

Georgianna Catherine, 9/10/08 * Jean-Pierre

daughter, Leah Margaret, 7 /21 /08 * Paula Simp-

a son, Nicholas Mason, 6/16/08 * Adriane Har-

"JP" Connelly ('93) and Sarah, a son, William

son Mosby ('95) and Gray, a daughter, Margaret

ris Marshall ('98) and Brett, a daughter, Maggie

James, 11/1/07 * Melissa Stevens Crowley ('93)

Jane, 5/6/06 * Gabriella Guccia Swartwood ('95)

Carrington, 4/ 10/08 * Danielle Moore Paquette

and John, a daughter, Margaret Stevens, 8/1/08

and Robert ('94), a son, Nicholas * Christa Davis

('98) and Ronald, a so n, Tarver William, 9/21/08

daughter, Kathryn "Kary" Spence, 9/16/08 *

I

* Kara Johnson Harris ('93), and Dennis, a son,
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* Lida Kozak Pieterman ('98) and Roland ('95),

a son, Everett Joseph, 9/4/08 * Karin Gloede

and Keith ('01, '06M), a son, Brennan James,

a son, Seth Jacob, 8/ 5/08 * Darey! Plue ('98)

Plodinec ('99) and Matt, a son, Andrew Cole,

10/ 1/08 * Asheley Ash bridge Jewett ('O1) and

and Tina, rwin daughters, Madison Michelle

6/20/08 * Tricia McGoldrick Sheehan ('99)

Mathew ('00), a daughter, M adison Elizabeth,

and Georgia Mae, 9/9/08 * Jennifer Leigh

and Matthew, a son, Cavan Thomas, 7/25/08 *

5/ 2/ 08 * Mary Carmen Rude McVey ('Ol )

Scheel ('98) and Brandon, a son, Brandon Lee

Randy Weatherly ('99) and Megan, a daughter,

and Lee ('O 1), a daughter, Mia Taylor, 4/2 1/08

Jr., 4/ 10/08 * Ann S. Woodson ('98) and Joel

Riley Kendall, 8/ 5/08

* Kathryn Feliciani Morehouse ('Ol) and

('02), a son, Caden Smith, 1/8/08 * Beth Graf

2000s

Jason ('98) , a son, Erik William, 12/ 13/ 07 *

DeAngelo ('99) and Marc, a son, Leo McCartney,

Stephen, a son, Samuel Fulton, 9/ 12/ 08 * Amy

9/3/08 * Patricia Holbrook Denenberg ('99)

V. Benavitch ('OO) and Gary Alleva ('97) , a

Brandon T yler, 4/4/08 * Heather Burakow

and David, a daughter, Rachel June, 10/ 11 /08 *

daughter, Avery Carmela, 5/3/08 * Deborah

Park ('Ol ) and Chris ('02), a daughter, G racie

Keren Brooks Adelaar ('OO) and

Lori Nelson Moul ('Ol) and William, a son,

Janelle Way Dubicki ('99) and Stephen, a son,

McClelland Berger ('OO) and Andy ('98) , a

Isabelle, 2/ 5/ 08 * Jennifer Jackson Sims ('Ol)

Benjamin Stephen, 3/23/08 * Danielle Musco

daughter, Sarah Engle, 7/31 /08 * Jaclyn Evers

and Mitch ('02), a daughter, Mckenna Lucia,

Gaucher ('99) and Gino, a daughter, Addison

Bonham ('OO) and Andy ('OO, '05M) , a son,

9/9/08 * Meagan Boyd Grand ('02) and Frank,

Elizabeth, 6/13/08 * Stephanie Maison Grace

Thaddeus "Teddy" Edmundson, 6/29/08 *

a daughter, Katherine Claire, 10/31 /08 * Erin

('99) and Alan, a son, Dominic Andrew, 2/1 3/08

Kelly Joy Duke Drewnowski ('00) and Bartek

Dolan Huntley ('02, '05M) and Eric, a son,

* Carrie McCabe Halpern ('99) and Michael

('96), a son, Austin Duke, 7/7/08 * Heather

Cole Alan, 8/31/08 * Krista Hutchinson Sims

('99), a son, Lane Patrick, 6/9/08 * Karen Phil-

Phillips Greenbaum ('OO) and Steve ('98) , a

('02) and Jason Sims ('OO) , a daughter, Ash ley

lips Heath ('99) and Ray, a daughter, Elizabeth

son, Dorian Everett, 8/ 16/08 * Angela Prandi

Michelle, 6/ 20/08 * Megan LaSalle Kinsman

Payton, 7 /31 /08 * Kate Springer Keifer ('99) and

Hanlon ('OO) and Steven, a daughter, Avery

('02) and Jon, a son, Jacob Michael, 4/ 26/ 08 *

Steve, a daughter, Jane Price, 8/20/08 * Ronald

Riley, 1/4/08 * Beth Kulyk Izzo ('OO) and Tim

Elizabeth McNeely ('02) and Micheal Skretta,

Knapczyk ('99) and Melanie, a son, Christopher

('OO), a son, T yler James, 2/13/08 * Jamie

a daughter, Ryleigh Erin, 4/4/ 08 * Pamela

James, 5/29/08 * Melissa Schanz Koser ('99) and

Bomar Lewis ('00) and Lyell ('OO) , a son, Gavin

Reinhardt Barkley ('02) and Michael ('01 ),

Andrew, a daughter, Annika Elaina, 9/ 18/08 *

Cole, 1/28/08 * Elizabeth Peacock Lucca ('OO)

a son, Ryan Christopher, 9/ 12/08 * Kristen

Susan Pulju Kraft ('99) and Jesse, a son, William

and John, a son, Logan Benjamin, 5/8/08 *

Nordt Quatela ('02) and Carlos, a daugh ter,

Jesse, 7/25/08 * Mary Kay La Barge ('99) and

Kimberly Macleod Luke ('OO) and William,

Kailin Mae, 5/ 14/08 * Betty Trump Lightner

John, a daughter, Taylor Isabelle, 6/27/08 * Patty

a daughter, Emily Irene, 4/24/08 * Melissa

('03) and Bruce, a daughter, Bailey H annah,

Constantinidis McCall ('99) and Dan ('98), a

Armstrong Moore ('OO) and Timothy ('99), a

6/ 19 * Katrina Summers Pifer ('03) and Matt,

daughter, Payton Athena, 10/28/08 * Laura 0 .

son, Judah Armstrong, 5/22/08 * Carrie Peak

a son, Brendan Reid, 12/3/07 * Cory Weathers

MacCarthy ('99) and Brendan ('96) , a daughter,

Ross ('00, '02M)) and Brad ('02), a son, Ian

('04) and Stevy, a daughter, Kellyn Ashleigh,

J uliana Camille, 7/6/08 * Sean McCarthy ('99)

Bradley, 6/17/ 08 * Sandy Ashdown Bergesen

11/14/ 08 * Leslie Peterson Wessel ('04) and

and Kelly, a son, Sean Robert, 11/13/07 * Shan-

('Ol) and Erik ('Ol), a daughter, Alexa Paige,

Andy, a daughter, Nora Clare, 9/6/ 08 * Diane

non Gatti McCarthy ('99, '04M) and G.W., a

7/26/08 * Sean Calvert ('Ol) and Guenevere, a

Schlundt Barnes ('05) and Joshua ('05), a

daughter, Claire Addison, 2/6/08 * Erin Marie

son, Declan T aylor, 10/29/08 * Emily Porretta

daughter, Grace Elizabeth, 7 /3/08 * Kateesha

Graser McGee ('99) and Hugh, a son, Andrew

Chiaramonte ('01) and John ('OO) , a son, John

Manderson ('05) and Marcus ('05), a son,

Patrick, 3/24/ 08 * Jennifer King Mosier ('99)

Joseph, 2/24/08 * Jennifer Hostetler Dierker

Marcus Francis Antoine, 3/4/08 * Erin Magnu-

and Ryan, a daughter, Samantha Grace, 2/11/08

('O 1) and Rick ('02), a daughter, Peyton Ryan,

son Helbig ('06) and Travis ('05), a daughter,

* Laura Snelling Palumbo ('99) and Brian ('99),

5/3/08 * Kara Woolley Feigenbaum ('01 )

Madison Claire, 9/ 28/ 08 *

In Memoriam
MARGARET LUCILLE SPITZER

('37) ofBridgewater, 12/26108

MARY FRANCES TURNER DARST

A.

E LIZABETH HANDY

('39) ofHa rrisonburg, 6/9/08

('44) of Seaford, Del., 112109

BARBARA "BOBBIE" SMITH MANN

('44) ofLutherville, Md. ,

5124/08
JA N E RUDASILL HOPKINS

H. KEN WILSON ( SPECIAL FRIEND OF THE CLASS OF

FRANKL. GALE

III ('79) ofPetersburg, 519/08

DONNA J. BERNAT (' 82)
JOHN BROWNING

('46) o/Norfolk, 10/12/08

ELI ZABETH W. GAULDIN ('50)

a/Houston, Texas, 12127/08

HILDA WINKELMANN GOODMAN

('57) o/Orange, 9119/08

M A RGARET "PEGGY" MOORE GRAYBEAL ('50)

1126109
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ofBuena Vista,

1958 ) of

The Villages, Fla. , 12127/08
o/Oxon Hill, Md. 4110/08

(' 85) ofH unt Valley, Md., 2/1/08

TAMARA BROWNING

('85) o/Hunt Valley, Md., 211/08

CATHERINE SARO C A O'CoNNER
CAROL CAMPBELL TREMBLAY
THOMAS J. BYRNE
MICHELLE

A.

(' 85 ) o/Charlottesville, 2/21107

(' 86) ofCoralSprings, Fla., 12/11/08

('91) o/Woodlands, Texas, 8/30/08

FROST

('95) o/Woodbridge, 11127/08
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Teaching lhe
'JMUWay'al
Harper Park
Middle School
BY MARTHA BELL GRAHAM

I

r's no stretch to say that each of the
840 students at Harper Park Middle School in Leesburg is touched
by the JMU Way. Of the school's
85 teachers, nine are products of

JMU's College of Education -

more than

10 percent of the faculty. And of those
teachers, their skill sets and assignments run
the gamut: English, social studies, music,
art, physical education and administration.
The JMU alums' enthusiasm for their
alma mater is obvious when they discuss
what their educations have meant in the
classroom. Kellie McDermott ('06, '07M),
the newest member of the HPMS faculty,
says, "I felt significantly better prepared."
Unlike education majors from other

Alumni who make up 10 percent of the Harper Park Middle School faculty (front row,
1-r): Kellie McDermott ('06), Trip Wilhelm ('04), Ashley Bulala ('05) and Joan Windle
Anderson ('74). Standing (1-r): Colleen O'Malley Basinger ('92), Ryan Waters ('03),
Courtney Wilhelm ('05), principal Sam Shipp ('92) and Mary Beth Neely Woodford ('86).

sound, very strong, very well prepared.

my phone, " McDermott says. "They would

in the fall of my sophomore year. I felt

They are able to have a tremendous impact

call us and ask, 'How was your day?'"

comfortable in the classroom ." McDer-

right away. They are ready on day one."

schools, she says, "I was in the classroom

mott teaches math and science.

Siblings Courtney ('05, '06M) and Trip

Often it's not the what of"JMU's Way,"
it's the who. Courtney Wilhelm remem-

Art teacher Colleen O'Malley Basinger

Wilhelm ('04, '05M) both teach health

bers Dr. Jeannie Wenos, who "spread her

('92) adds that JMU emphasized "getting

and physical education at HPMS. It's in

passion for adaptive P.E. And Dr. Nye."

kids to think creatively. They gave you

their blood- their parents are P.E. teach-

Woodford remembers Paul Cline, and

the freedom to be yourself but also offered

ers. Courtney echoes the sentiment: "I was

several teachers lauded Tony Graham as a

constructive criticism."

not afraid of trying new things."

mentor. Music teacher Ashley Bulala ('05)

"Yes," McDermott adds, "They sin-

do their

praises Patrick Walders. "I learned more

cerely wanted to make us the best ... they

best, the teachers also cite the support they

In addition to being pushed

in the one year I had him than in all my

took creative criticism to a new level. They

received from JMU and from the area's

other years. Much of what I do now as a
teacher is due to him."

to

taught me, 'Don't ever be complacent. Try

community of educators. Mary Beth Neely

new things ."' And, she adds, her HPMS

Woodford ('86) recalls that during her stu-

Ryan Waters ('03) teaches language arts.

principal pushes her to maintain it.

dent teaching days Mike Loso, director of

Joan Windle Anderson ('74) teaches science.

That's hardly surprising since the prin-

instruction for Harrisonburg city schools,

Shipp is full of Purple Pride for his

cipal, Sam Shipp, is also a JMU alumnus.

was extremely helpful. Woodford, who

JMU teachers. "When they come, they

Shipp ('92) joined HPMS nine years ago

works in the HPMS office, h as recently

are strong in three areas: content, teaching

as a dean and ass umed the job of principal

returned to education after a decade at

strategies, and a dedication and creative

four years ago. "I have found that when

home raising her children.

enthusiasm for the mission."

JMU grads come on board, they're very

"All my professors were on speed dial on

That is the JMU Way.

ffl
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The official drink
of cramming.

Coca-Cola is a proud sponsor of James Madison University.
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While H awaii is known as an island paradise, unfortunately, it is
also the endangered bird capital of the world, with more than half of
the native bird species having gone extinct. Blake Jones ('04)
decided to dedicate his career to "being the change" by making
Hawaii a safer place for endangered birds to survive and reproduce. T he biology major aids the recovery of birds in peril as part
of the Hawaii Endangered Bird Con ervation Program. Using artificial incubation and hand rearing as well as controlling environmental, nutritional and predation factors, Jones and his colleagues
can release healthy birds into restored and protected habitats.
Whether ed ucating the public about Hawaii 's endangered birds
or developi ng graduate research projects with officials from the
Zoological Society of San D iego, Jones says, " I enjoy the process
of solving problems to directly help Hawaii's bird . Building on
what others have discovered and coming up with ideas for scientific investigation will answer specific problems that will help the
recovery of the endangered birds I work with." Successes of the
Hawaii Endangered Bird Conservation Program include hatching
and raising 14 endemic Hawaiian bird species and raising more
than 800 individual birds to adulthood.

'By releasing birds into
restored and protected
habitat, we can foster selfsustaining populations of
endangered birds.'
BLAKE JONES ('04)

Biologist, Hawaii Endangered Bird
Conservation Program

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol32/iss2/1

Read more about Blake Jones at www~mu.edu/BeTheChange/
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